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The cwt. powers of Adrian Leverkuhn's life's struggle in Thomas 
Mann's Dokl.or Fcustus, his hunger for and failure to rationally ob­
tain truth as well as his unabating truth-ignoring need for artistic 
production, eventually cause a tremendous dissonance within him 
which ultimately leads to his insanity. This struggle, though des­
tined for dissonant failure, nevertheless becomes a successful expres­
sion of Leverkuhn's oneness both with all humanity's struggle for 
truth and with modern humanity's consciousness of its failure to 
find truth. Leverkuhn's lifelong struggle is best **epresented in the 
novel through LeverkOhn's musical compositions and in them, through 
his fictional development and use of Arnold SchSnberg's 12-tone 
technique and of Theodor Wiesengrund Adorno's philosophy ot mu^'c. 
It will be the object of this thesis to analyze LeverkOhn's struggle 
for truth as well as his need for artltcic pr^iuction, to explain 
the roles of Adorno's phi'osophy of music and 1’-tone music in this 
struggle, to show how the built-up dis&onance Within LeverkOhn 
finally destroys him, * >d to point toward ’ r.e success LeverkOhn 
achieves within his failure.
* ‘
vi j
"Macht's, dass weiter ko.rant's, alle witeinand! 
Ihr habt's Ja ka VerstSndnis net, ihr Stadtleut,
t:\ - V " ;und da g'hert a Verstandnis her! Viel hat er 
von der ewfgen Gnaden g ’redt, der arme Mann, 
und i weisa net, ob die langt. Aber a recht's a
-' •menachlich's Verstindnis,
; j>*..rj'V'y. -1' .v '>4 ',.," slK;, 1
langt fGr all's!”
glaubt's es nir, dec
Mutter Schweigestj.il (D.F
viii
Thomas Mann brings two major c ntrasting powers together within 
Adrien Leverkuhn in his Doktor F/acstv.a. The first power ia his 
hunger for truth. This hunger ';or truth conceals two goals of
I
Leverkuhn, namely the discovery of true expression and true communion 
with all. With these goals in mind, Leverkuhn's presupposition that 
an all-encompassing core of truth can be rationally extracted brings 
him to use his cold, critical intellect to enact the paradoxical, 
causally limited concept of "freodom-from"; He selects and rejects 
anything which he judges to be an inadequate approximation of truth 
and escapes from anything which could lead him istray from the cold 
logic he deems necessary to find truth. With this method he hopes to 
construct music compositions which are totally consistent from their 
smallest internal relationships to their largest formal relationships 
and which are based on the all-encompassing core ot truth. Thmugh 
the construction of such compositions, Leverkuhn would rea«-h true 
ar.istic expression. Through the understanding of the all-encompass­
ing relationships within these compositions, LeverkQhn would reach 
true communion with all. Leverkuhn's limited human nature, however, 
proves to be incapable of rationally finding the core of truth. His 
critical intellect leads him only to an upfillable void of meaning­
lessness and isolation. This void is tor Leverkuhn an experience of
1
failure1. The second power in LeverkUhn, his uncontrollable need for
artistic production, leads him to attempt ta deceive his critical 
intellect by way of intoxication and thereby enable himself to pro­
duce what will appear to him to be a consistent work of art— a work, 
of art with which he can be subjectively satisfied Such subjective 
satisfaction cannot be reached, however, because LeverkOhn's critical 
intellect in the search for truth is not overcome by intoxication.
.. . ... ,. . . .. , ... . ., g  ■Therefore, Leverkuhn's actual compositions, which he must bring
,forth to pacify his need for production, contain the deceptive 
appearance of truth rather than being grounded in truth itself. 
Here, too, Leverkuhn experiences failure.
V * MA tremendous dissonance builds in Leverkuhn between his hunger 
for truth and his need for artistic production. This dissonance even-
.i , » . . .. . • . ' .
tually disrupts his mental balance to the poinc of causing insanity. 
Yet, somewhat ironically, it is jreciseiy because of this dissonance 
chat it is Leverkuhn*s lifelong struggle, and not the totally consis­
tent, intellectual music compositions he hopes for, which emerges as 
an embodiment of the true expression and the true communion with all 
for which he hungers. Leverkuhn*s struggle becomes an expression of 
the oneness of all humanity, reflecting its intellectual as well as 
intoxicated search for purpose and meaning in existence. If becomes 
specifically an expression of modern humanity's dissonant failure in 
this effort. In the dissonance of his self-destructive lifelong 
struggle Leverkuhn unknowingly experiences succesr. through his fail­
ure .
Leverkuhn*s actually produced music compositions with all their
3
shortcomings arid the music-philosophical theories behind these compo­
sitions are the vehicles Thomas Mann uses to bring Leverkuhn's 
hunger fcr truth and his need for artistic production to light in
their ever more dissonant relationship to each other. Thomas Mann
.. . . made modern music the carrier of the representation of the essential
philosophical concept of the theme of Doktor Faustus, relying for
this purpose quite heavily on the modern music philf'uphy of Theodor
2
Wiesengrund Adorno and on Arnold SchSnberg's 12-tone technique. It 
is Leverkuhn's music which so well expresses his life’s struggle
v.,’V ' ,'|>* "’■* " i' v 1both as failure and as success where other modes of description are 
for the most part insufficient.
It will be the objective of this thesis to show the synthesis■ i
of success and failure in the artist Adrian Leverkuhn's lifelong 
search for truth as it is expressed in his use of 12-tone music. The 
hope in this effort i* to obtain a better understanding of the 
philosophical importance of 12-tone music and of music in general as 
it is used in Doktor Faustus. A better understanding of music in the 
novel will undoubtedly contribute to a more accurate conception of 
the work in its entirety.
Due to the limited length of this thesis, a discussion of 
Thomas Mann's use of the theories of Schopenhauer, Wagner, Nietzsche 
and German Romanticism, all of which are important for a thorough 
knowledge of Thomas Mann's thought, will net be emphasized. Few 
other characters in the novel beside Leverkuhn will be discussed in 
any great detail. Small necessary exceptions are the explanations of 
Zeitblom's role as biographer and of Kretzschmar’s music philosophy.
4Of Leverkilhn'S compositions, only Mecrleuchten, Love's Labour's Lost, 
Lie Wundei des Alls, '•.he Apokalypsis cum figuris and the Dr. Faus*'i 
Wehek 1 ag will be discussed at any length. Neither Leverkuhn's early 
years nor the peripheral details of his biograpny will be touched 
upon. Since the basic concepts of Thomas Mann's modern muci' philo­
sophy is taken primarily from Adorno's works, other philosophies 
such as that of Schonberg himself will not be used. The historical 
movements of music which lead to the birth of Schonberg's 12-tone
theory will only be mentioned when necessary, but they will not be
• • ;explored in depth.
*  *  *
The thesis will be divided into three ->arts. In the first part, 
Leverkuhn’s hunger for truth by wey of a rationally extractable core 
of truth will be discussed. The goals of Leverkuhn's hunger for 
truth, true expression and true communion with all, are explained. 
Leverkuhn's method of pursuing truth, the concept of Freedom-from, 
is explored, and its contrasting and necessarily rejected counter­
part, the concept of pure freedom, is discussed.
The second part, after explaining Schonberg's 12-tone theory of 
music and defining tonality, will then discuss the role of Adorno 
and the J2-tone theory in Leverkuhn's search for truth. The relevance
of Adorno’s philosophy of music for Doktor Faustus and the cnaracter
3cf Adrian Leverkuhn in and beyond the specifically montaged sections 
in Thomas Mann's book is dealt with. Also, five important historical 
movements, which are clarified in Adorno's music philosophy and
which Thomas Mann made an underlying part of Doktor Faustus, are
5treated: the fall of ronal music, the rejcrtur.i of program music, 
i 'e fall of idealism and the classical musical ftrrn, the emancipation 
of dissonance and the rise of the a 11-encompassing variation. Then, 
Arnold Schonberg's 12-tone theory, whose birth is shown to be a 
direct result of these historical movements, :.s explored as it is 
used by LcverkGbn. The mechanics of 12-tone rausic, its systematic 
intellectual accomplishment!1?, its inherent problems and its problems 
in compositional application are discussed-
The 12-tone theory is proven next to be an inadequate basis on 
which to construct truth. It is shown that Schonberg, according to 
Adorno, has an ingenious ability to produce with cold intellectuality 
whit . is not reflected in Thomas kann's Adrian Leverkuhn.
In the third part Leverkuhn's need to produce, his ensuing fail­
ure to remain constant in his hunger for truth, and the success to 
be found exactly within this failure ’ill be the topics. It is shown 
how Leverkuhn attempts to remain consistent with his hunger for 
t* ith by trying to synthesize cold intellect with the heated intoxica­
tion he finds necessary for production. Leverkuhn's intoxicated 
production is, however, proven incapable of satisfying his critical 
intellect. Adrian Leverkuhn's final composition, the Dr, Fausti 
Weheklag, is then discussed as the deceptive illusion of a break­
through to true expression. His final statement of confession, which 
Leverkuhn delivers to a number of his closest acquaintances directly 
before his mental collapse, is shown to have not easily decipherable 
but nonetheless key admissions of Leverkuhn's life's direction and 
his failure to achieve bis goals. Then the dissonance in Leverkuhn,
6resulting in his cry jf agony and insanity, is observed. LeverkGhn's 
life's struggle is discussed as an archetype »r all humanity and 
especially modern humanity. True expression and true communion are 
s; -»wn to t>e the success unconsciously achieved within M s  failures.
r.
Finally, the leading role Thomas Mann ascribes to music in the
.
expression of Leverkuhn’s success via h*.s failures is discussed and1
the possibility of hope emerging from this music is suggested.
PART ONE
LEVERKUHN' S INTELLECTUAL HUNGER FOR TRUTH
Adrian Leverkuhn's hunger fcr truth is, first of all, a Faustian 
need to find "was die Welt in. innersten zusamroenhalt” (Goethe, p. 
20, 11. 382-383), It is his need to come to know that core of truth
which is the all-encompassing source of existence. The reader is 
informed about this hunger of Leverkuhn in a manner which shows the 
unconsciousness of this yearning of the hero. As S?renus Zeitblom 
mentions, ’‘Bel ihra musste alles sich erst ’herausstellen’, bei allem 
musste man ihn betreffen, uberraschen, ertappen, ihm hinter die 
Briefe kommen,— und dann errStete er, . ." (D.F., p. 64). The follow­
ing five episodes bring this nt^d of Leverkuhn to light.
» v.v-‘ . ' > ■  r ■ .:>,<> ■ ■. *}-%-' . . Ii • r • " “
On one occasion, .when discussing the indifference Leverkuhn 
appears to assess toward all of what he studies at tha Gymnasium,
1 . ■ r- ‘A-'-' . .-4 • *. • •
Zeitblom notes the one exception as being mathematics:
Es niromt ja die Mathese, als angewandte Logik, die sich 
dennoch im rein und hoch Abstrakten ha.lt, eine eigentum- 
lic.he Mittelstellung zwischen den humanistischen und den 
rea 11st ir.chen Wissenschaf ten ein, und aus den Erlauterun- 
gen, die Adrian mir gesprachsweise von dem Vergnugen gab, 
das sie ihm bereitete, ging hervor, dass er diese Zwischen- 
stellung zugleich als erhoht, dominierend, universell emp-
7
8pfand, oder, wie ei sich ausdruckre, a!s ''das Wahre". Es 
var eine Herzensfreude, \hn etwas als "das Wahre" bezeich- 
ne.n ru horen, c? war ein Anker, ein Halt, nicht ganz. ver— 
gebens mehr fragte man sich nach der "Hauptsache". "Du 
hist ein Barei.hauter", sagte er damals zu nir, "das nicht 
z*: mdgen. Ordnungsbeziehungen anzuschauen ist doch schliess- 
lich das Beste. Die Oidnung ist alles. R5mer dreizehn: 
'Was von Gott ist, das ist g e o r d n - t . E r  errBtete, und 
ich sah ihn gross an. Ls stellte sicn heraus, dass er reli- 
gios war. (D.F., p> 64)
Mathematics' encompassing of both the humanistic and the practical 
sciences is a sign of its universal worth. Its abstractness shows 
its nearness to the deepest truths of existence. Mathematics shows
; ‘  f. ' t Vi* . V V . V  , r ' , '4 k ' . f  A"  ■ 4% , ‘.It' *
the relational order of and the rational sense in existence. Such a 
rational relational order behind all of existence (i.e., that ordei, 
"was die Welt im innerrten zusammenhaIt") is the core of truth for 
which Leverkuhn searches.
Later, while Leverkuhn is in Halle studying theology, a teacher 
of his makes some important remarks about Pythagoras. This time, 
too, Leverkuhn blushes. Zeitblom relates the discussion to the reader:
Da lauschten wir denn, witschreibcnd und von Zeit zu Zeit 
in Jas sanft lachelnde Gesicht des weiss beroahnter. Profes­
sors aufblickcnd, dieser kosmologischen FrQhkonzeption 
eines screngen und frosmen Geistes, der ss> c ^^ondleiden- 
schaft, die Mathematik, die abstrakte Proportion, die Zahl
0i* urn hrinrip der Wp 1 r ent. s t ehung und des Wei tbest ehens erhob 
und, der Allnatur als etn Wissender, cin F.i ngewe ihter ent- 
eegenstehend, sie xuerst mit grosser GebSrde als "Kosmos”, 
als Ord.iung und harmonic*. als ubersinnlich tonendes Inter­
val I-Svstem tier Spharen ansprach. Die Zahl und das Zahlen- 
verhaltnis als konstltuierender Inbegriff des Selns und 
der sittlichen W3rde,— es war hochst eindrucksvoll, wie 
hier das Ticbone, das Exakte, das Slttliche felerltch zutnm- 
;.tenflossen rur Idee der AutorltSt, die den pythagorSischen 
Bund. die esoter'sche Schule religioser Lebenstrneuerung, 
des schweigenden Gehorsnms und dcr strikten bnterwerfung 
unter das "Aut^s epha" beseelte. (D.F., p. 126)
The theory is ail-encorapassing, all-explaining, yet abstract and 
cornoar ar f ve Iv clear. It incorporates mathematics, religion, astrolo-*• *• Ti • • > -i ' r,;; • . * 1 yyi '•
gv, and music (harmony) in one theory. Leverkflhn's need is again to' ■ ..ter*?
find the source of existence.• " . ' . • ■ e?» .
When praising Beethoven’s Tbitd Fidelio Overture (Leverl.uhn 
rarely praises anything), he remarks., ". . . solche Musik i*st die 
Tatkraft an sich, die Tatkiaft selbst, aber n*.cht als Idee, sondern 
in ihrer Wirklichkeit." (D.F., p. 108). Leverkuhn blushes also after 
making these remarks. Again, Leverkuhn's interest lies in the oossib- 
ility nf an abstract core encompassing all of existence. His state­
ment here is most probably a play on the word'* of Goethe's Eaust, 
who. when att?rapCing to translate the first pare of the benk of 
John, decides that "Am Anfnng war die Tat" (Goethe, p. 44, line 
Beethoven's work as "latkra't" is given credit for being
10
close to the orip: n of existence: i.e., the core of truth.
The vehicle through which Leverkiihn tsvcntually plans to express
his own knowledge of the innermost truth is, of course, music. Lever-
kuhn, who fears that getting caught op in the love of any particular
4will result in the inability to conceive the whole, tries especially 
to avoid admitting, even to himself, his all-too-strong feelings a ft 
a young man toward music. When these feelings are exposed during a 
discussion with Serenus Zeitblora, he blushes, turning redder than 
ever before: "Er hatte erhitzte Wangen, vie sr sie bei Schulaufgaben 
niemals, auch bei der Algebra nicht bekam" (D.F., p. 66). It is there­
fore Wendall Kretzjchmar and not LeverkGhn, who presents the most 
concise statement on music's close relationship to the core t 
truth. It is imperative to cote here, that although erkOhn dot.
not make this statement, it is a part of his thinking, for: "Man
■ • ■ • , . • .. • • •- ,!X.". . • . . v . V- - • . ' * *  I >», • M S.. ' fj
hatte in seiner Gegenwarc stets dar Gefuhl, dass alle Ideen und 
Gesich*. r.punkte, die um ihn herum iaut wurden, in ihm versarj»elt 
waren, und dass er, ironisch zuhor>,nd, es den einzelnen menschlichen 
Verfassungen uberliess, sie zu atsscrn m.d zu vertroten" (D.F., pp. 
575-76). This characterizes a writing technique of Thomas Mann, 
which directs the reader toward \-everkOhn as the focus point of the 
work. The statement from Kretzschmar's lectures, which couples music 
with the core of truth, runs as follows:
Auf jedcr Fall spielte die Idee ces Elements* an, des Piimi - 
tiven, des Uranfanglicben die entscheider. ie Rolle darin, 
sowie der Gedanke, dass unter alien KSnatan gerade die 




vlckelten Wu.iderbau von historlscher Creation sie im Lauf
*der Jahrhundertc: einporgewachsen sei, niemais sich elner
frommen Neigung entschlagen habe, ihrer anfanglichsten 2u-
stande pietatvoll zu gedenken und sie feierlich beschwo-
.rend heraufzurufen, kurz, ihre Elemente zu zelebrieren.
I?-. . * . • . f-l** : V ''*•Sie feiere daroir, sagte er, ihre kosmische Gleichn*9h^fVl -
• • * . id _ i j  *• , ■keif; denn jene Elemente seien gleichs~*n die ersten und
einfachsten BausteJne der Welt, ein Paraileliamus, den ein• • . v.' . •• > ) ■ ■ >; • • • . , .  . •
philosophlerender KQnstJ.er jungstvergangener Tage— es war
. . . i • , •: . > .• T  ..-./Si--.* .
wieder Wagner, von dem er sprach— sich klug zunutze gemacb'
habe, indem er die Grundeiemente der Musik ir. seinem’ • • . J'»' • ' ' *1 ' ' • ' ' 1 ' - . 
kosmogonischen Mythos vom ' Rinp des Nibelungen' sich mir
denjenigen der Welt habe decken lassen. (U.F., pp. 86-87)
cones closest to making a simil.**- statement on music
. . ■ •• . ■ . writes to Kretzschraars
in a
Sie halten mich fur berufen zu dieser Kurst und geben mir
zu verstehen, dass der 'Schritt vom Wegt ’ zu ihr nicht gar
gross ware. Mein Luthertuir sCimmt dem r,u, denn es sieht in
.Theologie und Huslk t^nachbarte, nahe verwandte Spharen, 
und personlich ist mir obendrein die Musik iramer als eine 
magische Verbindung aus Theologie und der so unterha?tenden 
Mathematik erschienen. (D.F., ip. 175-176)
Leverkdhn's interest in theology can be seen as an interest in the 
religious understandings of “he core of truth throughout history. 
His view of music therefore, as a combination of theology and
12
(•lachemat ics, beci mes another strong staf.eir.ent of music’s closeness 
to the source of existence
Adrian Lcvevkilhn hopes to use the valid core of ttuch for which
he searches *s a basis on which to form a nev v.rt which r.o longer
d'ceives, but which is a fully consistent, fully valid construction.
Such a nev art can bt said to be true expression or, as the next
quote states it, F.rkenntnis. LeverkOhn proclaims:1 1 m
■ ■j'Vri /■;.* ■c ... • ■ - i - ■
"Das Werk: Es ist Trug* Et ist etwas, woven der BGrger
■ ■ P ■ ' ■ • .c' f
rnochte, cs gaoe das noch. Es ist gegen die Wahrheit und
1 ' I? ■ ■ ■ ■ 'vi, :.4
gegen den Errs:- Echt und ernjt ist allein das ganz Kurze,
■ < 'V P w  i' . i ; ■ '<>:
der hflchst konsistente rausikalische Augenblick. .
Wie hatte mich das nicht bekummern sollen, da ich doch
wussts, dass er sell..t auf das Werk aspirierte, die Komposi-
tion einer Ope- plante!
Ich hahe ihn ebenso sagen horen:
"Schein und Spiel haben heute schon das Ge'-.i.s&en der Kunst• • V'V\ ' . ‘
gegen sich. Sie will aufhSren, Schein und Spiel zu sein,p
sie will Erkenntnis werden." (D .F., pp. 241-2421
Since all details of LeverkOhn's new art t.ould necessarily be 
derived from its single bosis: the all-encompassing core of truth, 
this art would automatically express oneness. This oneness, in its 
very nature, is the source for true communion with all. It is the 
essence of true warmth and true feeling. This oneness would justify 
the honest use of the word, du. Leverk.uhn explains:
"Wem also der Durchoruch geiange aus geistiger Kalte in
13
eine Wagnisweit neuen Gefuhls, ihn soilte mart wohl den 
Erloser der Kunst nennen. Erlosung . . . ;in romantisches 
Wort; und ein Ha rmon iker-Wort, das Hand lungswort fur die 
Kadenz-Se1igkeit der harmonischen Musik. 1st es nicht ko-
misch, dass die Musik sich eine Zeitlang als ein fcrlosungs-
■
mittel empfand, wahrend sie doch selbst, wie alle Kunst,.->* - v t  * <. i".x" -.* v/*‘;
der ErlSsung bedarf, namlich aus einer feicrlichen Isolle-■ •>., • ■' •* v; , 1 Vj5. i spy •' ■ .;•*
rung, die die Frucbt der Kultur-Emanzipation, Erhebung
der Kultur zurn Religionsersatz war,— aus dem Alleinsein 
mit einer Eildungselite, 'PubMkufr' genannt, die es bald 
nicht mehr geben wird, die es schon nicht mehr gibt, so 
dass also die Kunst bald vollig allein, zum Absterben al- 
lein sein wird, es se! denn, sie fande den Weg zum 'Volk', 
das heisst, um es unromantisch zu sagen: zu den Menschen?”. 'A - V ■ . ■ l ■
• « • t
"Die g.tnze Lcbensstimmung der Kunst, glauben Sie mir, wird 
sich andern, und zwar ins Hei ter-Bescheidenerc,— es ist 
unvermeidl\ch, und es 1st ein Gluck. Viel melancholische 
Ambition wird von ihr abfallcn und eine neue Unschuld, ja
Harmlosigkeit ihr Teil sein. Die Zukunft wird in ihr, sie(
selbst wird wiedsr in sich die Dienerin sehen an einer 
Gemeinschaft, die weit mehr als ’Bildung' umfassen und 
Kultur nicht hafcen, vielleicht aber e<-.e sein wird. Wir 
stellen es uns nur mit Muhe vor, unu doch wird es das 
geben und wird das Naturliche sein: eine Kunst ohne beiden, 
seelisch gesund, unfeierlich, uncraurig-zutraulich, cine
Kunst mit der Menschheit auf do und du. . . ." (D.F. , pp.
428- 4 2 9 )
The single-minded hunger for truth naturally demands from Lever­
kuhn his striving for freedom from anything which could get in the 
way of this hunger. Such freedom-from is defined here to include 
LeverkQhn's escapes and rejectionss his escapes from anything which 
could lead him astray from the cold logic he deems necessary to find
7 ' : ,tV. V ,y*- v'v-•V'id v
truth, and his rejections rf less then adequate attempts at approxima-
* a • ■ v, •- • .• ■ ' a« >
tion of truth. It is LeverkChn's hope that, via the clarity of 
,.y v. v - j*' y >•' • ‘
vision gained through freedom-from, he will be able to see through
to tne vf lid core of truth and be able to construct in truth his new
art and his community of du und du. But while he awaits the valid
• • • * ' • V. • " ' ■ • }.*-*• r
core of truth and as long as he strives for freedom-fror anything 
less, Leverkuhn is bound to experience an extreme isolation, for 
community (the opposite of isolation) can only be found exactly in 
the commou traditions and values, feilirgs and perceptions which 
(whether they are grounded in truth or not) LeverkUhn rejects or 
from which he escapes.
Of special importance here is the difference between the concept 
of pure freedom ar.d thal cf freedom-from. Pure freedom will be defin­
ed here as an achievement of total independence from the causality 
of existence. First of all, Leverkuhn reject* the concept of pure 
freedom. It must be remembered that LeverkOhn's struggle is for the 
innermost truth which encomjasses all existence. If there exists 
such a core of truth, then obviously, none of existence can be unre­
lated to it. Thus, pure unattached freedom could not exist (except,
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perhaps fcr a god or source of existence). What is called freedom by 
many of the characters in Dexter Faustus has, more often chan not, 
only the outward appearance of freedom or is freedom-from something
specific. The following examples show the rejection of oure unat-
-
tached freedom:
The pursuit of the freedom-denying understanding of all exist- 
en e, which stems from LeverkOhn’s hunger for truth, can be noticed 
first in the quest of Leverkuhn's father to bridge the gap between
V.5?* '"S'!* '• V-1-. - >
the chemical plants he creates with his understanding of inorganic
.7. • '•» . •
<?’<* >v
chemistry and real organic plants. Were he able to bridge this gap,
>■ ■ • x1-;. &$>■.
he would be much closer to finding the causal relationship (a rela-
' ' • ■  ■>> i:- ■■ -k'.i • '--v »•
tionship which denies pure freedom) between inorganic chemistry and
■' 'tf/: ’ ■■ Ai.-y’ v'-.’; *'i s+ • v ^v '  V.®' •' ■’ V  \
the freest appearing human thoughts. He never achieves this goal,
■V ■ ■ !; > ■ - . *’ '•
and must simply admit the inorganic nature of his creation (ich=Zeit-
; ' ■ ■ . - t ' «■/?
b 1 ora ) :
"Und dabei sind sie tot", sagte Jonathan und bekarr. Tranen 
in die Augen, wahrend Adrian, wie ich wohl sah, von 
unterdrucktem Lachen geschuttelt wurde. (D.F., p. 32)
The breakthrough to the ability to recreate the organic through a 
thorough knowledge of the inorganic is exactly the Durchbruch which 
Leverkuhn hopes to achieve in his music. Leverkdhn tells Zeitolom:
"Wem also der Durchbruch gelSnge aus geistiger Kalte in 
eine Wagniswelt neuen Gefuhls, ihn sollte man wohi den 
Erloser der Kunst nennen.” (D.F♦, p. 428)
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In one description of LeverkOhn, even Zeitbiom the humanist is 
forced to question freedom— specifically here, the freedom of the 
development of Adrian Leverkuhn's personality:J
War es so? riat Kaisersaschern ihn jema'ls freigegeben? Hat 
er es nicht mit sich ger.onmen, wohin immer er ging, und
ist er nicht von ihm bestimmt worden, wann immer er zu
If - ■ ■ ■ . V, - . d• . ; . .• .• . ■ • * .• .. ■* i.•,*
bestimmen glaubte? Was ist Freiheit! Nur das Gleichgultige'
ist frhi. Das CharakterLstische ist nieraals frei, es ist• ■ ■ , • :
. . .gepragf;, determiniert und gcbunden. War es nicht "Kaiser
■ . .
schern", was aus meines Freundes Entschlusse sprach, Theo- 
logie zu studieren? Adrian LeverkOhn und diese Stadt,-— ge- 
vlss, das ergab zusammen wohl Theologie; nachtrSglich frag- 
te ich niich, was ich denn sonst erwartet hatte. Er widmete 
sich spater der Komposition. ALer wenn es sehr kuhne Musik 
war, die er schrieb,— war es etwa "freie” Musik, Allerwelts-
musik? Das war es nicht. Es war die Musik eines nie Ent~■ y  ■ y ■ •. • ■ .■
komraenen, war bis in die geheiinste geniallsch-skurrile 
Verflechtung hinein, in jedero Kryptenhali und -hauch, der
• ■ -■ ‘ ' '•/'.* ' > ' 'r-rV ' ■ ■. .’ " , . •
davon ausging, charakteristische Musik, Musik von Kaisersa- 
schern. (D.F., p. 113)
In the music of Brahms, the rejection of pure freedom in lieu 
of understanding appears within LeverkOhn’s discussion of Brahms' 
rejection of purposeless ornamentation:
"Nimm ihn als Beispiel dafur, wie Subjektivitat in Objekti- 
vitat sich wandelt! Bei ihm entaussert sich die Musik
1 7
aller konventione1Len Floskeln, Forrneln und Rilckstande und 
erzeugt sozusagen dte Einheit dcs Werks jeden Augenbllck 
neu, aus Freiheit, Aber gerade damit wird die Freiheit zum 
Prin'.in allseitiger Okonomie, das der Musik nichts ZufSlli- 
ges ISsst und noch clie ausserste MannigfaLtigkeit aus 
identisch festgehaltenen Materialien entwickelt. Wo es 
nichts Unthematisches rnehr gibe, nichts, was sich nicht 
als Ableitung eines imraer Gleichen ausweisen kSnnte, da 
lSsst sich kaum noch von freiem Satze sprechen. . ,
■ i-gi/'t ' / J > '■>' '  »(.fr •• . • , .. .
(D,F', pp. 254-255)
The freedom of Brahms to implement such economy can be equated with 
a comparative or an apparent freedom rather than pure freedom.
LeverkGhn's use of the 12-tone row is a most blatant example of 
his rejection of pure freedom:
" 1“ oder neu, ich werde dir sagen, was ich unter strengem 
Siv z verstehe. Ich meine ' _nit die vollstandigc Intogrie- 
i'M.7 aller musikalischen Dimension^n, ihre Indifferenz ge- 
geneinander kraft vollkommener Organisation." (D.F., p. 255)
Again, the striving for an all-encompassing truth in which each par­
ticular has an essential role for the whole— in which vollatandige 
I ritegr ierung is demanded— crushes the possibility of pure freedom
for any of the particulars.
Leverkuhn's mocking rejection of pure freedom is musically ex­
pressed in his Suite, "Gesta Romanorum," where all the characters
are puppets. (See D.F. , pp. 407-411.) "Gesta Romanorurn" shows Chat
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however intricate the life of a human is in its mechanism, it is 
nonetheless mechanical. Humanity's pure freedom is an illusion as 
phony as the pure /freedom of a puppet on a string.
The total achievement of freedom~from can be seen via a state­
ment of I.everkOhn's dealing with the achievement of what he calls 
freedom and the beginning of sterility. Rather than simply accepting 
such a senseless freedom, he points to the need of music to find a
new Systemherrn; ■ « I ■ ■•. . ;■ ■ 4 %?
'-Hr-- .<
"— einen Systemherrn brauchten wir, einen Schulmeister des 
Objektiven und der Organisation, genial genug, das Wieder-
>t, \ > > ' ... 'V.' vy-y-'V >£$'!$/•. : •
herstellende, Ja das Archaische mit dem Revolt.ionSren zu
■0
verbinden. . . .(D.F., p. 252)
■ .■ v> ■>i ■ ■ Kvfe 0  ■ ■
Leverkfihn realizes that he livas in a "Zeit der ZvTFtSrten 
Konventionen und der Auflosung alter objektiven VerbttJlich- 
keiten, kurzum einer Freiheit, die anfangt, sich ais Meltau 
auf das Talent zu legen und ZGge der Sterilitat zu zeigen."
(D.F., P. 253),'A. . w* %'i"
The meaning of freedom here comes out in a continuation cf this dis­
cussion :
"F.s ware tragisch", sagte ich, "wemi Unfruchtbarkoit je 
das Ergebnis tier Freiheit sein sollte. Es 1st doch immer 
die Hoffnung auf die F.ntbxndung produktiver Krafte, um- '• < . '• .■ ’ ' 4' ’/
derentwillen Freiheit erobert wird!"
"Wahr", 'rwiderte er. "Und sie leistet auch eine Welle,
was man sich on ihr versorach. Aber Freiheit ist ja ein
19
anderes Wort fur Subjektivitat, und eines Tages halt die 
es niche mehv mi t sich aus, irgendwann verzweifelt sie an 
der MSglichkeit, von sich au' scbopferisch zu sein, und
sucht Schutz und Sicherheit beim Objektiven. Die Freiheit
• •nelgt ftnmer zxm dialekt ischen timschlag. Sie erkefmt sich 
seJ.bst sehr bald in der Gebundenheit, erftflle sich in der
- - ». ■.  ^y c?fi ■ ■ > -%y \ ■* VJj V-* •*>,**.$ 'i
Unterordnung unter GeSetz, Regel, "wang. System— erfGllt 
sich darin, das will ich sagen: hort darum nicht jiuf, 
Freiheit 2u sein."
"Ihrer Meinung nach", lachte ich. "Soviel sie weiss! Aber 
in V.’irklichkeit ist sie doch dann richt Freiheit mehr,' w' . i.
sowenig wie die aus der Revolution geborene Diktatur noc,h 
Freiheit ist." (D.F., pp. 253-25A); • : t •
v •. i !; •. ’ •
i\ * • . - * v, * v • w • ; ’ *■ , •Leverkuhn pnint^ out that vrliat he calls freedom is *».ot In its ber.t■
ferm unattached to rules ("Gesetz. Regel, Zwang, System"). It soon
y
becomes sterile if ill its relationships are ignored. Better is a 
freedom gained through an understanding that realizes the imper­
fection of old rules and can grasp more perfect rules, ouch a 
freedom is by no mean; Free. It is a causally achieved specific 
freedom from the imperfect ,.«d for the more perfect. (In all 
honesty, the use of the word freedom here at all is highly atestion- 
able.) This strange sense of freedom (frecdom-from) is €xpressed by 
Gerard Schmidt in his work. Zuro Formgfc.setz des Bo let. > •- Faustus von 
Thomas Mann, in a discussion of Kretschmar’s Beethoven. Instead of 
the word freedom he chooser to use the word emancipation: "Beet­
20
hoven verlSsst auch nicbt das tonale System sondern dringt an d* - 
son Gtenze vor. Was ihm dabei als Erk.ennt.Tis zuwachst, ist die Tat- 
sa^ne, class Emancipation nur unter F.inbozxehung dessen sich vollzie- 
hen kann, von dem emanzipiert wird" (Schmidt, p. 65).
, . - , : . • • . • . - . . . . f ;«. . • • ' ' - ' - a
Most interesting he^ -e is the fact that It is exactly the steril- 
ity against which LeverkBhn warns and which Beethoven avoids, which 
LeverkQhn ultimately strives for and obtains. This sterility comes 
in the form of a total isolation brought on by the all-encompassing 
nature of his sense for freedom-from, which Gerard Schmidt describe-.? 
as follows:
Adrian tut sich selbst, aus Freiheit die Determination 
an, um Freiheit erst zu realisieren. Die Umkehrung ge- 
schieht nicht plotzlich, sondern ist vorbereitet durch 
Adrians Weltsc.heu, die eine Erscheinungsf orm der List
..M i- lj •. '■
ist. Von fruher Jugend an verroeidet er, sich von irgend-
. r . i ‘ fteinem Gegenstand fesseln zu lassen. Wenn er das Interesse
als einen noch starkoren Affekt halt als die Liebc . . .
■ ' •-1' V . '  ■ ■ - >  I  M I  ' • : «  ;  ■>
[D.F., p. 95], so ist darin die Moglichkeit tier Distanz— .- 
rung zum Grundsatz e.’hoben, die er zu seiner Unabhangig-
... § * ' . . "i .. - ' • .
kelt braucht. Sie zetgt zugleich die Bewusscheit, mit der 
er alle seine spontanen Regungen kontrolliert, d.h. sich 
selbst determiniert. Nur wenn er ohne jede Bezicshung 
bleibt zu dem, was um ihn herum und ihn eigentlich am 
nachsten angeht, kann er die Notwendigkeiten erkennen und 
me.istern, die ihn im Affekt zum Unterltgenen machen wi.r-
21
den. So 1st es typisch, dass »r jeder Ident i f ikation .on 
etwas Ausseren rait seuiim Selbst ausveicht. (Schaidt, p.
The achievement, if one can call it that, rf sterility and
isolation In LeverkGhn's struggle toward complete freedom-fro» doe?
9not come to pass until the time of the Hr. Faust* Weheklag. Yet
- -v -/*'* • - *v «. • | .•
LeverkGhn hints at chis achievement in his opera, Love1s Labour's 
Lost. The solipsism*^ involved in LeverkGhn's choosing of this parti­
cular play comes especially to the fore in those passages of 
Shakespeare's play where the personality of the character Biron 
disappears and is replaced 'by ’that of Shakespeare himself (P.F., p.
288).11 As Zeitblom states i\,>. ■■■*.&%-1:
Biron fallt im Munde Rosaline's und ihrer Freundinnen
i- jJfer**.
vollig aus der Rolle; er ist nicht Biron mehr, sondern
? . '>>&' &■:) • U  - ■ f* • '. < • . I . * r 'Shakespeare in seinem unseligen Verhiltnis zur dunklen
Jfr \\ , ru ■ ■ *- » *. ■ •£. • V .Vfl-t ■ . V. ♦< .
Dame; und Adrian, der die Sonette, dies grundsonderbare
Trio \jn Dichter, Freund und Geliebter, 1 n einer engli- 
schen Taschenausgabe immer bei sich hatte, war tsi seinem
Wsrk von Ar.faag an bestrebt gew t, den Charakter seines... '-V. . ! • -flit • Vr. f , J-: . • ”• . - . -V:-;
Biron jener ihm teucren Oialogstellc anzupassei und ihm
eine Musik zu geben, die ihn— in gehfcriger Relation zu 
■ ' ' * • 
dern karikier enden Stil des Ganzen— als 'ernst' und gel
scig bedeutend, wahrhaft els das Opfer einer beschaoenden
Leidensehaft kenr.zeichnel. (D.F., p. 288)
Not only . oes 3iron become Shakespeare, buc Shakespeare becomes
2?
Leverkuhn, for the deicriptIons of Biron as found in Doktor Faustus
12are simultaneously descriptions of Adrian Leverkuhn. Leverkuhn, 
ir. his attempt to free himself f'-om all forms of truth he cannot
substantiate, eventually realizes his inability to transcend at all
the barriers of his own mind-body. Schmidt writes iu £ more
>1
positive light about solips.'sm than is presented in thi3 paper. His
.
ideas here are nonetheless important:
. . . das Subjekt kSnne nur von Eigenetn reden, nicht von
dem, was jenseits seiner Monade 13ge. Seine Innenwelt
wird zum Gestaltungsraum, der allein ein Abbild der ex-
tensiven Totalitat des, Daseir.s ermSglicht, die sich dem
unmittelbaren Zugriff ent.zieht, Nur in dlaser Innenwelt
slnd Preisgabe und Gewinn des Selbsts und damit, nach deni
13Mass der Odyssee, seine Starkung verburgt. . . . Das
hat Thomas Mann ebenfalls schon in fruheren Jahren erkar.it
und in der Rechtfertigung der Buddenbrooks, in 'Bilse und
v V ' : ■ <%sl T’.$ • . ■ . ■ ■ • / . '-v ■ •
ich,’ ausgtsprochen:
"Der Kunstler", hat ein Dichter und .Denker gesagt, 
"der nicht sein ganzes Selbst preisgibt, ist ein unnOt- 
zer Knecht." Das ist unsterblich wahr. Wie aber kann 
ich mein ganzes Selbst preisgeber. ohne zugleich die 
Welt preiszugeben, die meine Vcrstellung ist? Meine 
Vorstellung, m e i n  Traum, m e i n  Schrrerz? Nicht
von euch ist die Rede, gar niemals, seid des nun getro-
, . IUstet, sondern von mir, vonmir. . . .
Es ist ziemlich gleichgiil t ig, dass hier vor allem Schopen-
23
hauer und, wei‘_er zuruck, Fichte Pate gestanden haben 
mSgen; entscheidend ist vielmehr das Streben nach Identi- 
tat von Erf ahrung<= umkreis und Welt, die in Werke vorge- 
stellt wird. (Schmidt, p. 129)
- "* A
j
' t ;:!" .« j 
• *1
V"" 1
sen als zuletxt; weit mehr sei er damals bedacht gewesen, 
alles Konventiorielle, Fcrmel- und Floskelhafte, wovon df 2 
Musik ja voll sei, von personlichen Ausdruck verzehren zu 
lessen, e; in die subjektive Dynamik einzuschmelzen. Das 
Verhaltnis des spaten beethoven, etwa in den fQnf letzten 
Klaviersonaten, zum Konventionellen sei bei alle Einmalig- 
keir und selbst Ungeheuerlichkeit der Formensprache ein 
ganz anderes, viel lasslicheres und geneigteres. Unbe-
Before movi. * on to show various forms of escape and rejection
* • ■ ■ ■ • ...» \ , 
used by Leverkuhn, one last example will be given which shows both 
■ - v .  ■ ■ ■ ^  < .  .• . . .;■>> ■ v - :  h  &£ . ' J.
the inadequacy of pure freedom and the fact of f reedom-f rom. The 
• - . • ■■ 
example addresses the compositional efforts of Ludwig van Beethoven,
13but it is at the same time a part of Leverkuhn's thinking.
Beethoven, searching for the innermost and all-encompassing
/ ■ : m*. . r -1 ' , • 9 ■■ '■ ■ | ■
truth by looking in himself, finds as he grows older, an objective
• '■ 'i ,-.y . f li /' ■ ' A'‘ K
truth which denies pure freedom and which binds him with the uni-
verse. Though Beethoven is so often praised for the freedom with
which he composes, it is not pure freedom but truth for which he
. f: S
struggl®s:
Tatsachlich sei Beethoven in seiner Mittelzeit weit subjek- 
tivistischer, urn nicht zu sagcn: weit "personlicher" gewe-
24
ruhrt, unverwar.delt vom Subjektiven trete die Konvention 
im Spatwcrk dfters hervor, in einer Kahlheit Oder, rain 
moge sagen, Ausgeblasenheit, Xch-l'Ar lassenheit, wnlche nun 
wieaer schaurig-maJestStischer wirke als jedes person- 
liche Wagnis. In diesen Gebilden, sagte der Redner, gingen
das Subjektive und die Konvention ein neues VerhSltnis
■ r ' ",v
em, etn Verhaltnis, bestimmt vom Tode.
Bei diesem Wort atotterte Kretzschmar heftig; festhSragcnd
....
an, Anfangsiaut, vollfOhrte seine Zunge are Gaumen eine Art"T-. / . . <2- :;■£ jv '
von Maschinengewehrfeuer, wobei Kiefer und Kinn mit- 
wirbelten, ehe sie Ruhestand fanden in dem Vokal, der das 
Geraeince errateu Hess. Als aber das Wort erkannt war,
V - ■ . «, ■* ' i  ' . ■ V  V j  V f  ' •' .• • .schien es nicht recht danach angetan, dasf man es ihm 
abnahtn, ca ihnj, wie man sonst zuweilen tat, Jovial und 
hilfreich zuriefe. Er rausste es seibsv zustande bringen, 
und er tat es. Wo Grosse und Tod zusammentraten, erklarte 
er, da entsteke eine der {Convention geneigto Sachlichkeit, 
die an Souveranitat den herris-hsten Subjektivlsmus hinter 
sich lasse, well darin das Nur-Personliche, das doch 
schon die Uberhohung einer zure Gipfel gefuhrten Tradition 
gewesen sei, sich noch einreal selbst ubervachse, indere es 
ins Mythische, Kollektive gross und geisterhafu wiotrete.
(D.F., pp. 73-/4)
Note the relationship of Beethoven in his middle period to the con­
ventions, the established forms and flourishes used his immediate
predecessots and contemporaries. These conventions were first com-
with « brilliant spark of undorstanding. By the t*mc of fteecho- 
ven' s middle pe-icrt, hoveve , they were grossly overused and had 
become deatnl* sterile mechanical imitations, devoid of all reamanta 
of that brilliant spark. L* verxShn explainrt
' V . ■
Die heute rerstBrten ravalkalischen Konventionen waren
• ■ -r , 4'. <-re- J-
nicht alleceit gar so objektiv. so *us?.erlich auferlegt. 
Sie waren Verfestlgungen lebendiger Erfahrungen und erfOil-
ten als seiche lange eine Aufgabe von vitaler Wichtigkeit:
die Auigabe der Organisation. (D.F., p. 254)
*
Beethoven in his middle period .emolds these conventions* changing 
them drastically at times, to make them correspond to the reality 
he experiences through his honest look .nto himself; ..e., through 
his subjectivity. Ke thereby finds freedom from the sterility of
his contemporaries. ^  As Beethoven grors older-, ae he ever more
5«'! C- d *.*. M., i i . Op. 1 ■ ■cirrt r'f>-
greatly understands the truth Inside h.mielf, he finds a bridge 
between his subjectivity and truth; a bridge which eventually 
brings him to understand and respect the truth that can he found i i 
conventions. Conventions therefore can and do reappear in his later 
works with the vitality they had known at their births.
At this point, exanjpl;'s of the first aspect of Leverkflhn's 
atteuspt to achieve freedom-from, his escapes, will be discussed. 
The specific necessary escapes of LeverkShn, accomplished for the 
sake of a cold 1 >gical understanding of truth, are for the most 
part not fuilv achieved until the time period of UverkQhn' s final 
confession. The roi d toward total escape from love, music, language.
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the German culture, s*»x, and **■'»« the development of a personality 
of his own is a long one. TLis can be seen through the fact 'hat 
Geverkohn's early attempts _o separate hims»lf fra*, the power of 
particulars (especially the attracting fore of music) are not that 
successful. So it is that the voung Leverkuhn's tendency to biush—
his embarrassment for showing interest in a particular— -can disap—•>." » ■* * * St4
17pear as he grows older. So it Is that his cold isolation from allit >4 ■ ■ fc*.
other existence becoives complete by the time of the Dr. Fausti". -r, ■' .... ' ■' . f : r *■> ►misF*.
••i *ur'... ■ »*k it y 4 } ; * f c > v - i , ' r ; f-i.
For che discussion of LeverkGhn’s specific methods for escape,
. r *^v • -vN'j.'# ' '• • '• ¥$'
the study of Girard Schmidt Is of great value. Vchraidt takes
. . . .  -
special interest here in LeveritGhn's desire to separate himself 
from music, love and language.
In regard to Leve.-hGhr's relation to music, Schmidt writes:■-> -
{fir h*lt] gerade die Musik, die ihn am entschiedensten
und iefdenschaftlichit^n fesselt, von sich entfemt
und sprach O’ver Musik nur vie dber e<ne frewde Macht, 
ein *. underliches, ihn aber personlich niefct b^rGhrendes 
Phanoren, sprach von lhr kritisch distantier^ und gewis- 
sercasst-n von ohen hcrab. . . . (D.F. , p. 102)
Als er sich ihr sp3ter zuwendet, v5hlt or nur die Seite, 
die ihn fesselt, ohne seine Unabhar.gigkrit zu geflbrden: 
die abstrakte; dia siunliche kiananert er wohlweislfch aus 
und halt sich atich von den AuffGhrungen eigener Verke 
weitgehend entfemt. Als Kretschma: ihn uberrumpelt und 
er in Genf seln ' Meet leuchten' horen m u s s , nirwnt er
Weheklag
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Lobspruche, Beanstandungen, Fehlerr.acnweise, Rats-hlHge 
*uf dent sen und franzosisch entgegen, indem tr den 
EnCzOckten sowenig wie den Vnzuftiedeneo wider- 
sprach. . . .[D.F., p. 238]
(Schmidt, p. 75)
.r. , ■ ■- -
Leverkuhn realizes that the power of music blurs and confuses hisi (
cold rationality. He therefore strives to keep ell music, even his
own compositions a critical distance away from himself so as to be
left untouched by its abstract sensual powers. Yet the power of
18music ir its metaphysical nearness to truth, as stated earlier, 
is known by LeverkQhn to be essential for his search for the core
of truth. He therefore must walk the fine line between being> ;■ ‘
objectively interested in music an< being overcome b> its power.
Leverktihn escapes the power of music through his rejection of 
the tonal/organic possibilities— i.e., the sensual possibilities— of 
music in his use of the 12-tonc system.1^ This escape from the 
organic ar.d thereby the formal becomes unfortunately an imprisonment 
in anti-organic spite. Such an imprisonment belies, in a way, the 
possibility o? LeverkChn's ever fully understanding truth. Yet 
Leverkuhn retains the paradoxical hope that he, through cold, clear 
understanding and the 12-tone system, can build a chemical, inor­
ganic music so intricate chat it becomes organic. Thus, he follows 
the path of his father's attempts to create organic plants with







..ccording to what Schmidt whites, Leverkuhn 's escape from love
i s similar to his escape from music. As stated . . 21 earlier : "Venn ei
das Interesse a Is einen noeh starkeren Affekt halt a Is die Lie-
be . . . [D.F., p. 95], so ist darin die Moglichkeit der Distan- 
zierung zuin Grundsatz erhoben, die er zu seir.er Ur*bh3ngigkeit 
braucht" (Schmidt, p. 74). The warmth of love, which similarly to 
music can blur his all-important conscious ability to cleanly and 
cltarly reason through to tne meaning of life, is replaced by cold, 
fiery interest. His hope again lies in the rebuilding of love (the 
organic) through understanding (the inorganic).
Leverkuhn's escape from the language of his contemporaries 
becomes the first sign— a very important one— cf his need to escape 
the formation of a personality of his own:
«” ■ •* y ■ . «.*» ■ K. /.. v v' ■ . ;/•; .’w* t ^ v • *V
Soiche Selbstve^leugnung findet ihren reprasentativsten
• >/. . ' i it : •
Ausdruck in Adrians Sprachverhaiten: im Parodieren des
Luther-Deutschs. Es ist abermals eine Maske, hinter der 
er sich verbirgtj denn das Wort ist eine der direktesten 
Formen menschlicher Selbstbekundung, der sich Adrian somit 
am entschiedensten entzi-inen muss. Dieser Sachverhalt wird 
dem Leser spatestens bei. der Analyse des Briefes aus 
Leipzig klargemacht, der von dem Bordell-Erlebnis berich- 
tet. Das gesamte XVII. Kapitel hat den Sinn, Zeitblom 
zeigen zu lassen, wie Adrian sich hinter der parodi- 
stischen Sprachha1tung verbirgt. (Schmidt, p. 75)
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The parody of Luther's German is- the method by which Leverkuhn accom­
plishes two things: he escapes the inaccuracies of language of
his contemporaries— a language which he could improve upon, but 
which he could never perfect— and he escapes the attempt to create 
a new perfect language— he realizes that such a language would be a 
sheer impossibility for one of his still limited understanding.
It Is most natural that a living being should develop a person­
ality, that whirlpool of attitudes, valtjs, goals, ideas and habits 
which distinguish one person from another. Yet LeverkOhn's doing so 
would be the same as if he were to draw up a positive statement of 
what be considers truth to be. The fact is that Leverkuhn holds no 
such positive belief. He has only a concept of what he has selected
for rejection. Therefore, rather char becoming a living falsehood
.
by taking on a personality himself, he chooses to escape the lie by
22taking on the role of Dr. Faustu9. This he does in parody, at 
first. But by the time of his final confession, the parody is trans­
formed to reality; Leverkuhn will become a Dr. Faustts figure who 
can speak nothing but the German of Martin Luther. He will again be
imprisoned by the very same means he had chosen to give him the
23calculated state of freedom-from.
Beside love, music and language. Leverkuhn*s escapes also in­
clude that from the use of the word du. His inability to say du can 
be regarded as an escape from the vision-blurring closeness to 
those people whom he wants to view more objectively, as a necessary 
rejection of close relationships to people who are s11-too-satlsfled
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in ill-conceived understandings of existence or as his se1f-imposed 
isolation from the mainstream with its disturbing KuhwSrme (D« F., 
p. 94). KuhuS rme is an appearance of communion with all based 
almost on warmth alone, barely separated from the unconscious 
animal world. This warmth, like love, tends to deprive one of the 
potential for a clear conscious understanding of existence.
Rather than participating even physically in the society of
. ■
his time with its phony appearance of communion with all built on 
worn out customs, LeverkObn prefers to escape to the itore monklike 
existences in Buchel, Pales'rtna and Pfeiffering. In the few excep­
tional periods of his life, when he does participate in various 
social groups such as the Winfried Bund or the Kridviss Kreis, he 
does so hospiticrend, as an outsider (D.F., p. 151).
LeverkQh i chooses abstinence and a monklike existence to escape 
the irrational vision-blurring tendencies of his sex drive. This 
escape is by no means total, though. Besides the one real exception, 
his experience with Hetaera Esmeralda, it can be seen in his final 
confession that he gets caught up in phantasising abcut a sexual 
relationship with the little mermaid from Anderson’s fairy tales 
(D.F., pp. 190-191, 205-207 and 663). Sex thus retains an active 
role in his mind and the cold objectivity he longs for must at 
times take second place to it.
LeverkQhn’s rejections can be found throughout Doktor Faustus. 
For the purpose of this thesis, however, the discussion of them 
will be limited to those rejectionj found in these fou»- of Lever- 
kuhn's own works: Meerleuchten, Love's Labour's Lost, Die Wunder
?1
des Alls, and Apokalypsis cum figuris.
Meerleuchten is at. cnc» a parody and rejection of neo-romantic
and impressionistic music. As such it can be said to be similar to
?4the chemical, inorganic plants Leverkvihn's father once grew.
•. •>>> -r> • - & ? it
Though Meerleuchten contains many of the characteristics of iaipres-
,'t-„;i Jr-..,-,sionism, which is in vogue at this point in Leverkiihn's life, Neer-
" -5 v- ; i
leuchten is actually cold or tot: like the inorganic plants. But in
r-'“ '• V  *. V i .  . J -  •* • ‘> < v  . ... • V  • : \',£~ <; i
contrast to the sadness with which his father regards those chemical
■
plants, Leverkuhn directs his musical ridicule in Meerleuchten tc- 
ward that which is supposed to be living. Through a coldly intellect­
ual compositional style, Leverkflhn pokes fun at what Glen Dale Frank- 
lin in his dissertation, "The Music of Doctor Faustus," calls the 
"still pervasive 'disease,1 harmony” and the "excessively sub­
jective nature of [the] sensibility cult in music" (Franklin, p. 
97;. Though Franklin limits Leverkubr.** musical critique in Meer- 
leuchten to that of Wagner and the neo-romanticists, the impression­
istic movement ran also qualify for such criticism. Toe expressive 
nature of both neo-rop-anticism and imprer sionism either has little 
basis in truth or it is not as creative as its composers would im. ’- 
tain it to be. lhe not-totally-earned following of neo-rvmantie 
and impressionism stems from a "cult” which wrong)y believes ei1 
in their creativity or their validity. The nec-romantic and impres­
sionistic composers, who are claimed to exhibit the greatest of 
human subjectivity in their departure from musical conventions and 
in their originality of conception, are supposed to be able to cre­
ate works whose organic individuality is comparable to a real
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plant. Yet, Leverkilhn can cowposo Meer leuchten as a dead but 
laughing parody of such claimed Inolviduality by employing nothing 
but cold know-how. With this piece, Adrian LeverkQhn rejects both 
neo-i omant icisrn and impressionism. (See D.F., pp. 201-203.)
The rejection of one-sided, narrow-minded understandings of• ■; •
life can be seen in Love’s LabourV uost in both the attitude of 
Shakespeare toward the purely intellectual and toward the purely 
natural characters in r.he play (D.F,, pp. 289-290). To quote Glen 
Dale Franklin:
■ ■ V
Shakespeare's own sleighc-of-hand play with the categories 
’intellect’ and ’nature,’ ’ <*nademia ’ and ’barbarism,’ is
, > ■ " > ■ . -v jj$ ■ t | 1 * *
ready-made for Adrian's playfully serious deroonstration
.. t \-r v . .:j' •
that "culture” (humanism in its modern form) and "barbar­
ism” (new romanticism in all its forms) represent equally 
unacceptable attempts to deal with the realities of an 
early twentieth-century world. "Culture” is seen as ”...in- 
tellectual monkishness, a learned overref inernent deeply 
contemptuous of life and nature both, which sees the bar­
baric precisely in life and nature, in directness, human­
ity, feeling,” while "barbarism," the reacficn against 
the restraints of culture, leads also tj confusion and 
disaster. (Franklin, p. 134)
Leverkuhn’s use of the smaller Beethoven orchestra in Love1s
Labour's Lost is not a positive statement affirming Beethoven, but
? 5rather a rejection of the oversized romantic orchestra.*" The blend-
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i ng of instrumental color, which was f j important djring the roman- 
tic movement and which is called romantic democracy by Zeitblora, 
gives the faulty appearance of communion with all. Such communion 
with all could be achieved only through the sublimation of each
instrument's full potential. Just as democracy, according to Thomas
■' » • • •
Mann, forces individuals to compromise on their potential for the
26sake of the appearance of equality, so each instrument i«, restrict-
27ed in dynamics in order to fit into the whole. To counter this,
;; " • A , ’ ‘ 5 *
LeverkOhn chooses to use a much smaller orchestra of starkly
: ’■ ' > *•*'• v l ■ • Vi. ,V ■ " ’:< •: .r :>
contrasting, fully individual instruments, *ose character reminds
28 'one more of Stravinsky than of Beethoven. In this vay, he can 
reject the joke of a life-denying semblance of communion with all
and affirm the fullness of existence, however far he may be from•..r-'-.n-v vr; j ; v . a <:• - t v - y v  lYi^ykMi.
understanding it and however chaotic it may appear to be (D.F., p.
V&vr /•..I: • l ^ 1 • I ?. V
290).
Also, though Love's Labour's Lost is both a parody of nature 
and intellectualism, it is written in a style which is fully intel­
lectual. Such a style rejectt and pokes fun at the German Romantic 
love for the common man and itl desire to bring the world together 
by using compositional methods capable of being understood by all 
people. Such popular compositional methods again bring on only the 
illusion of communion with all, for they deny the intellectual poten­
tial of each individual. Love's Labour's Lost is a piece not 
intended for all, but rather for the few who are able to understand 
it (D.F., p. 349).
Lastly, note tne a )l-ercompassing nature of Leverkuhn's rejec­
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t ion. His Love's labour11- Lost actually mocks itself:
Afcer alles war srreng karcrniermusika 1 ischen Stils, von fill — 
granhafter Arbeit, cine kluge Groteske in T5nen, kombinato-
risch-hamoris^isch, an Einfallen eines feintn Ubemsuts
■: -,'x' v v  • -
reich, un-d ein Musikliebhaber, del, mtide der roraantischen
Demokratie und der moralischen Volksharanguierung, nach
. i. . . .J., i-
einer Kunst um der Kunst willen, einer ehrgeixlosen oder
, - i :
doch nur im exklusivsten Sinne ehrgeizigen Kunst fOr Kflnst-
• v ’ ,*\*A?!&'v1»t V •".&**•'t&fc v ' 1 • ’ ■ •'
ler und Kenner verlangf *.atte, wOrde jein EntiGcken haben
V re , ’ • ' .IV V - •;*'*?!•> g« -S,? *•-* . i$ 3& JC r *  '-
finden musscn vn dieser selbstz-ntr 'rten und vollkommen
v * r V s \ »  V  y  /'•' ^  X *  ijrfci:.
kQl len Esoterik,— die nun aber, als Esoteriic, im Geisc
. ; •; • jgjgj * • - ■ •*“ : ■ 1
dcs Stuckes auf alle Weise sich selLsc verspottete und
- : • ; ; : .v 5 fel
parodistisch Gbertrieb, was einen Tropfen Traurigkeit,
' >' ft-'jy:-. ’ lx. '*<• •i'yV, V~. - . *v .. .. ; " M v o'' '• * ' ".T’ > V
ein Gran Hoff mmgslosigkeit in das EntzGcken mischte.
(D,F., p. 290)
An excerpt from a discussion between Zeitblora and LeverkGhn
leading into Zeitblom's description of Dio Wunder des Alls runs as 
follows (Zeitblon: = "ich"): r J
,V* . t ‘ • • ’’l. '■* '\q.’* •.-H.: (
"Gib zu", sagte ich ihm, "dass die Horrendheiten der phy- 
sikalischen SchSpfung auf keine Weise religios produktiv 
sind. Welche Ehrfurcht und welche der Ehrfurcht entstam- 
mende Sittigung des Gemutes kann ausgehen von der Vorstel- 
lung eines unermesslichen Unfugs wie des explodierenden 
Weltalls? Absolut keine. Frommigkeit, Ehrfurcht, seeli- 
scher Anstand. Religiositat sind nur uber den Menschen
und dure.’ den rtenschen, in der Beschrankung auf das Ir- 
disch-Mensch1iche moplich. Ihre Frucht sollte, icann und 
wiriv ein religios tingierter Humanismus sein, bestinsnt
von dem Gefuhl fur das transzendente Geheimnis des Men-
' •' ' V'-' '-'•• " : ' 2  „v<r - • CV 1 r p2h
schen, von d^m stolzen Bevusstsein, dass er kein blosa
viM•• x-' . "V • *./•* y • v.v , , r /,>.**>
blologisches Wesen is*“, sondern pit einem entscheidenden■ ■'A-*" ? .? -■ *■ ■' .*?a '-**• ■ ■ . ‘f’-J’-o-Teil seineo Wesens einer geistigen Welt angehBrt; d^ss
'■'iyV'' " „V •••.*< ;*»tt i-v** • ’ V • .
ibra das Absolute gegeben 1st, die Gedanken der Wahrheit,
• V. t ' i  . : ■ $  ■ • ■* • ' . V ' ^ v  * ?.'• • ;.*V r;’.r.V-.,; ' \
der Freiheit, der Gerechtigkei*-, dass ihrn dia VerpfHch-; ■ •. > ff •
tung auferlegt 1st zur AnnSherung at das Vollkomcnene. In
$  $ ■ S■ - * ■
diesem Pathos, dieser Verpflichtung, Oieser Ehrfurcht des
Svr • . • ' ' -^.1 , if:* V* * 'V'-' .M*. .<♦. t V /  • SjV
Menschen vor sich selbst ist Gott; in hundert Mil Harden
i *' • ; vi- : >»** f T. '• f a ,  '•vV‘fp.'V
Milchstrassen kann ich ihn nicht finden.”■ '■ ‘ •. >?“ . ••«-,*; v,-.»- .• i „• r. ’ £ ■ .
"So bist du gegen die Werke", antwortete er, "und gegen
\  ’i/ri*: It r» • •••••*. i- '
die physische Natur, der der Mensch entstaramt und mit ihro■ >.* i v i . • ■> t ;/ <*■ ■ ,
sein Geistigcs, das sich art> Ende auch noch an anderen 
o-ten des Kosmos findet. L)ie physische SchSpfung, dieses 
dir argerliche Ungehouer von Wcltveranstaltung, ist un-..... t . ■
streit^g die Voraussetzung fur das Moralische, ohne die
tl . ‘•♦•4vv.- ; ■ : ■’ * fi ■ ■-
es keinen Boden hatte, und vielleicht muss man das Cute
die Blute des Bosen nennen— une fleur du raal. Dein Homo
Dei ist doch schliesslich— eder nicht schliesslich, ich 
bitte urn Ent schu ldigung, aber vor allem ei-inal— ein Stuck 
scheusslicher Natur mit einem nicht gerade freigebig zuge- 
messenen Quantum potentieller Vergeistigung. Dbrigens ist 
es amusant zu sehen, vie sehr dein Huraanismus, und wohl
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a Her Humanlsmus, rum Miitclalterl ich-Geozentnscben
neigt,— mit Notwendigkeit offenbar. (D.P., pp. 363-364)
In the quote abo^e, Leverkuhn simultaneously laughs at a;;d
rejects two things. He rejects first the narrow-mindednees of
■ : v .. .• ■ -■ f ■' ... - t ■ ■ •«•. 0  ■ ■ j 1 • ■
people, who believe that the universe is specifically created for 
■ ■ ■ ■ \ ;• [Mil:
hum.iris and that the earth is the most important of all the planets,
while they ignore for the most part the rest of creation. He
P ... .? " 'h k -A. ‘ *?.-• • !-.‘i \ i  ->si»<rv ’.’'. 't  v 1
rejects also the small range of the totality of music which
.'Vv* V- > ;V»- '.V*- ■. ’■'■-i/ .'r -*v» V
composers up to this time had ignorantlv dealt with in limiting
their musical vocabulary to tonality* Leverkflhn's need again Is
to say yes to the whole of existence as well as to the whole of
'•’V. v/.'.*• ?' . *• -V. Viy?.. *4g/<
music. To try to find purpose through ignorance is an unacceptable
•••* .%•'*: x .4* ■{■ it:. \ ..<*■: i /.
method deserving of criticism. Unfortunately, the greater picture
. ' «,• . .<»•<'.. v.'< ?■>•;■</ * *y A ’ ;> <*->•» ? ; y* */•••)$&£ 1 .<£*~ . t’‘+$
of truth which Leverkuhn views is not one which he himself can
■ * . ’ »£.*’• v^ s *: ‘t1-'"". ‘ v* •• v • • ,'f •>'■ (»**,•
praise in honesty. What at first / ppears to be a praise of the all
S ■■ \ - , v ? . '  * • s •.
and a rejection simply of a narrow-minded earth-oriented viewpoint 
is actually a mocking of everything which human knowledge has ac­
cumulated. As Leverkuhn is yet unable to find that core of truth 
with which to construct his new honest communion with all, it is 
only his rejections which corae closer to being all-encompassing.
The rejection of the narrow-mindedness and ignorance of human­
ism found in LeverkQhn's Die Wunder des Alls loads directly to a
rejection of all ideological forms emerging in western society 
which attempt to shape life and decide its purpose and meaning
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rather than trying to understand life. These ideological forms
include the various philosophies, especially Hegelian and Marxist, 
and the various denominations of the Christian religion. They are 
labels of existence which, besides being blindly focused on the 
human existence, do not and seemingly cannot look at existence with 
the objectivity needed to realize that hell, in all. its fortwr, will 
never be conquered, and that hell is a necessary part of existence.
Humanity is ”une fleur du mal" (D.F., p. 365). Without the evil,
there can be no flower. Happy endings as well as happy beginnings, 
both of which deny the necessity of evil in existence, are them­
selves an illusion.
In Die Wunder des Alls, the rejection of idealism finds its 
counterpart in the rejection of any overriding purpose and meaning 
giving musical form. The overriding musical Terra, symbolized by the
' ■ . *-•’ C*- • ''J ‘ ’ \ ,{•• f •• V 1 J ! ;30letters ABA, grants nusic for some unknown reason a leave of
'  ’ ' * y ■ |
absence from its consonant origin allowing it to travel roads which 
are on the whole more dissonant. This leave of absence is followed 
by a need to return to the origin. It is the struggle to return 
within the musical form, which gives music its purpose and meaning. 
Nonetheless, in spits of the purpose and nteaning which such a form 
grants music, the final rest of a consonant happy ending is not 
acceptable for the modern composer, for it ignores and/or belies 
the truth of the ever-abiding dissonance to be found when the en­
tirety of the musical universe is grasped.
The Apokalypsis cum flguris is a full-Iledged rejection of Pur-
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gerturo. Leverkuhn hopes that "cas ablPsende Gegente.il der bGrger-
liehun Kulrur sei nicht Barbarei, sondern die Gemeinschaft. .
(D. F., p. A95). LeverkOhn sees Bflrgertum as a denial of the full­
ness of existence out of the fear of any kind of suffering. The
al1-too-great desire for survival extinguishes whatever hope th<c
X' ■
;
might have been had in purpose and meaning, for both purpose ando
32meaning need a life lived dangerously for their survival. To
offer a good example, the result of Burgertum can be an Inez Rodde,1
who marries for material reasons, winds. up with children she does
, 1 ■
not even want, lives a life style which has no connection with her 
inner feelings, and is, beyond all this, unhappy. She is epitomized 
in her desperate need for security in life by the amount of luggage
she carries with her everywhere she goes:
Diese Berge von Gepack, mit denen sie sich bei jedera klein- 
sten Ausflug aus ihrem Sorgfaltsnest beschwerte, waren 
mir ebenfalls ein Symbol ihres SchutzbedQrfnisres and 
ihrer Lebensangst1ichkeit. (D.F., pp. 435-436)
Almost all o T the characters in Doktor Faustu., can be regarded as 
ironic characterizations of German Burgertum. In the Apokalypse, it 
is not character types though, but the various beliefs of Burgertum 
which are emphasized and rejected.
First of all, the desire of t ne Burger for good health and
happiness 32is rejected.  ^ The first time Leverkuhn mentions the
Apokalvpse, he describes his state of mind and body as being
similar to that cf "Johanni Martyr im Olkessel" ( D . F . ,  p .  4 7 0 ) . The
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pain Le/erkuhn feels is necessary, however, for the sak r of his
composition. It is pain as well a* ecstasy which is expressed in
his work. As the following quotes prove, sickness as well as henlth
is essential for LeverkOhn. Zeitbiom writes:
■V : > .:>■ 1
Hatte ich nicht recht, zu sagen, dass die deoressiven und
produktiv gehobenen Zustande des KQnstlers, Krankheit und
Cesundheit, keineswegs scharf getrennt gegeneinander ste-
hen? Dass vielmehr in der Krankheit, und gleicnsam urter
ihrem Schutz, Element* der Gesundheit am Werke sind und
solche der Krankheit geniewirkend in die Gesundheit hin-
Qbergetragen werden? Es 1st nicht anders, ich dan^ ce die
Einsicht einer Freundrchaft, die mir viel Kunsner ’"hd
Schrecken bereitet, mich stt'.s aber auch mit Stolz erfullt
hat: Genie ist eine in der Krankheit tief erfabrene, aus
ihr schSpftnde und durch sie schOpferische Form der Lebens-
kraft. (D.F., pp. 471-472)
Leverkuhn's ecstatically painful healthy state ct .not, of course, 
be compared to the health of the Burger:
Offensichtlich und eingestandenermassen lebte dieser
Mensch dat'aln in einer Hochspannung durchaus nich- rein 
beglOckender, sondern hetzeader und knechtender Eingebung, 
in der das Aufblitzen und Sichstellen eines Problems, der 
Komposit ionsaufgabe, wie er ihr von jeher nachgehangen 
hatte, eins war mit ihrer erleuchtungsartigen L5sung, und 
die ihm kaum Zeit licss, den sich jagenden Ideen. die ihm
<*G
keint Ruhe gonnttn, ihn zu lhrem Sklaven macht< i, mit Cer 
Fedcr, dem Gtifte zu folgen. Der Hintalligste eben noch, 
arbeiretiB or zehn Stunden am Tage und daruber, nur uncer- 
brochen dvtrch eine kurze Mittagspause und hie und da 
einen Gang ins Freie, um die Klaramerrouide, auf den Zions- 
hugel,— hastige Exkursionen, die mehr von Fluchtversuchen
’ ■'' ‘'' ' ” ■ ■ y — "■als von Erholung ha teen, und bei denen man es seinen 
GberstOrzten, dann wieder stockenden Schritten ansah, dess 
sie nur eine andere Form der Rastlosigkeit waren. (D.P»,
p. 477)
f-Jfc ... . ■-
The restrictions imposed on a life style for the sake of the mainte­
nance of the health of a Burger would deny the full conscious
■ Iunderstanding of existence as well as the full ecstasy of the
34creative experience. The dynamics of pain and painful health are 
expressed and praised in the music of the Apokalypse via the 
extensive use of dissonance, the use of the "Geheul als Theaa" and 
the use of glissandos (D.F., p. 497).
In the Apokalypse LeverkGhn addresses also his rejection r,f. 
the concept of mercy; a concept which is used in Burger turn to 
m^ooLl' over the dynamics of hatred and revenge, which thereby also
reduces the ability of society to love and which results in
35mediocre nothingness. LevfsrkGhn emphasizes this rejection by con­
ceiving God in his Apokalypse as one who also rejects mercy.
For the same rea^onr;, LeverkGhn and Leverkuhn 1 s God also 
reject democracy. Democracy, instead of accenting the diversity in 
life, tends to be a drive toward an equalization of all forces an-J,
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like mercy, ultimately causes mediocrity. (See footnote 33.) As an 
alternative to both mercy and democracy, the Apokalypsc deals with 
"einem gevissen Einschlag von elsig anrGhrender Massen—ModernitSt 
which views "das Theologische fast nur als Richten und 
Schrecken. . (P.F., p. 300' LeverkGhn's theology, however, 1'
not only deterministically modern. It also conta'-'s the spirit of
. ■ ■ • » j*jb i$?i. • r, •
Old Testament righteousness. LeverkOhn incorporates Lamentations
,-i h * * *■» ~r . •'»'.!« . y, - < *
and Ezekiel in his work, because they besr fit in with his sense of
" ’
the necessity of the unmitigated dynamics of good and evil (D.F.,. . ' • ~ ' • • A •' *T!
pp. 474-476 and 478-479). This particular excerpt from the Apokalyp- 
se was taken from Lamentations 3:30-45:
•
Wie raurren denn die Leutc im Leben also?
Ein jeglicher murre wider seine SGnde!
Und lasst uns forschen Ul.-J prGfen nnser Wesen 
Und uns zun Herrn bekehren!
• • • 9
Wir, wir haben gesundig^
Und sind ungehorr-m gevesen;
Darum hast du billig nicht verschonet;
Sondern du nast uns tcit Zorn uberschuttet 
Ond verfoiget und ohne Barmherzigkeit erverget.
• • • •
Du hast uns zu Kot und Unflat gemacht 
Unter den Volkern, (D.F., pp. 473-479)
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Good and evil, heaven and hell, become one in Leverkuhn’s con— 
.option o£ true heaven. Pain and suffering belong with g-'eat good- 
less. To live the full dynamics of existence is the only honest way 
Lo live. As Zeitblom states it:
. . . aas £ inze Werk ist von dem Paradoxon beherrscht
.*V- ;
(wenn es ein Paradoxon ist), dass die Dissonaoz dari.n fQr
\ 1 ■ 1r: .i'fi 1 ' ixf* >l- ~ 'S'- ■'> t . u ; '*
den Ausdruck alies Hohen, Ernsten, Fromrren, Geiscigen
-v' 4 ■'* ' ' -
steht, wahrend das Harmonische und Tonale der Welt der
.. .k : - ,, - j . , - / . . . • *V » ■■?
Holle. in diesem Zusarrxnenhang also einer Welt der Banali- 
tat und des Geieeinplatzes, vorbehalten ist. (D.F., p. 498)
:• . • } - '• ,r 4 ;
Especially interesting is LeverkOhn's rejection of the hell c2 medio­
cre Burgerturn. Zeitblom continues:
Adrians Fahigkeit zu spottender Nachahraung, die tief in 
der Schwermut seines Wesens wurzelt, wird hier produktiv 
in der Parodie verschledenster rausikalischer Stile, in 
denen der insipide Obermut der Holle sich ergeht: Klange 
des franxosischen Impressionisraus, ins Lacherliche gezo- 
gen, burgerliche Salonmusik, Tschalkowaki, Music Hall, 
die Synkopen und rhythmischen Purzelbaume des Jazz— wie 
ein Ringelstechen geht das bunt glitzernd rundura: Qber 
der Grundeprache des Hauptorchesters naalich, die, emst, 
dunkel, schwierig, <uit radikaler Strenge den geistigen 
Rang des Werkes behauptet. (D.F,, pp. 498-499)
Again, .as he did in Die Wunder des Alls, LeverkOhn rejects the
idea of the separation of humans from the rest of the universe. He 
cannot accept that humans in any way have dominion over nature, for 
humans to him can never be more than a part of nature. It is for 
this reason *•** the Apokalypse that choir and orchestra, symbolic of 
human and thing, begi.i to sound alike. Also, LeverkOhn rejects the 
simplistic definition which divorces good and evil from each other. 
Good and evil work together in existence. LeverkOhn shows this 
through the whore of Babylon, who sings with a beautiful coloratura 
soprano voice. Note how in both of these cases, it is a false
creation of dynamics which LeverkOhn abolishes through his music
(Zeitblom = ich):
■■aw
Ich wollte hinweisen auf die seltsame Kltngvertauschung, 
die oft zwischen dem Vokal - und dem Instrumental-Part der
’
'Apokalypse' statthat. Chor und Orchester stehen einander
■ t ' ' : ■ i “ ■ « 0% y g  %  rg i i
nicht als das Menschliche und das Dingiiche klar gegeo-
' ~ ' ' ■ : fSi ■ ' ■' •
uber; sie sind ineinander aufgelost: der Chor ist insfri-
. 4 : * < = ? . .  ;;,t> . Vi"... •
roentalisiert, das Orchester vokalisiei c,— in dem Grade
und zu dem Ende, dass tatsachllch die Gretize zwischen’ * *
Mensch und Ding verruckt erscheint, was sicher der kOnstle- 
rischeii Einheit1Ichkeit zustatten koraat, da es doch— venig- 
ster.s fur ratin Gemut— auch etwas Beklemmendes, Gefahrli- 
ches, Bosartiges an sich hat. Dm ein paar Einze Ihe itan 
aufzuveisen: Die Stirame der babylonischen Hure, des Weibes 
i.uf dem Tiere, mit welcher gebuhlt haben die Konige auf 
Erden, ist seltsam uberraschender Weise dem graziosesten
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Koloracursopran ubertragen, und iiire virtuosen Laufe gehen 
zuweilen mlt vollkommen flotenhafter Wirkupg i*- den Crche- 
sterklang ein. Andererseits gibe die verschicdenartig ge- 
dampfte Trompete eine groteske vox humana ab, und das tut
auch das Saxophon, das in mehreren der kleinen Splir-' „ ■ y f. i' t'J-'- • •
ter-Orchester eine Rolls spielt, walche die Teufetsgesan- 
ge, den schadlichen Liederreigen der S5hne des Pfuhls 
begleiten. (D.F., p, 498)
- i - >• . ,V: ■< *.;»*■ ;i- O. '
The rigid definition of what music can and cannot do, estab-■' • ' . '' . ■
ished by music history up until LeverkOhn's time, is burst by his 
ise of "kultischer Musik aus profaner Zeit" (D.F., p. 495), varia- 
ions between whispered, sung and spoken music, and
Chore also, die durch alle Schattierungen des abgestuften 
Flusterns, geteilten Redens, Halbsingens bis zura polyphon-• *?>• 41 ’ ' ' '■• 4;“?' .v* "■' M.;V.v. ,- • *'■ * - »,•* •*'- •' ■
sten Gesang gehen,— begleitet von KISngen, die als blosses
■
Gerausch, als magisch-fanatisch-negerhaftes Trorameln und
■ ■ ■ ■ .
Gong-Drohnen beginnen und bis zu hochster Musik reichen. 
(D.F., p. 496)
ither similar devices are the "Geheul als Thema" and the. Glissando 
D.F. , p. 497); loudspeaker effects, "Ferncrchester" and "Fernchcr"
D.F. , p. 501); and the use of speech rhythms, which break the 
hythmic bondage forced on music by barlines (D.F., p. 499).
■4
i
All-encompassing is Leverkuhn's plan for this piece:
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. . . denn seine luee, gewisscrmassen die Lebensgcschicnte 
der Musik, von *’;ren vor-musikalischcn, magisch-rhythmi- 
schen Elementar-Zustandcn bis zu ihrer kompliziertesten 
Vollendung in sich aufzunehmen, stellt es vielieicht nicht 
nur partiell, sondern als Ganzes jenera Vorwurf bloss.
(D.F., p. 496)
\ i *\
Leverkuhn must again laugh at his own attempts here at finding
truth. After noting how Leverkuhn pokes fan at himself by signing a
3 7letter concerning the Apokalypse Perotinus Mcgnus, Zeitblom makes 
the following statement:
Mich erinnerte diese jokose Unterschrift st * stark an 
eine ebensolche Richard Wagners, der zur Zeit des 'Par-•' * ; ' , " ‘ r* ' i'CV';.1' >-.i ■ -y;
sifal* seinem Namen unter einem Brief den Titel ’’Oberkir-.. . i •• • ■’ w »•«-.- t " f'i'.i/-.
chenrat" hinzufOgte. Fur den Nicht-K&nstler 1st es eine 
recht intrigierende Frage, wie err.st es dem Kunstler mit 
dem ist, was ihm das Angele :nntlich-Ernsteste sein sollte 
und zu sein scheint; wie errst er sich selbst dabei nimmt 
und wieviel Verspieltheit, Mummschanz, hoherer Jux dabei 
im Spiele ist. Ware die Frage unberecht igt, wie hatte 
dann jener Grossmeister des Musiktheaters sich beim Feier- 
lichsten Weihe-Werk einen soichen Spottnamen geben konnen? 
Rei Adrians Unterschrift empfand ich sehr Ahnliches; ja, 
mein Fragen, Sorgen und Bangen ging daruber hinaus und 
gait in der Stille meines Herzens geradezu der Legitimist.
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seines Tuns, seinem zeitlichen Anrecht auf die Sphere, in 
die er sich versenkte und deren Recreation er nit den 
aussersten, entwickeltsten Hitteln betrieb. (D.F., p. 495)
V,- ;In all these examples lies again that same Faustian need of
' ' : - , • v - W  J. . / ► J. 1 •* ' ' " , *',oLcvtrkOhn: to fully use all of his intellectual resources in order
* . . ' - ■ . • \ , " ■ >. * 
to one day envision that core of truth which encompasses al». of
•Y:escapes and rejections,
t ytf-
.i . L  T1 _  A  *» n v i  I «>
existence. Yet, in spite if his systematic
Leverkuhn can find no new, more accurate truth. He experiences only--- - -- ---. ------ +
• ' -A-'-'/
in ever-growing vacuum of agnostic solipsism. The logical end to . • .? S-V'6V , r  , . .  _  ...................this would be that Leverkuhn should not be able to compose at all.
' - ■
Were it not for the other side of Leverkuhn— i.e., his need to deny
■ . , .7 ■ t,. •; - - -
his critical intellect and simply produce music— nane of his ccmposi-
, ■ * . 'n- . . ■ .
. .tions could ever have come into existence. The intellectual goals
. f . ■ £.
of his intellectual hunger for truth, true expression
communion with all, aro not within his rational reach.
• >*/»  ^ * / * -jj
 and frue
* 'vV
■ a s s  ■ .
3»r,5f. \• 1 vr.fe
r?





THE ROLE OF T. W. ADORNO AND 12-TONE MUSIC 
IN LEVERKDHN'S HUNGER FOR TRUTH
In part one LeverkOhn’s intellectual hunger for truth was gener-
■g....  j, .. V M  :
illy defined. His goals therein of true artistic expression and 
true communion with all along with his rational logical method of 
procedure, the process of freedom-from, were discussed and exempli­
fied. It was also observed how LeverkOhn fails to achieve directly 
the truth he desires. In part two the importance of the roles of 
the music philosophy of Adorno and of the role of 12-tone music for 
LeverkOhn's intellectual hunger for '.ruth and for his failure to 
achieve truth will be handled.
*  *  *
- » .• '• 4 * ... - .  „  i  . .  y . .  ; ^Fo” a better understanding of the following part, it has been
deemed appropriate to give a concise definition for both tonality
38and the 12-tone system. Tonality is an existence within a piece
that "gives preference to one tone (the tonic), making this the
39tonal center to which all other tones are related." The 12-tone 
system, as developed by Arnold Schonberg during the years 1913-1923
and applied in his corooositions after 1923, is a rational systematic
■
40method nf rejecting all aspects of tonality. It is based on the 
12-tone row, a series of 12 non-repeating notes used at all times
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in a 12-tone composition, and on the Verhot der KonionaniS, which 
forbids the use of all materials within the 12-tone row or within 
12-tone compositions that might have tonal leanings. Whereas tonal­
ity could be considered to be organic, natural and irrational, 
12-tone music is inorganic, chemical and rational.
In order to better understand how Adrian Leverkuhn's intellect- 
uality leads him toward the development of the 12-tone theory, it
has been deemed appropriate to take a closer look at the role of T.
41W. Adorno's study Zur Philosophic der neuen Musik. Thomas Mann 
used this study extensively, oiten montaging entire sections of it 
in various ,|*r.t-S of his work. It would be unfair, though, to
Thomas Mann to set aside; so much space in this thesis for a dis- 
cussion of Adorno's music theories, were it not f->r the fact that 
the montage is applied in Doktor Faustus specifically to give a
deeper, more substantial quality to the book, cringing it closer to- '
the historical realities of early 20th century western culture and 
making its main character that much more believable. It is for this 
reason that so much of Adorno's Zur Philosophie der neuen Musik is 
montaged in Doktor Faustus. Thomas Mann writes tc his son Michael 
concerning an essay hichael wrote about his father's book:
So frappierte mich das wiederholt gebrauchte wort "Monta­
ge", well ich es selbst gern auf das Buch anwende und die 
Idee davon tatsachllch von Anfang an, schon bei der 
Conception des Romans einc Rolle spieite. Ich war ent- 
schlossen zu jeder Art von "Montage", denn was wir beidi
so nennen hat Ja unmittelbar *u Cun mit dem eigentumi tchen 
Hinausgehen des Buches uber das LiterarisChe, seineni "Ab- 
schutceln des Scheins der Kunst . . [ D. F. , pp. 31 and
J *5
108], seiner Wirklichkeit.
Specifically in music, Thomas Mann recognizes the vast independent 
powers, i.e., the Wirklichkeit, of the montage. In a letter to Ador- 
no, Thomas Matin writes: • ■ - - ' ,. • ' * r , •. . •.«.'* '• »’ *' /• 'v - 1 •*>’ i '
• ' : . . ■’ j ; ' ’ ' i .
Es ist merkwUrdig: mein Verhaltnis zur Musik hat einigen
Ruf, ich habe mich limner auf das iiterarische Musizieren
verstanden, mich halb und halb air Musiker gefOhlt, die
musikaliscbe Gewebe-Technlk auf den Roman Qbertragen, und
noch kurzJich, zum Bei&piel, hat Ernst Toch in einetn
Gluckwunsch mir "musikalische Initilertheit” auadrOcklich
44und nachdrflcklich bescheinigt. . . . Aber urn elnen Musi- 
ker-Roman zu schreiben, der zuweilen sogar den Elirgeiz 
endeutet, unter snderera, gleicnzeitig mit anderera, zum 
Roman der Musik zu werden— , dazu gehort mehr als "Initi- 
iertheit", nSmlich Studiertheit, die mir ganz einfrch 
abgeht. Desha lb denn auch war ich von Anfang an entschlos- 
sen, in einem Buch, das ohnehin zum Prinzip der Montage 
neigt, vor keiner Anlehnung, keinem Hilfsgriff in fremdes 
Gut zuruckzuschrecken: vertrauend, dass das Ergriffene, 
Abgelernte sehr wohl iu lerhalb der Komposition eine selb- 
standige Funktion, ein symbolisches Eigenieben gewinnen 
konne— und dabei an seinem ursprQng1Ichen kritischen Ort
/,5
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unberuhrt bestehen leibe. 45
Adorno also realized the powers of the montage within Doktcr
Faustus and, according to Thomas Mann, practically took credit for
46writing the book. Adorno's music philosophy, however, represents 
onlv the intellectual aspects of Leverkuhn. Thomas Harm does not: I- ir •
consider himself to be as caught up in Adorno’s power as Adorno■-5..-i o’* ' ;':*■> • «*'. • ■ ?’■ '■ '■ •
set ned to have thought* HansjSrg D5rr, who shares this opinion,■ -
writes: * , . •: *• • i ■
Die Verbindung von Musik und Gescneithait [in Doktor Fau- 
stus] spielt auch in der Beschreibung des Teufels eine 
Rolle, den man so oft mit Adorno identifiziert hat. DieVj; : 1 ■ • ' . -; . v ' • '*•
Beschreibung ist aber nichts weniger als schmeichelhaft: 
‘•ein Intelligenzler, der Qber Kunst, uber Musik, ftlr die 
gemeinen Zfeitungen schreibt, ein Theoretiker und Kritiker, 
der selbst komponiert, soweit eben das Oenken ts ihm er- 
laubt" [P*F., p. 317], d.h. soweit dae Denken es zullsst. 
Fur Mann kann die Musik sich nicht im Rationalen erschop-
y~ Vj. 1 . • V ’. V-.' • H * f t & v  •<_ . .
fen, die intellektuclle Art der Musikbetrachtung Adornosv* , if.- - \ • * •?**’ > %. ' •',*.
musste ihm fremd bleihen, obwohl er ohne sie seinen Roman
nicht hatte schreiben konnen. (Dorr, p. 311)
Rather than emphasizing the above controversy, the effort in this
thesis will be made to look at Adorno's work as a historical reali-
47ty which becomes an integral part of the fictional reality in Dok-
48tor Faustus and the intelle tual development of Adrian Leverkuhn.
Adorno's goals for modarn music are nor nearly as high and as
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all-encompassing as those of Adrian Leverkuhr Vet, Leverkuhn's 
goals do have a parallel, though net a direct one, in Adorno's writ­
ings. Adorno's goal lies first ot all m  "die Emanzipaticn des Men-
schen vom musikalischen Naturzwang und die Unte~*r,-„a der Natur
-- X' : •>- o ■ v p.'
unter menschliche Zwecke" (Adorno 1941, p. 32). This goal, which 
V-.Y' wVfa*,' -t'r ' v . *■ ,
obviously encompasses uore than just music, shows symptomatic paral-
1 V  .. „ ‘  -1- ■ ;■: -v ■' * “ V 4
lels with Leverkflhn's desire for total freedom-froro. Beyond this
»• - - y,c\ t .$* fit-*.. ' . ■ *•> *.<y
goal, Adorno expresses an even greater one: that of "VersShnung"
. /• - ' ' “ .l • ■ •. . r‘*‘i - * .. •0WU*V‘4£ -i\\ t •.*-;» l-.' -r ■ .;*•
(Ador.no 1941, p. 88). Adorno sees that modem music through its
< is• • 
victory in the historical struggle to overcome and dominate nature,
a struggle having its beginning in the birth of consciousness,
gains the power to express the hurt and pain of humanity's ever
increasing isolation from miture and the ever increasing isolation
- t> t \ ■ Sis’ • ' I - • .
of individuals from each other, bot?: of which are by-products of 
this nece-srry struggle. According to Adorno, this expression re­
unites all. Adorno writeh:
-w ,!
Der Mensch, dor sich vcrstioraen lass'" im Weinen und einer
v - ■ ../ : . '■ \
M" Ik, die in nichts mehr i*im gleich ist, lasst zugleich 
den Strom dossen in sich zuruckfluten, was nicht er» ■ . • ■ i . 'j® 1 • v ; • &•. ' ..' .
. . .  p • ‘ ■ ■ '
selber ist und was hinter dom Danvn der Dingwelt gestaut 
war. Als Weinender wie als Singender geht er in die 
entfremdete Wirklichkeit ein. "Die Trane quillt, die Erde 
hat mich wieder"— danach verhalt sich die Musik. So Lxt 
die Erde Eurydiken wieder. Die Gesce der Zuruckkehrenden, 
nicht das Gefuhl des Wartenden beschreiot den Ausdruck
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all^r Musik und ware es auch in c r todeswurdigen Welt. 
(Adorno 1.941, p. 88)
The possibility of overcoming isolation through music is also the
ultimate goal of Leverkuhn's struggle to understand, for such a
49possibility would be communion with all.
-  r , ; ^ : ,-Y. ■ . v-\ v'-w-..
The isolation of modern individuals from nature and from each
other along with the expression of this isolation, which gives
birth to reconciliation (Versohnung), can be seen in an excerpt• . “ ■ ■ ' " ; ' 1 - . • ! • . •' :v 50Adorno writes about the hero of fchonberp’s Die gluckliche Hand. 
Adorno first contrasts the functionality of pre-modern art, which 
reaches beyond itself— symbolized by Siegfried's sword— with non­
functioning modern art, which is sc!ipsistic and therefore cannot 
reach beyond itself— syrabolized by a diadem*
Dor Held, Prophet der neuen Sachlichkeit soil die Handwor­
ker den Zauber der alten Produktionsweise erretten. Seine 
schlichte Geste gegen das Oberflussige taugt oben dazu, 
ein Diadem herzustellen. Siegfried, sein Vorbild, hatte 
wenigstens das Schwert geschmiedet. 'Musik soil nicht 
schmucken sonde.rn wahr sein. * Aber das Kunstwerk hat nur 
wieder Kunst zum Gegenstand. Es kann dem Zusammenhang der 
Verblendung nicht aesthetisch entrinnen, dem es gesell- 
schaftlich angehort. Das radrkal entfremdete, absolute 
Kunstwerk bezieht in seiner dlindhoit tautologisch sich 
nur *if sich selber. Sein symbolisches Zentrum ist die 
Kunst." (Adorno 1941, pp. 14-15)
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S-honberg's hero is a representative of all humanity, for all human 
beings are immersed in a state of isolation. Since all human beings 
are experiencing this same situation, each iscl&tec. individual is 
paradoxically not alone. Adorno, again through Schonberg's Die 
gluckliche Hand, expresses the existence of a communion of isolated 
individuals as follows:
. \Der Umschlag steht ira Zeichen der Notwendigkait. Er r(Lort
eben daner, dass der GehaIt 1 •. • ' • des Expressionismus, das abso-
lute Subjekt, nic’ut absolut ist. In seiner Vereinzelung
erscheint die Gesellschaft. Dor letzte von Sch5nbergs
MannerchSren op. 35 gibt da von einfache Rechenschaft.
"Leugne 
al lein."
doch, dass Du auch dazu gehSrst!— bleibst nicht
(Adorno 1941, p. 17) ■ 'V
The dialectic of real isolation, yet re. 1 communion in Schonberg's 
Die gluckliche Hand is one with the solipsistic communion with all 
experienced by LeverkDhn.^
The concept of pure freedom seems to hold as little dominion
in Adorno's writings as it does in the thoughts and compositions of
32Adrian Leverkuhn* The desire to comprehend existence through an
intimate understanding of the causal relationships between all
particulars rather than to simply accept existence with the naive 
belief in one's pure individuality and freedom is also an important 
aspect of Adorno's pMlosophy. Adorno wrices for example about the 
lack of pure freedom involved in the effort to free oneself from
nature and music. As for nature:
1• .‘1 
i
::A- y '• M
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' « -V ]
: j
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Schicksal abei und Nar.urbeherrschung sind nicht zu tren- 
nen. Die Idee dos Schick^als selber mag an der Erfahrung 
der Herrschaft gebildet s . Sie IsL hervorgegangen aus 
der Dbermacht des Daseins als Natur uber den Menschen. 
Was da ist, ist starker. Sein selber lVit Schwingen gleich- 
sara, ihn zu vernichten. Seine Ohnraacht reflektiert sich 
in Idee des Schicksals. An ihr wiederum haben die■ +•*+!■■• r. -‘ir %&»*(*.<**«*> '#«■* */'•,>.&**■• . * >’*■ . ' . . : ‘
t i. . «'5fx*. • /, ■ * •«■* $ * i • ’* <•'. . J •'J ■. tyjti*-,,
Menschen ge.lernt, selber starker zu sein und Natur ru be-'
herrschen. Darait ab«r hat das Schicksal sich reproduziert.
Es gibt allamal bless soviel Herrschaf vie Vernichtimg.
■ r
Hat die Dbermacht der Natur als Schicksal sich darge-
■P
stellt, sc ehrt Schickc-l wieder in der Herrschaft uber 
Natur. Sle entfaltet sich zwangshaft Zug urn Zug; zwangs-
haft veil ihr Jeder Schritt ven der alten Dbermacht der
iNatur vorgeschrieben vird. (Adorno 1941, p. 34)
.itTtw* > , » i' •>;-* > '■? 4 *  ^v*r.
Humanity’s historical attempt to dominate nature specifically re­
occurs in its attempt to dominate music. The result of this effort,
53the 32-tone system, vill exemplify bondage, not pure freedom: 
"Wahrhaft ist die ZwSlftontechnik [der Musik] Schicksal. Sie fesselt 
die Musik, indem sie sie befreit. Das Subjekt gebiet t uber die
Musik durchs rationale System, selber den* rctior.alen System zu er- 
liegen" (Adorno 1941, p. 34).
One escape of Leverkuhn's, which is particularly important in
Adorno's philosophy of music, is that from Kuhwanne. As seated
54
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earlier, whether there is truth or not in the community found in
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the naive cov-warm friendliness of the music and culture of Bur­
ger turn. I.everkuhn needs to escape part ic ipat ion from this Kuhwarme ♦ 
Kuhwarme or better, animalische Warme is a term stemming from 
Arnold Schonberg. Schonberg, like Leverkuhn, "ha1- einmal gegen die 
animalische Warme der Musik gesprochen. . (Adorno 1941, p. 79). 
The rejection of Kuhwarme b> Adorno can be seen in an excerpt from 
the Zur Philosophic der neuen Musik dealing with Alban Btrg.^ 
Adorno condemns the lies and deceptive technique? which Alban Berg. - « • - *. . ■ “i
■ • -y ■« 'i = V. ■ '■ ' • , ■‘h. • .,
uses to hide his lack of success in composing large works strictly-
using the 12-tone technique. In his operas, rather chan admitting
failure. Berg chooses to combine the organic Kuhwgrme of tonality
r ‘ , * \«>*• ;
with the cold ir.organic intellectual 12-tone technique, thereby 
satisfying an audiei.ce not able to comprehend anyth lug beyond 
tonality, but also coupromising on the actual purpose of th- 
12-tone theory. Adorno writes about Berg's compositional efforts as
. ■ ,‘v. . .x  i* «?».. ’ • ’ ’ •
being "die unmenschliche Kalce der grossherzigen Warme" (Adorno 
1941, p. 68):
. . . das ganze Bestreben [Bergs] ist darauf gerichtet,
die Zwolftontechnik nicht merken zu lassen. Gerade die
56giucklichsten Tei.le der "Lulu" sind of fensichtlich in 
Dominanzfunktion und chromatischen Schricten gedacht. Die 
wesentliche Harte d'jr Zwolf tonkonstrukticn ist bis zur 
Unkenntlichkeit gemildeit. Man kann das Reihenvcrfahren 
kauro anders orkemen, als daran, dass die Bergsche L'ner- 
sattlichkeit zuweilen nicht den unendlichen Vorrat an 
Noten zur Verfugung hat, dessen sie bedQrfte. Die Starr-
56
heit des Systems macht sich bless noch in rolchen Beschran- 
kungen geite id, sonst ist sie grnz ubervunden, Aber uber— 
wunden mehr durch Einpassung der Zw61ftortechnik in die 
traditionelle Musik als durch eigenvliche Aufhebung ihrer 
antagonistischen Momente. (Adorno 1941, p. 68)
The words Starrhelt, Harte and antagonistischen in the above quote 
all exemplify the cold inorganic intellectuality of the. 12-tone 
system. The Domlnnnzfunktion is a key process* of the KuhvSrrae of 
tonality and the use of chromatlsche Schritten, which became a compo­
sitional cliche of the romantic period of music, is also associated 
with tonality. Berg's use of chromatische Schritten and the Dorainanz- 
funktion represents a breech of the 12-tone theory. The goal of the 
12-tone system is not al1-too-quickly to reinstate the organic 
warmth of tonality, but to re-create the organic through cold 
intellectuality. (Compare with the story of Leverkuhn's father's 
chemical plants, p. 15.)^
Adorno does not feel t*Ae Leverkuhnian need to avoid using the 
language of his contemporaries, yet he does acknowledge the sadness 
of its ambiguity. Adorno recognizes that the many interpretive 
possibilities built into language over it3 history render language 
inadequate for serious direct expression (Adorno 1941, p. 87). 
According to Adorno, achieving freedom from the vagueness of lan­
guage is an important goal of modern music. Adorno writes: "Alle 
organische Musik ist aus dero stile recitativo hervorgegangen. Sic 
war von Anbeginn der Sprache nachgebildet. Die Emanzipation der 
Musik heute ist gleichbedeutend mit ihrer Emanzipation von der
Sprache. . ." (Adorno 1941, p. 87). The successful emancipation of
58music from language is achieved In 12-tcne music.
Relating to Lfverkuhn's ’ejection of a „r.c-sided rv..nanistic
earth-centered world as well as the one-sidedness of tonality in
59his Die Wunder des Alls is the Adornian ..ejection of a one-sided
ignorant musical world. Adorno writes:
Wann immer ein isolierter Materialbereich im geschichtli- 
chen Zuge entwickelt wurde, stets sind andere Mai:erlalbe-
reiche zuruckgeblieben und haben in der Einheit des Werkes
die fortgeschritteneren LQgen gestraft. Wahrend der Roman-
tik gait das vorab fOr den Kontrapunkt. Er ist blosse
• v . \,v . • ' r"' l•Dreingabe zum homophonen Satz. Es bleibt entweder bei der 
ausseriichen Kombination homophon gedachter Themen oder 
bei der bloss ausschmuckenden Umkleidung des harmonischen 
"Chorals" mit Scheinstimmen. Darin gleichett sich Wagner,
• * < • -yStrauss und Reg^r. Zugleich aber besceht aller K.ontrapunkt 
dem eigenen Sinn nach auf der Siraultaneitat selbstandiger 
Stimmen. Vergisst er daran, wird er zum schlechten Kontra- 
punkt. . . .
Yet:
. . . je welter die einzelnen Materialbereiche entwickelt, 
manche von ihnen, wie in der Romantik Instruraentalklnng 
und Harmonic, verschmolzen werden, un> so deutlicher zelch- 
net sich die Idee einer rationaien Durchorganisac ion des 
gesaraten nousikalischen Materials ab, die jene Missverhalt-
58
ni&se beseitigt. Ihr Traum 1st das Wa&nersche Gesarotkunst • 
werk. Virtue!1 verwirklicht wird er von Schcnberg. (Ador­
no 1941, pp. 20-21)
Gchonberg's goal, like Leverkubn's, is to construct a music which
is all-encompassing. In the above quote this means that all dlmen-
' 'sions arc equally affirmed. The horizontal dimension, the voices,
■ , ■ j,. .M  • < '■■■/as well as the vertical dimension, the chords, should be under con-
r . .. A, ■" Ai. ......... . t  ^ _ _sideration at a"! times. The 12-tone system does this and more.
Theoretically, though they do not directly state it, both Lever-
* Y  ■ " - _ ' Y  ■ ' . , Y Y .  Y - ■ >, y .Y •/; '■'kuhn and Adorno disdain the conception of program music. Program
‘ .'.(iwCmusic, which is "music inspired by a program, i.e., a nonmusical
• y ..Y; ' r . '■ ■' y  f c  ^  • Y  ■ y ' , y  . . . y . "  . $. ■ Y ; 'V :->y ' y  V - ' Yidea, which is usually indicated in the title and sometimes de- 
scribed in explanatory remarks or a preface. . was important
to the 19th century school of thought, because among other things
• y -yof the romantic Wagnerian ideal of the Gesamtkunstwerk. It was
hoped that the truth to be found in nature when synthesized with
1. < jv v if. ’ • % # ' -s * . v' . • *f_i > «, •
the art of composition would lead to a more perfect music. Later
theorists tended to deny the validity of such an approach arguing
. ♦
that music "is an art in its own right, that it must work with its
own tools, and that too great a reliance on outside program will
weaken rather than enhance a composition's artistic merit" (see
footnote 61). The goal of absolute music on the other hand, a
conception which Leverkuhn and Adorno prefer to program music, is
one of ridding music of all its "extra-musical influences" from its
62pictorial representations down to its human-like emotions. The 
best proof of Adorno's rejection of a progra and his preference
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tor absolute music lies in his earlier mentioned statement that 
modern music "bezieht in Blindheit tautologiseh sich nur auf sich 
selber. . (Adorno 1941, p. 15), for such is exactly the nature
of absolute music. His rejection of the appearance of reality, of
Schein in program music and preference for the honest blind solip- 
sistic reality of absolute music support this proof. (See Adorno
1941, pp. 8 and pp. 80-88.) It is logical for LeverkShn, too, to
• • ' - , • •
. , jr . ktj .reject program music. LeverkGhn's disavowei of any illusionary
■ . j  4 '-1- A * -* v . •>’' -v f *' t¥- w * ■
comrunion with all, his acceptance of solipsism as his lifelong 
condition, his anti-romantic statements throughout Doktor Faustus
(see D.F., pp. 156-157, 240-241 and 289-290, for example) an4 his
• c* , *■’.'•• ,*'•»’ ■' . • ; /• ' fifths
musical compositional tie with Sch3nberg/adorno should negate the
possibility of his acceptance of the superficial connection between
. ■ -■ - - '■ - % 
nature and music made in program music. Yet Leverkuhn’s pieces are. . , ' , < • ■ . .-’v '
program-oriented, for the program is the literary means by which 
Thomas Mann allots LeverkGhn to deliver the message of the book.
' 1 • . . s - ■ ‘ V ■ \ M b  rr ?
Leverkuhn’s theories and his practice, therefore, musi become contra- 
dictory. •
About the historic reasoning behind the collapse of tonal mu­
sic, Adorno argues in the following manner:
Keineswegs stehon dem Komponisten unterschtedslos alle je 
gebrauchten Tonkombinationen heute zur Verfugung. Selbst 
das stumpfere Ohr gewahrt die Scnabigkeit und Vernutztheit 
des verminderten Septimakkords oder gewisser chromatischer 
Durchgangsooten in der Salonmusik des neunzehnten Jahrhun- 
derts. FUrs technisch erfahrene setzt solches vage Unbeha-
gen sich in einen Kanon de? Verbotenen ura. Wenn nicht 
alles trOgt, schliesst er heute bereits die Mitfcel der 
Tonalitat, also die der gasaruten traditionel len Muslk, 
aus. Nicht bloss dass jene Klange veraitet und unzeitge- 
mass wSren. Sie sind falsch. Sie erfOllen ihre Frnktion 
nicht mehr. Der fortgeschrittenstc Stand der technischen
Verfahrungsweise zeichnet Aufgaben vor, denen gegenOber
. .*■ ■ >i. x • y. v v'
die traditionellen Klange als ohnmachtige Cliches wirken.
. i' v V;% :‘.x - k-f. ?
(Adorno 1941, pp. 4-5; montaged in D.F., pp. 318-319)
v '• '  ^ , • . ■'*. ‘•S'-- V(. ' ’ 'A
Adorno g^es on to say that falseness of tonal consonant chords
for the modern ear is so disturbing, chat such chotdc can be and
have been effectively used in some pieces of modern music to create
" • • • • a ■ .
a dissonance one step beyond dissonance. (See Adorno 1941, p. 5.)
Adrian Leverkuhn expresses the same thoughts as Adorno both theoret-
ically in his conversation with the devil (D.F. , p. 319) and
. i: - ■ • • S
practically through his ironization of tonal composition in Meer-
+ • 't'j ■, * *»•• - •' - ■ i ■
leuchten and in the Brentano Gesange (D.F., pp. 202 and 241-242) 
and in his use of dissonant consonance in the Apokalypse cum 
figuris and in his rendition of Blake's Silent, Silent Night (D.F.,
pp. 498 and 350).
The rejection of idealism in Doktor Faustus is at once the
rejection of idealism's musical representative, Ludwig van Beetho­
ven. Beethoven's role in Doktor Faustus as representative of classic 
idealism is similar to the role which Adorno also gives Beethoven. 
As idealism personified, Beethoven represents both the belief in
the possibility of and one of the most successful achievements i.
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the construction of a positive overriding meaningful and purposeful 
form for existence. According to Adorno, Beethoven achieves Fonnvol1- 
endung. He comes closest of all composers to accomplishing that 
which makes music sinnvol1. Sinn, an important word in Adorno's 
vocabulary, is described by him as follows:
. » . a lies, was in Musik mit Grund sinnvol1 genannt wer-
. ■, .; •> *. •. ; •• • &
den kann, hat Anspruch darauf, indem es als Einzelheit
.. , * -•*- •
uber sici; hinausgeht und aufs Ganze sich bezieht, so wie 
umgekehrt das Ganze die bestimrote Forderung nach diesem 
Einzelnen in sich schliesst. Dies Hinausweisen der astbeti-
. : r-jt ■ (* „ ig‘ f.
schen Teilmomente uber sich selber, wahrend sie zugleich•' t- • « ; j..'
ganzlich im Raum des Kunstwerks verbleiben, wird als Sinn
; ‘
des Kunstwerks empfunden. (Adorno 1941, pp. 86-87).v*;' ■ ■ . - • ' y • , .'I
The modern artist, who wishes to understand rather than simply ac-
cept idealistic philosophy, can see through to inconsistencies chere-
' . : ■ ; - - : • tjUT ' ; M#
in between the decsils and the whole. The Sinn of idealistic phllo-
■ • ■ • yr’.' • :V • ■ - * ,1. . •. ■'* ■ • •
soph,/ is nullified by these inconsistencies For example, Ute Jung
V u • * ...x i*'1' ft ' i S'- ‘i't ■? '?&■  £  *, a
in Die Husikphilosophie Thomas Manns describes how Adorno calls 
Beethoven's work Ideologic; a word which, according to Adorno's 
usage, contains more utopia than truth in it. Beethoven's problem, 
according to Thomas Mann and Adorno, is that he envisions a 
reconciliation of all problems of existence rather than realizing 
the eternal truth of misery, Ute Jung writes:
Wahrend Schonbergs Kun^t durch die Un-nog 1 ichkei t der forma - 
len Gestaltung das Elend der Welt erkenne, verweise Beet­
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hoven durch die gelungene Form auf die VersShnung. . . .
Da aber zwei extrem gefuhrte Erkenntnisse (1. Bruchigkeit 
der Form, 2. FormvoLlenduiig) nicht nebeneinander bestehen 
konnen, muss Adorno eine der beiden relativieren. t’r 
kennzeichnet Beethovens Musik bzw. die klassische Musik,
als "Xdeologie”. (Jung, p. 87) tm-
. ,\ ...jJung goes on to footnote the fact that Adorno also rejects ah 
ism that he considers to consist of historically derived values; 
i.e., ungrounded traditions, rather than eternal truth:
Denn Tradition als solche enthalt fur Adorno das Element 
der Ideologic. Die Neg«iion kunstlerischer Tradition, in 
der sich gesellschaftlicher Gehalt "sedimentiert” hat,
ist implizit Kritik der Ideologic. (Jung, p. 87)• •
Adorno himself seems to accept the rejection of idealism as & presup** 
position in his Zur Philosophie der neuen Musik fo-. he regards it 
as an already discussed and established fact. He does discuss his
reasons for rejecting idealism by rationally defining it in his
* ■ ' . £ t . •.** . '  1 - 'Negative Dialektik, however. Adorno writes:
Das System, in dem der souverSne Geist sich verklart wahn- 
te, hat seine Urgeschichte im Vorgeistigen, dem animali- 
schen Leben der Gattung. Raubtiere sind hungrlg; der 
Sprung aufs Opfer ist schwierig, oft gef&hrlich. Damit 
das Tier ihn wagt, bcdarf es wohl zusatzlicher Impulse. 
Diese fusionieren sich mit der Unlust des Hungers zur Wut
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aufs Opfer, deren Ausdruck dieses zweckmassig wjederum
schreckt und lahmt. Beim Fortschritt zur Humanitat wird
das rationalisiert durch Projektion. Das animal rationale,
das Appctit auf seinen Gegner hat, muss, bereits gluckli-
che Besitzer eines Uberichs, einen Grund firsden. Je
vollstSndiger, was es tut, der. Gesetz der Selbsterhaltung
folgt, desto wcniger darf es deren Primat sich und anderen
zugestehen; sonst wdrde der muhsam erreichte Status des
iUJ O V  TTO^l HT \ Yv O V t wie es neudeutsch heisst, unglaub- 
wurdig. Das zu fressenue Lebewesen muss bSse sein. Dies 
anthropologische Schema hat sich sublimie*. “ bis in die 
Srkenntnistheorie hinein. Im Idealitnius— am ausdrGcklich- 
ster bei Fichte— waltet bewusstlos die Ideologic, das
Nichticb, I’autrui, schliesslich alles an Natur Mahnende■ ,• fa ■y.'r-. , ' ^  js-
sei minderwertig, damit die Einheit des sich selbst fhal-
••.' V vjy , - . ■ v .'flL ’ ' ' itenden Ged&nkens getrost es verschlingen da f. Das recht-
.
fertigt eberso dessen Prinzip, wie es die Begierde stei-
g:rt. Das System 1st der Geist gewordene Bauch, Wut die
■
Signatur eines jeglichen Idealismus. (Adorno "^bb, pp- 
31-32)65
The rejection of idealism is expressed in Doktor Paustus, though 
not quite in the same manner as Adorno describes it, in the earlier 
discuss* d rejections of humanism in Die Wunder des arcj Qf
Burgerturo in tbs Apokalypsis cum figuris, ^  and in the rejection of
68Beethoven's Ni ith Symphony in the Dr. Fausti Weheklag.
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The rejection of idealism in its many shapes and forms, can be 
said to be parallel if not directly related to the historical 
rejection of any overriding form in music. Adorno recognizes that 
all such forms, as they have come into bring in the course of music 
history, are inadequate attempts, either by ignorance or deception, 
to systematise the actual chaos of existence. Rather than accepting
the use of the overriding form, Adorno’s Scfconberg prefers to 
express existence in BrSchigkeit der Form, that is, in a musical 
acting out of humanity's inability to realise an idealistic whole. 
Adorno does not directly relate the fall of the overriding form 
with that of the fall of cultural idealism. He does, however, note 
the pv.»»iL ility of such a relationship:
Die Krankheit, welche die Idee des Werkes -j-.fallen hat, 
.* ■ - 
raag von einem gese 1 Ischaf11ichen Zustand herrOhren, der
•if
nichts vorgibt, was verbiudlich und bestatlgt genug ware,
■f’*";,' •- • -v.V' ' -■
um die Harmonie des selbstgenQgsaraen Werkes zu garantie- 
ren. Die prohibitiven Schwierigkeiten des Werkes jedoch 
enthQllen sich nicht in der Reflexion darauf, sondern im 
dunklen Innern des Werks. (Adorno 1941, p. 7; montaged in 
iD.F., p. 320)
The progression toward Bruchigkeit dor Form begins with the post-im­
pressionistic desire for ever-greater microcosmic consistency in 
music: a consistency which necessitates ever-shorter pieces and 
which threatens to cancel the ability of a composer to produce 
music at all. Adorno comments:
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Denkt man ans sinnfa 11igste Symptom, das Schrumpfen der 
Ausdehnung in der Zeit, die nur als extensive in der 
Musi’c Werke konstituiert, so ISssr dafQr am letztcn indivi­
dual le Ohnmacht, I’niifhigkeit zur Formbildung sich verant- 
wortlich machen. Keine Werke kbnnten grbssere Diehte und 
Konsistenz der Fcragestalt bewSliren als Schonbergs und 
Weberns kurzeste SStze. Ihre KGrze rOhrt gerade vom Sri*- 
spruch der unabdingbaren Konsistenz her. Die Konsistenz 
verbietet das tJberflQssige. Dituit kehrt sie sich gegen 
die zeitliche Ausbreitubg, die der Vorstellung i em muslka- 
lischen Werk seit Beethoeen tregend zugrnndeliegt. Bin 
Schlag trifftrWerk, Zeit und Schein. Die Kritik am extensf - 
ven Schema verschr3nkt sich mit der Inhalclibhen Phrase 
und Ideo'ogie. Der musikalische Augcnblick gilt dew realen 
Leiden. Solche Kritik lassc die neue Musik die Omamente 
zerschlagen und damit die Werke. (Adorno 1941, p. 7; 
raontaged in D.F., pp. 320-321)
. • v-../




69che ornaraent-rejcc.ing pieces of Brahms and with the shortness of 
the Brentano-Ce'.Snge. (See D.F., p. 243.) Herein lies again the 
desire fer an expressed a 11-encompcssing truth, which necessarily 
rejeccs the power of freedom.
Later A d o r n o  writes on the breakdown of the appearance of
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Der [seIbstgenugsame Schein der Musik] besteht darin,
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das'? in aller herkomml ichen vorgegebene und formelhoft. 
sedimentierte Elemente so eingesetzt werden, als ob sie 
die unverbrOchllche Notwendigkeit dieses einen Falle3 wS- 
ren; oder dass dieser so auftritt, als ware er mit der 
vorgegebenen, lange gewesenen Formsprache identisch. Seit■‘■v . Ct ..... .... .. jgfe :
dem Beginn des bCrgerlichen Zeitalters hat alle grosse
v- A , ,:£ ' v v 1 •- '■ - * , :
Musik ihr Genugen aaran gefunden, diese Einboit als bruch-
>’■' V. •* W  i ' 1. v> - ,'i i-%#; -*„■ ■:
los geleistete vorzutauschen und die konventiorielle Allge-
. -V- ■ > •; ■
meingesetzlichkeit, der sie unterworfen ist, aus ihrer 
eigenen individuation heraus zu rechtfertigen. Dem wider-
steht die neue Musik. Die Kritik de3 Ornaments, die der
'It, 'al- ■ .1 > 1 f,•'K. f l i.\.'*...Konvention und die der abstrakten Allgemeinheit der musika-
" \ ,/v - ?.- ;..Se' v,
lischen Sprache sind eines Sinns. Venn Musik vor andern
■ .U' ' ;\y ?. •./•’"v-?- * h'4'i ' -.v. .
KQnsten durch die Absenz des Jcheins, dadurch dass sie
kein Bild macht, privilegiert ist, dann hat sie doch
r>\-> " !■> , ? * , * * . ■ *  -i***-1- :<&•*;*k ; .•?«»•
durch die unermQdliche Aussohnung ihrer spezifischen Anlie- 
£en mit der Hcrrschaft oer Konventionen am Scheincharak^^r
des burgerlichen Kunstwerks nach Kraften partizipierc. 
I'a.1 hat SchSnberg die Gefolgschaft gekundigt, indem er
eben jenen Ausdruck ernst nahra, dessen Subsumption unters
' * l &■* ■ " * ■ ■ -■
versohnlich Allgemeine das innerste Prinzip des musikali- 
schen Scheins ausmacht. Seine Musik deirentiert den An- 
Tpruch, das Allgemeine als im Besonderen harmonisch enthal- 
ten zu denker. Wie sehr auch diese Musik dem Drang ihren 
Ursprung verdankt, wie sehr auch gerade ihre Unregelmassig- 
keit organischen Formen sich anahnelt, nirgends ist sie
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Totalitat. (Adorno 1941, p. 9; roontaged in O.F., pp. 
321-322)
Adorno goes on to say chat Sch8nberg rejects the inadequacies of 
the trend: set by Beethoven and Mozart of respecting and/or believ-
-i? v- \ •* * y ^  \* • > j -’if ’" a "*-*? *
ing in the organic whole or overriding musical form while disrespect-
■
ing the small details, and demands the full consistency of the 
details in spite of a necessary demise of the meaningful organic
♦ - • •*. , , v ‘ , '•' ; !**"&' • -A-l '•S „
whole via 12-tone music. On Sozart Adorno writes: "Die me is ter.
' .• • . V ..  • •' ' . ' ' ..! V  ■
Satze Mozarts vurden dem Komponisten weitgehend Altemativen bieten, 
ohne etwas einzubussen" (Adorno 1941, p. 9).
The last three major quotes from Zcr Philosophie der modernan 
Musik are directly montaged into the arguments of LeverkOhn's
devi).. Both Leverkuhn and his devil agree that these montages rep- 
resei.t the then contemporary state of music. Yet, were the intellect­
ual Lr rkflhn to follow the demands thereof co cheir ultimate end, 
they could only lead him to the honest inability to produce any
music at all. Whereas SchSnfcerg is creditad with the genius to over­
come such difficulties by into-rating his acknowledged inability to 
fit it all together exactly within his music, so creating Bruchig- 
keit der Form, the intellectual half of Leverkuhn is tco cold and 
critical ro allow himself eo do this.
The fall of the overriding musical form has a parallel in the 
rise of the importance of dissonance. ^  Just as the musical part 
can ■ io longer accept the Subsuirption unters versohnllch Allgemeine, 
neither can individual notes any longer allow themselves to escape 
tieir own importance b* becoming a mere part of a harmonic chord.
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The fall of emphasis on that harmonic chord in the rise of emphasis 
or the individual notes, or the emancipation of these notes as Ador­
no puts it, and the polyphonic lines or voices created by these 
notes, results in the rise of the importance of dissonance. Adorno 
describes the dissonance of a chord in the following manners
Je dissonierender ein Akkord, je mehr von einander unter-
■ A - f S  ■■ •• , i j i  i ' V -V.:. . ■ •schiedene ur.j in ihrer Uncerschiedenheit wirksame TBne er
4 - • • - . - * 
in sich t^chilt, um so "polyphoner" 1st er, um so mehr
* ' :• £ -• * • %'iK ‘. v» *1*5. ■**’.»
nimmt jeder einzelne Ton bereits in der SiraultaneitHt des
Zusammenklongs den Charakter der "Stimroe" an. r/ie Vorherr-
r -#U ;,«e if - e* •*. •’ * . it< '• - y  «
schaft der Dissonanz scheint die rationalan, ’’logischen"
-.•* ; ' '<£' ■ r*. '-’St*'0*' ■ - •*■/* V^ *r »• jM** ■%. V >•*>; v. V -*-v:
Beziehtrigen innerhalb der TonalitSr., die einfjehen Drei-
> . -Vv : sv A
klangsverhaltnisse, zu zerstBren. Insofern aber ist den**
■' . ’ ' .v' . Q#
noch die Dissonanz rationale als die Konsonanz, als sie
v**,( -tVa tWtf. 'v* '^** * ' . W' Af ^P» J* , V•
die Beziehung der in ihr enthaltenen T5ne, wie immer auch:• • • • n t ’'.a- »$¥*•*;,'' ■ : .. ••'*• • l-'v \•! ' .«*•'’
koraplex, artikuliert vor Augcn stellf., anstatt deren Ein-
* • .-i,' '■■}: - ■?' ■ • -'5". • V< ■ •*V>/ ’ j«jV* •
heit durch die Vernichtung der in ihr enthaltenen Par-
tiaLmomente, durch "homogenen” Klang zu erkaufen. (Adorno 




The positive emancipation (i.e., f reedom-from) of the individual 
voices from the harmonic chord is, on its negative flipside, the 
isolation of each voice from every other one. Loneliness is the 
ultimate result. Again, one should remember the loss of communion- 
forming faith and tradition, which is also an important factor in 
this concept of loneliness. Such simultaneous loneliness and emanci-
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pat ion becomes absolute under SchSnberg's 12-tone system. Schon- 
berg's system is the historical fulfillment of the ever increasing 
interest in dissonance to be found in the late works of Beethover, 
Brahms and Wagner. (See Adorno 1941, p. 26,) In Doktor Faustus the 
Emanzipat ion der Dlssonanz toward 12-tone music is described in 
much less detail. (See D.F., pp. 257-258.) The role of dissonance 
in the novel is nevertheless essential for the complete understand­
ing of both Apokalypsis cum figuris and the Dr. Fausti Wcheklag. *^
Adorno goes into quite extensive detail in his explanation of 
the evolution of the variation within music history toward 12-tone
music. Only the essence will be recapped in this thesis. _n the
72second part or development section of the three part sonata form,
rebirth and new dynamics were given to the ancient form of theme
an^ variation. During the early 1700's, the development section was
a small middle section which freely varied the themes of the first
section or exposition. The development section's freedom from the
formalistic restrictions of the other more controlled sections of
the sonata form stirred both Beethoven's and Brahms' passion for
it. With Beethoven's arrival the development section and the role
of theme and variation therein grew tremendously. Due to Brahms'
73influence, it began to encompass the whole of the sonata. As the
development section grew and the use of theme and variation in-
creased, the reliance of composers on detailed structural forms 
decreased. In Brahms' compositions the form of the sonata form is 
still perceptible. In Schonberg's wor‘:s, all remnants of a macro- 
cosmic stiuctural form are gone. Variation based on the theme of
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the microcosmic 12-tone row becomes all-encompassing. According tc
Adorno’s theory , the reasons for the turn toward 12-tone theme and
variation can be found in the rejections of idealism and the
overriding form 74. The lack of truth to be found in both idealism
anti the overriding form Is replaced by the attempt to reconstruct 
truth from the subatomic level via the 12-tone row and its varia­
tions. Also, the fact that the essence of the 12-tone row remains 
unchanged is symbolic of Leverkuhn’s view that existence Is an




• *. i* v‘rhe following is a description of the components of the 
12-tone system. The core of t.»e 12-tone system is the 12-tone row 
or Grundreihe. The row is twelve notes in length and must use all 
twelve rones of the chromatic scale-. One example of a row giver, by 
Adorno runs as follows: c#, a, a#, g, g#, f#, b, d, e, d#, c, f.
-Ip ^ .
(See Adorno 1941, p. 22.) There are four different ways or modes in 
which the 12-tone row can be applied:
Fig. 1 Examples of the four 12-tone modes
A . . . . ,. . ' .. , • ■; l-’.; ’ '
0 8  10 6 7 5 9 1 3 2  11 4
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upsidedown, in the interval lie inversion of the Grundrei-
0 4 2 6 5 7 3  11 9 10 1 8
backwards, in reverse of the direction of the Grundroihe,
4 11 2 3 1 9 5 7 6  10 8 0
or upsidedovr and backwards, in the intervallie inversion 
of the Krebs, as the Umkehrung des Krebs,
8 1  10 9 11 3 7. 5 6 2 4 0
The numbers in the above examples tally the distance in half-steps 
above c#. C#=v- Each mode can also be transposed to any of the 12
steps of the chromatic scale. Because of this, the row can be 
varied in exactly 48 different ways. A  t y p i c a l  1 2 -tone matrix which 
fit 48 variations of dne row is shown below. The 
examples of the four modes shown on pages 70 and 71 are represented
here with dark outline:
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The following is a simple example of row use within a composition.^
Fig. 3 Example of row use
=■■ + Grundreihe 
= * Umkehrung
The numbers here give the place of each member within the given 
variation of the row.
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Keeping the description of the 12-tone system an > the defini-
78tions of 12-tone and the Verbot der Konsonanz in mind, the intel­
lectual accomplishments of 12-tone music as a method oi systematic 
rejection will be discussed. The absolute rejection of tonality in 
12-tone music Is the absolute rejection of any one note's domina­
tion of the other notes, for tonality is, "in the broadest sense of
tbe word," a "loyalty" to one "tonic" or "keynote" and the subjet-
79tion of all other notes thereunder. This absolute rejection; 
which is achieved through the systematlied equal distribution of 
all notes and is aided by the Verbot der Kcnsonanz, becomes also 
the rejection of any other hierarchies of domination acquired by 
music in the course of its history. It becomes, for example, the 
rejection of the power of the tonic chord over the dominant chord, 
the dominant chord over the subdominant chord, and the power of the 
subdominant chord over various other chords. In addition, it becomes 
the rejection of the rule of primary themes and motives over 
secondary themes and motives. As Adorno puts it: "In alien ihren
Momenten ist ait. solche Musik gleich nahe zuta Mittelpunkt" (Adorno
... 7- t .. .... • i . -fgi« . • •: * JSin"
1941, p. 27). The purpose of the Verbot der Konsonanz can be 
pictured through a quote of Schonberg himself. Schonberg describes 
the Verbot in the following manner: "In twelve-tone composition con­
sonances (major and minor triads) and also the simpler dissonances 
(diminished triads and seventh chords)— in fact almost everything
tnat used to make up the ebb and flow of harmony— are, as far as
80possible, avoided." Thereby, hope for the reentry of tonality is
svstaraatleally destroyed.
Also In a 12-tor.e, all musical form and idealism are rejected. 
With the end of all hierarchical tendencies in music, the possibili­
ty of movement within a composition is canceled. There can no loftier 
be a departure from a place of strongest gravity (the keynote, the 
tonic chord and'or the primary theme) at all, let alone a return to 
it, because all the components are equally strong. They remain at a 
musical center (the Wlttelpunkt). The departure ftom and return to 
an origin by the overr\ding musical form, ABA, is thus made impos­
sible. In fact, all of idealistic meaning, theological, or philo­
sophical is destroyed by the loss of a possibility for a happy 
ending and/or ar. end to all struggle. In 12-tone music, there can be 
no change to a better world, for e^rerything that will happen is 
constantly, unceasingly happening.
The emancipation of dissonance is aided both by the systematic 
rejection of tonality via the 12-to.ie technique and by the additional 
help of the Verbor der Konsonanz: • »•'*
Die freie Atonalitat hatte mit den Tabuverboten, die sie 
3ber die Dreiklangsharmonik verhangte, die Dissonanz univer­
sal uber die Musik ausgebreitet. Es gab ntir noch Dissonanz. 
Nirgends vielleicht erweist sich das restaurative Moment 
der Zwolf_ontechnik stSrker als ir der Lockerung des Konso- 
nanzver’oots. Wohl konnto man sagen, es habe bereits die 
Universa1itat der Dissonanz deren Begriff aufgehoben: nur 
in der Spanrung zur Konsonanz sei Dissonanz raoglich, und 
diese verwandle sich in asinen blossen mehrtSnigen K^ raplex, 
sobald sie nicht mehr der Konsonanz gegenubergestelIt wer—
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cie. Das eber simpLifiziert den Sachverhalt. Denn im mehrto- 
nigen Klang 1st die Dissonanz aufgehooen einzig im Hegel- 
schen Doppelsinn. Die neaen Klange sind nlcht dij: harmlosen 
Nachfolger der alten Konsonanzen. Von diesen unterscheiden
sie sich dadurch, dass ihre Einheit in sich ganzlich arti-. . '
kuliert 1st; dass eben die einzeInert Akkordtone zwar zur•• '• > v _ • • ' * r
Akkordgestalt zusanxnentreten, afcer innerbalb dieser Akkord-
• .V>r ^gestalt zugleich als einzelne allesamt von einander unter- 
schieden werden. So "dissonieren" sie welter; nicht zwar 
gegen die elirainierten Konsonanzen, aber in sich selber.
Damit jedoch halten sie das historische Bile drr Dissonanz
■
fest. Als Ausdruck von Spannung, Widerspruch und Schmerz 
sind die Dissonanzen entstanden. Sie haben sich sedimen- 
tiert und sind zum ’'Material” geworden. (Adorno 1941, pp.
47-49)
The intellectual Leverkuhn's rejections of the romantic orchestral 
81blend, of the mediocrity of BOrgerturo, of the conceptions of
Burger health, of m<»rcy and democracy as well as of the concept of
82 . • Burger heaven are all systematically finalized by this emancipa­
tion. The bland mitigating effect of kuhwarnt consonance which all of 
these concepts have on a life's experience is musically replaced by 
the eternally dynamic all-expressing omnipresent dissonance of 
12-tone music.
The rejection of narrow-mindedness and the hope in an all-encom­
passing truth is exemplified in 12-tone music on a number of differ­
ent levels. As stated earlier, the 12-tone row itself allows no one
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cone to dominate any of the ochers, for none can bo repeated before 
al l others have been stated. The 12-tone row must bu used in at 
least one of its 48 various forms at all times. This ensures that 
the equal representation :of the notes in the 12-tone row will exist
throughout the whole piece. Also, 12-tone variations can occur both< " ' • * 
horizontally in one or more voices (pwlyphonically) and vertically
in dissonant chords of various sixes (harmonically). 4 full equality
x k
of the horizontal and the vertical Is accomplished in thi6 way.
. ' - . • ' 
Thus, the equal representation of t^he notes throughout a 12-tone
composition is extended once ntore to become equal representation in 
all dimensions of a composition.
In .t2-tone music, pure freedom is rejected in lieu of a fully
understood /building block or core of truth. Every note it fully 
accounted for.' The goal here is to construe*" a music which is
rhonest; i.e., totally consistent. Such a music would again end the
reign of the deception of idealism and of the overriding musical fprm.
Twelve-tone music affirms intellectuality. To be able to hegr 
exactly what is happening to each 12-tone row within a 12-torve compo­
sition is impossible. The woven pattern of rows is too complicated 
in most cases to be heard and understood by ever, the best of 
musicians. It is music designed for an intellectual few. It is music 
which disallows, as Leverkuhn does in bove's Labour’s Lost, the 
concept of denying the mind for' the sake of a kuhwacm community of 
ignorance.
When observed objectively, the shortcomings c. Che 12-tone theo­
ry ai a building block out of which truth can be wrought, are
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blatant and numerous. Yet they, too, are abstractly incorporated in 
the concept of truth wnich Levcrkul.n evantuaily comes to expe’-iene.j*
3 -
The escape from jnality is not without Its problems. The for-
bidding of consonance, though a release frc.a the bondage of all for-
* &
histories' values, is simultaneously a collapse of the
■4'
- m r  " " *■ •* .
rr.er music
hope in compassing truth. Obviously, when the system does not
include tonality, it cannot be all-encompassiwg. for tonality is a
■ *
part of ti*uth which i 2-tone music is fortrd
does have a tendency to tise tonaity in his earlier works, but only
e  to ignore. LeverkQhn
in parody as something wot hy according to him o', being rejected '"Ms. > aft
a-.
Alto, the 12-tone systn is by no means a complete expression
■ -;0h
, .................  .. .. -of the possible musical notes. Neither Le-erklihn nor Adorno expresses■. ■ . ,y i ' 'v. •' •fhe possibility of using musical intervals smaller than chose on a
pii»no keyboard. The whole and half step distance between notes on a
: j ’piano keyboard can be divided again into 1/3 steps, 1/A steps, 1/6'
■ ■ ■steps and even smaller recognizable intervals which are all celled
microtones. The use of microtones greatly expands musical poten-
( . 84 -tial.
In sticking for the most part to traditional western instrumenta­
tion, LeverkQhn and Schonberg ignore a tremendous realm of potential 
for new musical color. Leverkuhn's innovations do not include much 
more in this regard than the extended use of the instrumental and 
vocal glissando, the use of Singst imme, and the use of falsetto and 
loudspeaker effects.
12-tone music’s equal distribution of all notes both vertically
and horizontally brings with it a fall in melodic and harmonic
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potent i a 1:
Die echte Qualitat einer Melodie mlsst sich stcts danach, 
ob cs gelingt, die gleichsam rauraliche Relation von Inter- 
vallen in die Zeit umzusetzen. Diese Beziehung wird in 
ihrer Tlefe von der Zwolftontechnik zerstdrt. . . .
'■> V. v '' <?
\• • • •
it -,JS ■ ’ ■ ■ ■ ' . ' ---
Denn dieser Zusammenhang konstituiert sich nur durchs Unter-
V yN ■ ’..y • ».■ J ,
scheidende und nirht durch die blosse Identitat. (Adorno
1941, p. 40)
Though the systematic escape from the powers of organic tonal
t, /' : t\ \\. ■ ■ is
music via the 12-tone theory is pursued for the sake of objectivity
■ ' < : ■ ' • i-p V $(. y . - -w
and clarity of understanding, the freedom-frora obtained is ultimately
negligible. Since the composer is forced to carefully omit the 
musical possibilities of tonality, tonality still controls the music,
but now in a negative way: . . mit negativem Vorzeichen” (D.F., 
p. 322). Adorno refers to this power of music as a power in nature: 
"Aus den Widerstanden, welche die blinde Herrschaft des Naturstoffs 
der Tone brachen, wird durchs Regelsvstem eine zweite Natur" (Adorno
1941, p. 35).
Twelve-tone music, with all its drawbacks, i9 complete in its 
use of all twelve tones before repetition. This completeness is, 
however, a very important drawback in itself. Because of it, the 
music has no real need or push to go on beyond the first twelve 
notes. Twelve-tone is raot< like an end than a means. Adorno describes
the problem as follows:
■
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. . . das Neve tritt allemal rur ZwGlftonkonstrvktion akzi- 
dentieM, wiilkGrlich und im Entscheidend;n antagonistisch 
hinzu. Die ZwSlftontechnik lasst keine Wahl. Sie verbleibt 
entweder in purer Formimmanenz, oder das Neue wird ihr 
unverbindlich eingelegt. Ihr Permutationsgesetz 1st sta- 
tisch. Das dynamische Prinzip selber drSckt die Intention
aufs Neue aus. D^s Verbot des Neaen in der ZwSlftdncechnik
’ .1st das der Dynamik. (Adorno 1941, p. 62).' ’ ' . '
The negacion of the hierarchies has to be remembered. In 12-tone 
music all is equal and present. Since all is present, there is no
. V.; -v
contrasting direction for the music to take. Since dynamics demand 
contrast, there can be no dynamics. Therefore, anything beyond the 
first twelve notes demands a reentry of something which will appear 
to be true, rather than actually being truth. A 12-tone composition 
needs the rebirth of Schein and the repression of the struggle for 
truth in order to exist.
Leverkuhn's struggle to find truth by a cold intellectual ration­
al means as well a, his shortcomings in this struggle are epitomized 
by his use of the 12-tone system. The al 1-encotupassing 12-tone 
system, which is in the end by no means all -encompassing, is a piece 
of beautift 1 irony on Thomas Mann's part. In it, Mann finds a system 
which outwardly appears to be grounded in all-encompassing truth, 
yet which is inwardly corrupt. Through Leverkuhn's use of 12-tone 
music, Ihomas Mann seeks and finds the newest and best musical 
equipment which modern rational humanity has to define its progress 
toward finding truth and then ironically laughs at it, questioning
whether it can be labelad progress at all. Ir 12-tone music, 
Leverkiihn1 s heroic attempt to find truth rationally is dashed to the 
ground and is found worthy only of being added to his list of 
reject ions.
Leverkuhn admits his failings, first by various forms of ironiz-
85 '■firing his own so-called accomplishments and by the shortness of his
86early works, especially the Brentano Gesange, but ultimately in
3 7his Klage after the final confession.
PART THREE
LEVERKQHN'S NEED TO PRODUCE AND HIS ULTIMATE 
SUCCESS THROUGH FAILURE
In the first part, LeverkQhn's hunger for truth, hie goals there­
in of true expression via music and true communion with all, and his 
rational intellectual method of pursuing truth through the concept 
of freedom-from were discussed. Then in part two, the role of 
12-tone music and of Adorno’s 2ur Philosophic dcr neuen Musik were 
explained in as much as they give LeverkOhn a music-historical *nd 
philosophical basis as well as a method of procedure for his 
specific systematic expression of freedo»-from in music. The short­
comings to be found within the 12-tone system itself were also ex­
plained. In the third part, LeverkQhn's need for intoxication and 
the conflict of intoxication and intellect within him will be discuss­
ed and then viewed as they appear in his Dr. Fausti Wehcklag and in 
his final confession. LeverkQhn's failures as well as his success 
within failure will be discussed. LeverkOhn will be shown to be an 
archetype of all humanity and especially of modern humanity who expe­
riences therein true expression and true communion with all.
* * * * *
Leverkuhn, unlike Schonberg, is neither capable of rationally 
constructing a 12-tone composition without realizing its shortcomings,
81
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nor is he capable of remaining totally in the power of his cold hun­
ger for truth. According to Adorno. SchSnber^ proves his genius 
through sis cold intellectual ability to so fully incorporate the 
12-tone language into his thinking, that he can forget; i.e., 
subconsciously overcome the mechanics thereof and go on to express 
what he chooses. In th-'s state of forgetfulness he can actually 
reintroduce, or better, recreate tonality using it as he pleases. 
For this reason it can be said that Schonberg "vergevaltigt die 
Peihe", (Adorno 1941, d . 69) and that ’’Als KQnstler gevifmt er den
Menschen die Freiheit von der Kurrt wieder" (Adorno 1941, p, 83). 
Instead of achieving pure freedom like Adorno's Sch5nbcrg, the
intellectual LeverkQhn is bogged down in his inability to construct
"*':v • ' j r * -V P • r‘\: , . . .
truthful music with the 12-tone system. It is only through the
88intoxication provoked by the power of his need to produce that
, ^  > 5 '• v/iX-AVi  -Jr • j  T  -
LeverkQhn can compose at all. LeverkQhn’s need to produce is just as
.'f; ^4;-"; 'vVir- X? •'Y'* • ■ : r. J f ' > P* ' •'
powerful a force within him as is his desire for cold, 4lesr
critical understanding. Though he escapes the formation of a person- 
ality— the main outlet most people use for their productive ener-
. i\A'' . -j: 1 s’-v";, si : Kj89gies—  LeverkQhn can neither suppress the expression of his life’s
"•: ; ■ V' i.,-.-: S! y * ■ ■ l r&J >?* ■
experiences forever, nor car he openly face the deception which such
an expression in its acknowledged lack of total understanding turns
out to be. It is because of this need to produce that LeverkQhn
eventually does channel his experiences, in spite of his inadequate
understanding of them, into music. It is also because of this need
to produce that he requires and indulges in the critique-stifling,
syphilitic intoxication featured in the novel and contracted for the
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most part through the Hetaera Esmarelda (D.F., pp. 205-207). 
Through intoxication LeverkGhn is able to produce the deceptive 
appearance of truth in his compositions.
The dynamics of the conflicting need for intoxication in a per­
son with such strong demands on his intellect reach a high-point in
. .v • V < *' • . •.* f.t'. ‘ •"
Leverkuhn's TeufelsgesprSch. Here the argument within Leverkffiorn tot- 
ween the merits of intoxication and intellect becomes flesh. Rep­
resenting intoxication is what appears to he an incarnation of the
91devil. Representing intellect is a very cold, intensely critical 
and rational Adrian Leverkuhn. The devil pushes the merits of intoxic­
ation with the following statements:
< •‘T V . ' : , 'V '  ■ '• . '< 1 . ' y  V:' ‘ •>£> i
dr: "Wer sagt das? Hat die Sonne bcssres Feuer ais die
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p ;i *  , r '
KGche? Und heile GrSsaie! Venn ich davon nur bore! Glaubst
'■ -V 5 •• ; s. . > . '••. \ ' -{■ ■ , '■ V :
du an so was, an ein Ingenium, das gar nichts mit der H51-
•; ■■' ft' '¥•«
len 2u tun hat? Non datur! Der KGnstler ist der Bruder des
92Verbrechers und des Verruckten. Meinst du, aass je ein
irgend belustigendes Werk zustande gekommen, ohne dass 
sein Macher sich dabei auf das Dasein des Verbrechers und 
des Tollen verstehen lernte? Was krankhaft und gesund! 
Ohne das Krankhafte ist das Leben sein Lebtag nicht ausge- 
kommen. Was echt und unecht! Sind wir Landbescheisser? 
Ziehen wir die guten Dinge dem Nichts aus der Nase? Wo 
nichts ist, hat auch der Teufel sein Recht verloren, und 
keine bleiche Venus richtet da was Gescheites aus. Wir
sc’-.affen nichtr Neues— das ist andrcr Leute Sache. Wir
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entbinden nur und setzen frei. Wir lasscn die Lahro- und 
SchGchternheit, die keuschen Skrupel und '/.weifel zuro Teufel 
gehn. Wir pulvern auf und raumen, bloss durch ein bisschen 
Reiz-Hyperamie, die Mudigkeit hinweg,— die kleine thfid d-.e 
grosse, die private und die der 2eit. Das ±st es, du 
denkst nicht an die LSufte, du denkst nicht historiseh,
v - • s rwenn du d\ch beklagst, dass der und der es ganz haben 
konnte, Freuden und Schmerzen unendlich, ohne dass ih» dr* 
Stundglas gestellt war, die Rechnung endlich priscntiert 
wurd. Was der in seinen klassischen LSaften allenfalls 
ohne uns haben konnte, das haben hcutzutage nur wir zu 
bieten. Und wir bieten Bessres, wir bieten erst das Reehte 
und Wahre,— das ist schon nicht roehr das Klassische, mein 
Lieber, was . erfahren lassen, das 1st das Archaische, 
das UrfrQhe, das 13rigst nicht raehr Erprobte. (D.F., pp. 
315-316)
The devil argues, in his own way, that classical idealism incorpo-. ‘ t ■ . •* *
rates within itself the intoxication necessary for productivity via
■ *
the idealistic concepts of the happy-ending, in its ebensbejahend ap-
.
proach to existence, and of the naively accepted pure freedom of the
93particulars within a meaningful whole. He maintains that, for the
post-classical; i.e., post-idealistic artist to achieve production,
the necessary intoxication roust come froia satanical Reiz-Hyperamie.
LeverKuhn's devil furthers his position in the ensuing statement




Ich: "Auch eine VerkOndigung. Ich verde osmotische Gevichs , 
ziehen."
Ert "1st doch gehupft wie gesprungen! Eisbiuraen Oder solche 
aus Starke, Zucker und Zellulose,— beides 1st Natur, und 
fragt sicn noch, wofOr Natur aro raeisten zu beloben. Deine 
Neigung, Freund, dea Objektiven, der sogenannten Wahrheit 
nachzufragen, das Subjektlve, das reine Erlebnis als unvert: 
zu verdSchtigen, ist wahrhaft spiessbOrgerlich und Oberwln- 
denswert. Du siehst raich, also bin Ich dir. Lobnf. es zu 
frager., ob ich wirklich bin? 1st wirklich nicht, was 
wirkt, und Wahrheit nicht Erlebnis und GefQhl? Was dich 
erhoht, was dein GefQhl von Kraft und Macht und Herrschaft 
vennehrt, zum Teufel, das ist die Wahrheit,— und ware es 
unterra tugendlichen Winkel gesehen zehnmal eine LQge. Das 
will ich meinen, dass eine Unwahrheit von kraftsteigernder
Beschaffenheit es aufnimnt rait jeder unerspriesslich tugend-
. ‘ * - . *
haften Wahrheit. Und ich wills meinen, dass schopferische, 
Genie spendende Krankheit, Krankheit, die hoch zu Ross die 
Hindernisse nimrat, in kuhnem Rausch von Fels zu Felsen 
sprengt, tausendroal dem Leben lieber ist als die zu Fusse 
latschende Gesundheit. (D.F., p. 323)
here equates sickness with intoxication and health with 
He argues for the production of chemical plants; i.e.,
12-tonc compositions, even though Leverkuhn is unable to bridge the 
gap to the organic with them. The devil maintains that, though they
aren't organic, such chemical plants will appear to be Just as glori­
ous as »ny living plant to the subjective (i.e., intoxicated) aide 
of Leverkuhn, a»;d that an energetic subjectivity ia Sax more worthy 
of defc-.se than is the objectivity (i.e., health) of LeverkOhn's
8b
cold intellect.
It is not only the Intoxication LeverkQhn desires whica syphi-
lis helps procure. The symptoms of syphilis do feature periods of.
uncritical intoxication, but they also feature per-»«Js of depression 
with intense critical thinking so cold and honest that they totally
disallow LeverkQhn's ability to compose music (i.c , to produce) in
v ■ .'•■y.- •*><.' . , c;. •*«?!.«.. *
deception. The disease is a dynan:o both for Leverkuhn's need to under-
• ;*«•■ >**■ **' i f  '#*t • s  •• ■ * . - : ?  4 . j '. ' .X  '
st^nd and his need to produce. Leverkuhn's devil argues the truth of
I' I • ■ «  .'V - * • . : ■  1 . , • . v. . <>T jg ;■
this statement in the following manner:
m
"Daruw, n  deiner Beruhigvng sei es gesagt, wird dir denn 
auch die H511e nichts wesentlich Neues,— nur das mehr oder 
weniger Gewohnte, und mit Stolz Gewohnte, zu bieten habcn. 
Sie ist im Grunde nur eine Fortsetzung des extravaganten 
Daseins. Urn es in zwei ’ Worten zu sagen: ihr Wesen oder, 
wenn du willst, lhre Pointe ist, dass sie ihren Inssssen 
nur die Wahl lasst zwischen extreraer ICalte und e.'ner Glut, 
die den Granit zum Schmelzen bringen konnte,— zwischen 
diesen beiden Zustandcn ilQchten sie brullend hin und her, 
denn in dem einen erscheint der andre immer als himmlisches 
Labsal, ist aber sofort und in des Wortes hoilischster 
Bedeutung unertraglich. Das Extreme daran muss dir gefal- 
len." (D.F., p. 329)
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The Glut In the above quote represents the motive of intoxication in 
the novel and the Kalte represents rational understanding.
The dynamics of cold intellectualism and heated int.^-ication 
within LeverkQhn, though conflicting drives, do work in the end with 
each other and arc both essential in preparing him for the conception 
of each new music composition he writes. This can be seen through
Zeitblom's comments on the state of LeverkOhn's health during his
' • • , ■ * , writing of the Apokalypsls cum figuris:
H v- •«!. is <• • • •’ . 1. • gSj> . - v\> > t V.~
Hatte lch nicht recht, zu sagen, dass die depressiven and 
produktive gehobenen Zustande des KGnstlers, Krankheit und 
Gesundheit, keineswegs scharf getrennt gegeneinander ste- 
hen? Dass vielroehr in der Krankheit, und glelchsam unter 
ihrem Schutz, Elemente der Gesui iheit am Werke sind und 
solche der Krankheit geniewxrkend in die Gesundheit hinGber- 
getragen werden? Es 1st nicht anders, ich danke die Ein- 
sicht einer Freundschai•_ die mir viel Kuramer und Schrecken 
bereitet, mich ^tets aber auch mit Stolz , erfGllt bat: 
Genie 1st eine in der Krankheit tief erfahrene, aus ihr 
schopfende und durch sie schopferische Form der Lebens- 
y-raft. Die Konzeption des apokalyptischen Oratoriums, die 
heirolichc Beschaftigung damit. reicht also weit zu ruck in 
eine Zeit scheinbar volliger Erschopfung von Adrians Lebens- 
kriften, und die Vehemenz und SchnelligLeit, mit der es 
danach, in wenigen Monaten, zu Papier gebracht wurde, gab 
mir iraraer die Vorstellung ein, als sei jener Elendszustanu
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eine Art von Refugium und Versteck gewcsen, in das Seine 
Natur sich zuruckzog, uni unbelauscht, unbeargvJShnt, in 
ausgeschalteter, von unserem Gesundheitsleben schroerzhaft 
abgesonderter Verborgenheit F.ntwurfe zu hegen und zu ent-
. . -ik  •>. ,/‘v -Vwickeln, zu denen gemeines Wohlstin gar nlcht den abenteuer- 
lichen Mut verleiht* und die gleichsam sue den Uhteten 
geraubt, von dorcher .mitgebracht und zutage getragen seln
wollen. (D.F. 471-472)
.. : ■■ ■ m  ' : ' ■In spite of the fact that Leverkfihn's neeC to understand and
his need to produce are synthesized to some degree in his music, the
'
drive of his cold ratio, which cannot be lulled to sleep, cannot be 
totally satisfied with the results. Each tioe he comes out of the 
intoxication, returning to his colder more critical nature, the pain-
ful awareness of his faults as a composer is all that is left him.
. • - oy ^ /• . ;^.v ■ ' *In tnis way, his struggle to find a valid core of truth and to con-
-a' -f, if •. V -;-
struct communion with all can never really be accomplished, is 
blatantly revealed whenever be returns to critical conscioushess. He 
then must admit that what he composes, because of his lack of full 
understanding, can only be in the end a hoax through which both he 
and others are fooled.
On the other hand, his intoxication is the one thing in hlfi 
life which allows bin the very human desire to accept ultimately 
what he is and what he produces. He begins to believe at tiroes in 
his method of musical escape, namely his systematic rejections and 
escapes through 12-tone theory and 12-toi.e compositions. This may be 
as ironic as is his growing acceptance of Martin Luther's G.*rman and
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Dr. Faustus' personality. Yet his acceptance of intoxication with 
all its drawbacks is. in fact, a necessary tool toward the acceptance 
of himself.
In all but his most intoxicated states, LeverkOhn knows that
the continuity, the expression and the overall validity in his music
95are illusions. He knows he is producing works of deception, featur­
ing the appearance rather than the actuality of truth. LeverkChn 
does not admit this knowledge, however, until his final confession. 
In order for the readers of Doktor Faustus to comprehend the ’Jr, 
Fausti Weheklag, it is essential for them to realize that Serenus 
Zeitblora, Adrian Leverkuhn's biographer, is not aware of the decept­
ive nature of Che piece. Zeitblora, who is not musically illiterate 
(see D.F. , pp. 10 and 12), is nevertheless incapable of seeing 
through to the faults and failings of Leverkuhn. The questionable 
ability of Zeitblora to relay facts allows for a great deal of 
ambiguous information about the Dr. Faulti Weheklag. Glen Dale 
Franklin writes:
[Zeitbiom's] limited insights result consistently in judg­
ments which distort or even abuse the fa_ts as they have 
been given to us. Thus we may not trust his conclusions 
concerning the crucial events and relationships which his 
account gives us adequately. (Franklin, pp. 21-22)
Zeitbiom's shortcomings remain pretty much hidden in his writings on 
the intellectually-oriented rejections in Leverkuhn's coraposi-
94
cions.  ^ His musicianship and his biographer's integrity appear to 
be enough to keep his reporting accurate. But when Leverkuhn begins 
to talk of a miraculous breakthrough in the Dr. Fausti Weheklag
which doesn't even exist, Zeitblom's integrity becomes thoroughly
. :#■>. •‘■ W ‘ 1 'hi';-»•§> -tso*
questionable. Zeitbiom cannot help but subjectively attach the Ideals
* ;* c,.v > - .• :'w ' *£.«.*;•«; V ’ •* •
he has heard Leverkuhn express (of total understanding, of new 
■ ■ • ■ -■ * • i ■ v .• »j* :V  1 v”'-' ' ■*?'- •
community, of chemical plants which could become organic) to Lever-
• . • jp££> ■ - ;
kuhn's actual pieces. Such a connection, however, only appears to
f ; ■» i ,;;'v .. |
exist. It will be shown in the ensuing discussion, among other
. ‘ . 4  i  ■ ’ ■ ■ ’■
things, exactly how the Dr. Fausti Weheklag is an Intellectuclly
• . - ' I
concocted appearance of vulfillment rather than the actual fulfill-
'V  V .. ) V, ;■ . ............' \* «& 4 ' : * ' i  V '- •* ■r.tyiY y 'y
ment Zeitbiom would claim it to be.
Leverkuhn's Dr. Fausti Weheklag, though it contains a vast 
number of important rejections, is not a breakthrough to any new 
cohesive meaningful expression, but is rather an extremely intense
alchemistic musical intellectualism whose cohesiveness is deceptive 
Schein. The actual breakthrough to a fully honest expression of 
truth comes not in the 12-tone composition, but in Leverkuhn's final 
confession. The actual breakthrough comes through Leverkuhn's ever 
more honest look at the contradictions in his own life, contradic­
tions epitomized by the contrast between his struggle for truth and 
his need to produce. LeverkQhn's honest expression of these ever 
more grating contradictions, i.e., dit"orances, comes as he makes 
his spiritual departure from earthly rxistence, when he gives way to 
insanity at the conclusion of his final confession with a wild cry
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of agonized Klage. The Dr. Fausti Wehcklag is a sign of LeverkGhn's
failure, not of h4s success.
Deception in the Dr. Fausti Weheklag is prepared well in the 
Christ-like resemblance which LeverkGhn takes on during the period 
in which he composes the piece (D.F., pp. 640-641). Though this re­
semblance probably stems more from the suffering he undergoes because 
of the dissonance between his desire for truth and his need to ere- 
ate, it can have the connotation (and does in Zeitblom's eyes) of
stemming from the fact that LeverkGhn has found truth and is, like
Christ, delivering such a message to closed ears. The loneliness or 
isolation of LeverkGhn (which Zeitblom interprets as being caused by 
the multitude's rejection of truth as it is offered to them by
LeverkGhn, similar to the rejection by the masses of what Christ had
■ .. ■xi* i : , , ■'•■ a ii ■
to offer) is actually self-inflicted. It is his rejection of a
pseudo-communion with all based on an incomplete and/or inaccurate 
98sense of truth.
With this image of LeverkGhn as a suffering truth-filled Christ 
in mind, the biographer Zeitblom goes on to claim that the fulfill­
ment of Adrian’s drive toward a breakthrough occurs in the Dr.
Fausti Weheklag:
Klage, Klage! Ein De profundis, das mein liebender Eifer 
ohne Beispiel nennt. Aber hat es nicht dennoch, unter dem 
schopf erischen Gesic.htspunkt, under dem musikgeschichtl i- 
chen wie unter dem personlicher Vollendung gesehen, eine 
jubilante, eine hochst sxeghafte Bewandtnis rait dieser 
schaudervollen Gabe des Entgelts und der Schadloshaltung?
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Bed«utet es nicht den ' Durchbruch' , von deni zwischon uns, 
wenn wir das Schicksal der Kunst, Stand-und Stunde dersel- 
ben, besannen und erorterten, so ofc als von einem Problem, 
einer paradoxen Moglichkeit die Rede gewesen war,— die 
Wledergewinnung, ich raochte nicht sagen und sage es um der 
Genauigkeit willen doch: die Rekonstruktion des Ausdrucks,
■
der hSchsten und tiefsten Ansprechung des Geftlhls auf
■
einer Stufe der Geistigkeit und der Fonnenstrenge, die
-
erreicht werden musste, damit dieses Umschlager. kalkulatori- 
scher Kalte in den expressiven Seelenlaut und kreaturlich 
sich anvertrauende Herzlichkeit Ereignis werden kSnne? 
(D.F., p. 643)
Zeitblom claims that in the Dr. Fau3ti Weheklag, LeverkGhn experien­
ces a breakthro u,h to the expression of Klage which has its origin 
in calculated coldness and extreme intellectual consistency. This
breakthrough, like the goal of Leverkjhn's father in his production
99cf chemical plants, bridges the gap between that which is inorganic 
and that which is organic. It bears a fruit of organic expression 
within its intellectualism.
This idealistic claim is contradicted, however, by the actual 
method used by Leverkuhn to bring forth Klage in the Dr. Fausti Wehe­
klag. Rather than being either born out of cold mechanics or being 
the true expression of LeverkGhn's innermost pains, Klage in the Dr. 
Fausti Weheklag is created by the same type of escapism in which 
Leverkuhn frees himself from accepting the inadequacy of the modern
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German language^^ and from the necessity of developing an Individual
101 In this case he escapes by hiding himself first in
102
oersonali ty.
and second by hiding in a 
distilled*^ assortment of all music-historical methods of expressing 
Klage. Zeitblom writes concerning Monteverdi:
Echo-Virkung, zuweilen bis zur Manier, bevorzugte: Das 
Echo, das Zurtickgeben des Menschenlautes als Naturlaut und 
seine Enthullung als Naturlaut, ist wesentlich Klage, das 
wehfutsvclle "Ach, ,ja"! der Natur Qber den Menschen und 
die Versuchende Kundgebung seiner Einsamkeit,— wie umge- 
kehrt die Nymphen-Klage ihrerseits dem Echo verwandt . ist. 
(D.F., p. 644)
Nicht umsonst knupft die Faustus-Kantate
' ■ ■*' , - tj :• v
still;. sch so
; , : • v*. v.-.j.-; ■ y;-: - 1 '• ijl- '■* ■ yi
stark und unverkennbar an Monteverdi und das siebzehnte -'4 ■ rv{
Jahrhundert an, dessen Musik— v.edrum nicht umsonst— die ■}* |
~.v 5 ' . -r vSv». ' ■ V % ■' M&t
On the distillation of music-historical Klage he continues:
Aufgeboten aber, im Sinre des Resumes geradezu, warden die 
erdenklichsten ausdruckstragenden Moraente der Musik uber- 
haupt: nicht als ivechanische Nachahmung und als ein Zuruck- 
gehen, versteht sich, sondern es ist wie ein allerdings 
bewusstes Verfugen uber samtliche Ausdruckscharaktere, die 
sich in der Geschichte der Musik je und je nieder- 
geschlagen, und die hier in einer Art von alchimistischem 
Destillationsprozess zu Grundtypen der GefQhlsbedeutung ge- 
lautert und auskristal1isiert werder. (D.F., p. 648)
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Through both passages it can be seen that LeverkQhn's conception of 
Klage turns out to bo a cold, intellectual, music-hist.orical cata­
logue more suited to the purposes of a research paper than to a 
living piece of music. His conception is also faulty because he is 
doing exactly that for which he and his devil criticise the neo- 
classicists in revamping the old conventions through parody rather 
than bringing forth a new and better approximation of truth (D.P., 
p. 322, and Adorno 1941, p. 10).
Similar to Zeitblom's idealistic praise of LeverkQhn's break­
through to true expression is his praise of what he believes to be a 
breakthrough to pure freedom from the strictest of order:
•>_ ■ -pj .• r
tin Monstre-Werk der Klage wie dieses 1st, sage ich, mit
; ^
Notwendigkeit ein expressive Werk, ein Werk des Ausdrucks, 
und es 1st damit ein Werk der Befreiung so gut, wie die 
fruhe Musik, an die es sich Qber Jahrhunderte hin an- 
schliesst, Befreiung zum Ausdruck sein wollte. Nur dass 
der dialektische Prozcss, durch welchen auf der Entwick- 
lungsstufe, die dieses Werk einninmt, der Umschlag von 
strengster Gebundenbeit zur freien Sprache des Affekts, 
die Geburt der Freiheit aus der Gebundenheit. (D.F., p. 644)
Zfcitblom never realizes, though, that LeverkQhn's new freedom is
*> \ - ' . . .r'. fs . ■, . if-f tys
nothing but the distortion and corruption of the essential character­
istics that make up the strict order of the 12-tore system. For examp­
le, Zeitblora goes on to lecture about the music-histories 1 methods 
of Klage adapted by Leverkiihn for the Dr. Fausti Weheklag:
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Man hat da den tief aufholenden Scufzer bei solchen Wot~ 
ten, wxe: "Ach, Fauste, du verwegenes und nichtverdes 
Herz, ach, ach, Vernunft, Mutwill. Vermessenheit und freier 
Will...”, die vielfache Bildung von Vorhalten, wenn auch 
nur als rhyth~'isthes Mittel noch, die melodlsche Chroraatik, 
das bange Gesamtschweigen vor einem Phrasenanfang, Wieder- 
hol ungen wie in jenem 'Lasciatemi', die Dehnung von Silbert, 
faliende Intervalle, absinkende Deklamation— unter ungeheue- 
ren Kontrastwirkungen wie dem traaischen Chor-Einsatz, a 
cappella u.jd in hochster Kraft, nach der orchestral, als 
grosse Ballettmusik und Galopp von phantastischer rhyth-
mischer Vieifalt gegebenen HSllenfahrt Fausti,— einem ilber-
■ ■waltigenden Klage-Ausbruch nach einer Orgie infemalischer 
Lustigkeit. (D.F., p. 648)
A first criticism against the methods of expressing Klage employ­
ed here would be Leverkuhn's blatant use of program music techniques
104rather than those of absolute music. The use of the tief aufholen-
M ,.. .... ....... .
den Seufzer, suspensions, falling intervals and sinking declamation
as well as chromaticism, repetition of key words, silence before■' • ■ \ '■ • ■ ' <, ' • - *• < '■■ ■
phrase begi- ngs, etc., in the above quotation are all psychological 
programmatical tricks which portray rather than experience the emo­
tion of e.er-greater suffering eventually bursting into Klage.
Leverkuhn's use of the suspension, which is based on t? e idea 
of a dissonant note that by various means resolves to consonance, is 
especially problematic because of the lack of consonance in 12-tone
music, A rhythmical suspension, Leverkuhn's substitute for a tonal
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suspension, can only exist as a deception, making the hearer think 
there's a dissonance/consonance relationship therein which does not 
really exist.
Chromaticism would be a technical wonder to perform with the 
12-tone technique, but it can be done. The question arises, th’Ugh, 
as to whether or not the effect of chromaticism an it originated in 
tonality and most, often through tonal suspensions, would not lack 
drive because of the static nature of the atonal 12-tone system.
It is also important to note that the symbol " h eat* es" (es = 
e flat) as it is used in the Dr. Fausti Wcheklag contradicts to ar 
extent the function of 12-tone music (D.E., p. 648). Because it 
contains the repetitioi of the note "e" after on!’, one ether note, 
this "e" would have a tenden y to dominate, thus destroying the 
hoped for indifference of all notes. Again, an expert in 12-tone 
music would be able to assimilate such a r.ocif cleverly into a 
12-tone composition, but this would again, in spite of all cunning, 
distort the ideals of the system.
Finally, Leverkuhn's cilice of orchestration is much more a 
choice made out of cunning for the sake of creating the illusion of 
the desired Kl&ge rather than a necessity born either in the mecha­
nics of 12-tone or in Leverkflhn's knowledge of truth. Besides being
the honest rejection of the romantic tendency to blend instruments
105together, Leverkuhn's choice of contrasting percussive in­
strumentation theatrically accentuates the dissonance of his work. 
Such a choice is first of all a limitation placed on his ability to 





it show;, how unsatisfied lie is with the pure unaidad 12-tone system, 
it Is an example of Jhow Leverkunn feels the need to supplement 
12-tone by various means rather chan relying on the all-encompassing 
core cl .ruth which the 12-tone row is meant to be.
Beyond the problems of the Dr. Fausti Weheklag there are also a 
number of honest non-deceptive rejections. The first is Leverkdhn's 
final permanent rejection of idealism as it is found in Beethoven's 
Ninth Symphony.
Properly understood, joy cannot encompass the universe. The 
horrid death of an innocent angel of a child (Nepomuk) can simply 
not be explained away in an idealistic world. Nepomuk was LeverkOhn's 
last hope for reconciliation with the positive meaningful idealism 
both of Christianity and of classical music. In Nepomuk's death and 
burial, this last hope for reconciliation also dies and is buried. 
I.everkOhn is left only with his need to reject (D.F. , pp. 627-639). 
The joy described nere is in its highest manifestation that of the 
purposeful world of Goethe's Faust. Erich Heller in "Doktor Faustus 
und die Zurucknahme der neunt.en Symphonie" describes it as follows:
Trotz all seiner East- und Ruhelcsigkeit ist es dem Gott, 
der ihra im Busen wohnt, votn Anfang an ’orbestimmt, eins zu 
werden mit jenem, der fur die Ordnung des Seins einsteht. 
Wie sollte auch Faust, Goethes Schmerzenskind, mit dem 
sich der Dichter sechzig Jahre lang abraOhte, nicht teil- 
haben an dem in ungczahlten Wirrnissen denne :h bewahrten
Glauben seines Autors: dem Vertrauen auf einc von der







Man nannte dieser. Glaubeu immer wieder Panthelsmus; cs 
ist jedoch, wenn von Goethe die Rede ist, aufachluasrei-
cher, an die prastabi1ierte Harmonie zu denken, eine Welt-
- j; , =•■ • . Vj ; *' ’ Lf*
ordnung, in der es auf die Dauer unmSglich ist, dass der
.. « * ■ : • ’■ ' 
Gott des Innen nichts wissen will von dem Gott des Aussen.
• j ’ ’ •
Nein, sondern es muss sich am Ende eben erveisen, dass das
' "  'S . v*.-
geistige und sitcliche Streben des Henschen ire Einklang
.■ ' ■ . ' - ... .T-
ist mit der wa)iren Natur des Seins, dass dieses jenera
•/ -*&<►?;. ' • •* \ «<
entspricht und "cuspricht". Deshaib ware es fOr Goethes. . .  i. 'a » -v >• • V . . ■ 3* .
Faust die einy.ig dcnkbare Verdamnnis, wtnn ei" ~>icht nach
■ m: - . '■ r," • V ,;
jener SclbsterfOllung strebte, durch die er sich das
tiefste Einv^rstandnis mit der Weltsch3pfung vervirtclicht<
Und sieht es auch im Drama, deosen Entstehurj sich uber so
.
viele Jahre von Goethes Existenz erstreckt, oft so aus,
V . • • •' •' • m  ..sj
als sei Fausts Rettung arg in Frage gestellt— durch seine
Weltverfluchung zum Beispiel, die die Geistervelt veran-
• % i •, • . f . ■ - -
lasst, ihn lamentierend zu beschuldigen, er habe "die
V > • • . ■ • * .... •, . - . \ '-■■■ • ; U - . ’
schSne Welt" zerschlagen und mGsse nun in sein-m Innern 
wieder aufbauer, was "d-aussen" in Trummern iiegt; oder 
wenn er, Herrscher uber das durch Teufelswerk ’ewonnene 
J.and, gegen eine Weltordnung tobt und wGtet, in welcher 
atisser ihm noch andere leben, etwa Philemon and Baucis— . 
jiO soli es doch scin, dass das in seincm Wesengrund "edle 
Glied" crlost wird in jener Unverganglichkeit, von welcher 
ali.es Sterbliche nur ein Gleichnis ist. So soli es doch 
sein! (Holler, pp. 173-174)
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The world of LeverkQhn's Dr. Fausti Wcheklag simply boils down to a 
rejection of the Goethean world:
!'Es soil nlcht scln", sagt Doktor Faustus-LeverkUhn gegen 
Ende des Romans in jener erschGtternden Szene, da das Kind
Nepomuk, unschuldiges Opfer der vom BSsen verbotenen Liebe
'
Adrians, ira Sterben liegt und Serenus Zeitblom seinesn
Freund vergeblich Trostendes zu sagen versucht* Und wenn
Serenus sich schliesslich zum Gehen wendet, h31t ihn Adrian
j$£j >'• ■■■■•■- ■ ■ ' jaiggi
zuruck und spricht eben diese Worte: "es soil nicht sein
Es wird zurSckgenommen. Ich will es zurOcknehmtn."
: t «.»*. . . • ; J • >•* *• >,..5 t
Was es denn sei, das er zurucknehmen wolle, fragt Serenus,
' ft ;i- v.^ ; . . / ,. - \ .. ,■ . ' ; .
der nicht versteht, was er meint. '"Die Neunte Symphonic1 ,
■ ^ vo, •*'>' . t ■; v ■*:, **«>•' V i,4f
erwiderte er. Und dann kam nichts mehr" [D.F. , p. 634], Es 
ist fast, als zitierte Thomas Mann hier den kleinen HannoJjjgfrs 7;. * > ■ ($%■.; \ ■'
Buddenbrook, der einst die kindliche Missetat beging, unter
. • . ■ . c ■ .■ 'X 'V .«* ■
dem bis zu ihra gediehenen Familien-Stammbaum einen Doppel-' ' -V-. •. * y - • ’ ’ ' • ' > . .
strich zu ziehen und, vom Vater dafur gescholten, stamraelnd 
erklart: "Ich glaubt* . . . ich glaubte . . . es k3me
nichts mehr. . ." [Mann 1975, p. 356]. Und wenn auf Hanno 
wirklich nichts mehr folgt, so komrot im Fall Adrian Lever- 
kuhns nach diesem Abschied das grosste seiner Werke, die 
Faust-Kantate 'Dr. Fausti Weheklag', die Zurucknahme des 
Finales der Neunten Symphonic, das wie kein anderer sympho- 
nischer Jubel das ausf uhr 1 ichste musika 1 isclie Equivalent 
des Dankes ist, den der Goethesche Faust dem "erhabnen 
Geist" zollt. (Heller, pp. 175-176)
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The rejection of Beethoven's Ninth along with the rejection of the 
overriding musical form— the rejection of all idealism— is symbolized 
in the Dr. Faust! Wcheklag by the reversal of the process in which 
pure music bursts into language, into an Ode "An die Freuue.” Lever- 
kuhn's piece begins as a choral work, but the vocal parts are even­
tually overcome by the instrumental sections. The piece e n d s  with a 
total rejection of the human voice. Humanity, represented by the 
human voice, which had been given dominion over nature by the ideals
of Beethoven and of Christianity, is deemed by Leverkuhn to be unvor-
, • , • f g l f i i V 4j3( .1 V
thy of such ideals. Humanity cannot really dominate nature. It can
,.w _ ■ -r; , * '• '■
be no more than a part of nature; and nature, which -s both good and
' ■ v* i - W * ■ ... yr' ‘
evil, is incapable of expressing joy alone without suffering.
' >, t • -y* . " ' ■ ' r ; "
Tne concept of evil ns a mandatory opposite of good as well as
the identity of evil and good within Le^erkOhn— he is "ein boser und 
guter Christ” (D.F., p. 648)— is well expressed in Gunilla Berg- 
sten’s study, Doktor Faustus (Bergsten 1963, pp. 244-246), She ex­
plains that the true nature of LeverkGhn, which is the true nature 
of Germany and the true nature of all of life, lies in t.*is 
identity, and that this identity is well expressed in the ambiguous 
evil-good nature of music (Gunilla Bergsten quotes from the novel):
Eine hochtheologische Angelegenheit, die Musik— wie die 
Sunde es ist, wie ich es bin. Die Leiderschaft des Christen 
da fur die Musik ist wahre Passio.-, als welche namlich 
Erkenntnis und Verfa 1lenheit ist in einem. Wahre Leiden- 
schaft gibt es nur im Ambiguosen und als Ironie. Die hoch- 
ste Passion gilt dem absolut Verdachtigen. . . . (D.F., p.
323)
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The rejection v * joy is in the end an acknowledgment of the coexist­
ence of both good and evil. It is for this reason that Dr. Paustus 
himself within the Dr. Fausti Weheklag eventually rejects: ". . . die 
Positivitat der Welt, zu der man ihn retten mochte" because he tier.pi- 
ses "die LGge ihrer Gottseligkeit”. It is also for this reason that 
the
' ' t '■Arzt und Nachbar, der Fausten zu .’ich laat, urn einen fromm
*■ • . - - ■ r - - ■ ■
bemuhten Bekehrungsversuch an ihm zu machen, und der in
, ' ■ .> ,% ? ■ ■*'. 'tf&'ty?... , : > x -
der Kantatt mit klarer Absicht als eine VerfGhrerfigur 
lof.v i • '• >■ *. J ?  y* 3*^4' rkl'-.XC
gezeichnet 1st. Unverkennbar ist die Versuchung Jesu durch
Satan erinnert, unverkennbar das Apage zum Stolz verzweifel-
n.&\- <>. *«• ■ t. ’ i’ • -.
ten Nein! gegen GottesbGrgerlichkeit gewendet. (D.F., p.
. j ■ . ■ . \ V.:4 J
650)
•>.: . iv', *1 ' . ■ , . ■ ■ ■- ' *. '■ ' ■•'
Among other rejections in the Dr. Fausti Weheklag are Lever- 
kuhn's rejection through the character of Dr. Fauutus of the illusion­
ary appearance of a harmonious communion in suffering, like that 
which Christ longed for in his last days on earth. Instead of 
speaking the words of Christ, "Wachet mit mir", Leverkuhn chooses 
rather to say, "Schlaf in Rube" (D.F.. p. 650). In doing so, he 
realizes the truth that suffering can only be done alone, for being 
human means to be an expression of the principium individuationis,
which means separation from all other elements of existence. Conenuoi-
108y is an illusion. On the other hand, Leverkuhn does not allow 
any solo voices in his Dr. Fausti Weheklag, for no one is actually
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alone i n the chaos of non-understanding. Though it be a strange
dissonant community, there is a community of lonely isolated suf-
ferers (D.F. , p. 646) 109•
Humanity's inability to have any sort of idealistic compre­
hensive understanding of existence, its inability to know any overrid­
ing form for existence, reaches its peak, in the Klage of God 
Mmself, God, as he is described by LeverkQhn in his Dr. Fausti 
Weheklag, is no Longer in control and can no longer understand the 
goings on of hi* own creation. He can only cry out, "Ich habe es 
nicht gewollt" (D, F., p. 650) . In this manner LeverkQhn again 
rejects idealism.
All forms of reconciliation are rejected by LeverkQhn as tending 
to lead astray from the real unending struggle of existence. "Dies 
dunkle Tongedicht lasst bi3 zuietzt keine Vertrostung, Versohnung, 
Verklarung zu" (D.F., p. 651).
Though the honesty of all these rejections is beyond question, 
Leverkiihn's expression of them appears again to be intellectual trick­
ery rather than ultimate validity. Again the use of program music is 
blatant (D.F., pp. 643-651).
* * * * *
When Adrian LeverkQhn brings the small group of his so—c«iled 
friends together to make his final confession, one would think that 
honest openness would finally prevail. But LeverkQhn, for all his 
honesty, is by this time entrapped thoroughly by the means he 
earlier develops to achieve his escapes. Whatever truth or honesty 
he has to offer to chat group must travel through quite a .number of
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facades (means of escape) and <s thereby undoubtedly distorted 
before it can reach the surface and be expressed. Thus, sadly, 
Leverkuhn himself begins to appear as phony as the Burgertum he 
rejects.
LeverkQhn continues to speak the German of Martin Luther to 
escape acknowledging and participating in the fallacies of his own 
culture’s language. By the time of the Dr. Fausti Weheklag it ap- 
pears that he could not return to modem German if he wa**..ed to 
(D.F., pp. 657-658). His escape from personality through his role as
- ■ v ■. ,t 4! ; $ : / ’
"Dr. Faustus," which he first does in parody, also becomes a part of 
him. Leverkuhn's blindness toward the rest of humanity— a sign of 
his solipsistic thinking— causes his ina -ility to see through to the 
teaching methods needed in order that he might be able to get his roes-
. . > < ■ jfcv 1 .1 4 -v - W • *-J*S S "• n - i'Tu
sage across to his £ri®T,'is. All these problems, along with the fact 
that he has a less chan insightful audience, lead to a total lack of
?»% ’*■* f*. T * ’* *£■{? • ' • * , . I  t  v *  /V .
understanding of the confession.
' ; ; y ••« V { - v r l ' / i. : p- -v 5.’
There are important revelations hidden in Che confession, how­
ever.**0 Among these are Leverkuhn's acknowledgment of his being 
born for hell. His Hell, as was stated in the excerpt on the 
Apokalypsts cum figuris, is representative of life without modera­
tion, without any form of reconciliation. It is life in dissonance. 
Heaven belongs to the mediocre: those who do not want to struggle, 
who let themselves be satisfied with half-tru.hs or total fallacy 
(r.F., pp. 661-662).
Leverkuhn confesses also that he cannot, using nothing more 
than cold inte 1 lectua 1 ity, create music. He admits his need for the
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Rausch; i.e., he admit' his need to free himself from his more critic- 
, 111 ,al nature. Leverku. confesses:
■ v , / : . e - • ' •<v  ***$■ l-«'
. . . es heisst: Seid nGchtern und wachet! Das aber ist
• i • - ft • v. .i
manches Sache nicht, sondern, statt klug zu sorgen, was
. ■ '
vonnoten auf Erden, damit es dort besser werde, und beson-
nen dazu zu tun, dass unter den Menschen solche Ordnung
• . :vi~* v >'< : r-ji -*a< ac.v.V af -V '♦«••’ ,' -
sich herstelle, die dem schonen Wtrk wieder Lebensgrund
•va. f.tv" ' ”«:< "* y1 <?*i. * * V
und ein redlich Mineinpassen bereiten, lauft wohl der
j f • r> •
Mensch hinter die Schul und b/*icht aus in hollische Trunken-
.. v i0ft ■ ' ' ■ ■ : : ■ ■ ■ ${j
heit: so gibt er sein Seel daran und konvnt auf den
Schindwasen.
■< i ■ i''"’ **• : s’*- fev.*’.*-*/'
Also, gunstige liebe Briider und Schwestern, hab ich’s gelial-
■ & ' jgj
ten und liess nigromantia, cannina, incantatio, venefictum
' . . - . A  ' ’ »■<• V V- '  ’ •• -v  : -
und wie sonst W^rter und Namen genannt werden mSgen, all 
. rr i ■ * SiM' V " : S -
mein Sach und Vcrlangen sein. Bin auch bald mit .Tenem zu- 
' • »V • > • ' ' ' - i ft ■ '
sprach kornmen, dem Wendenschimpf, deni Mannsluder, im wel-
'■-VA*-'
schen Saal, hab viel Gesprach mit Ihra gehalten, und hat 
mir von der Helien Qualitat, Fundament und Subscanz gar 
manches verkunaen mGssen. Hat rair auch Zeit verkauft, vier- 
undzwanzig unabsehbare Jahr, und sich gegen mir versprochen 
und verlobt fur diese Frist, auch mir Grosses verheissen 
und viel Feuer unter den Kesscl, dass ich fahig sein 
sollte zum Werk, obgleich es zu schver worden und mein 
Kopf zu klug unc spottisch dafGr, dess ohngeac.htet. (D.F. , 
pp. 662-663)
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Instead of humbling himuelf and fitting in with humanity, he breaks 
out in drunken self-oriented drives for knowledge and musical produc­
tion. In confessing his love of alchemy, he is both confessing a 
desire to understand existence and confessing to a desire for the
magic which makes his chemical structure of music built out of the
12-tone system appear real.
LeverkQhn then confesses his rejection of love, a necessity be­
cause of the fact that love can only bring reconciliation. Love 
blinds the honest intellectual search for truth. For the sake of
understanding LeverkQhn must not get caught up in love and must get
rid of any source of love's deceptive ways. Thus, he feels he had to
■v . 1 r ’V & i .
and believes he did get rid of Rudi Schwerdtfeger and Nepomuk
112Schneidewein (D.F., p. 664).
LeverkQhn confesses that he rejects pure freedom within his
music. He writes down his experiences, however intoxicated and
deceptive they might turn out to be, rather than attempting to 
create something out of nothing:
"Aber wt-Ich ein Sunder ich war, ihr Freunde, ele, Morder,
den Menschen feind, der Teufelsbuftlschaft ergeben, so hab 
ich dem ungeachtet mich immcrfort emsig befleissigt ais 
ein Werker und nie geruget" (wieder einmal schien er sich 
zu besinnen und verbesserte das Wort in "geruht", blieb
aber dann bei "geruget") "noch geschlafen, sondern -aiv's 
sauer warden lassen und Schweres vor mich gcbracht, nach
dem Wort des Apostels: 'Wer schwere Dinge sucht, dem wird 
es schwer. ' Denn wie Gott nicht Grosses tut durch uns ohn
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unser Saibe:;, so auch der Andre nicht. Nur die Scham und 
den Spott des Geistes, und was In der Zeit dem Werke zuwi- 
der, das hat Er von mir beiseite gehalten das ubrige muss- 
te ich selber tun, wenn auch r.ach seltsamen Einglessungen. 
Denn oft erhob slch bei mir ein lieblich Instrument von 
einer Orgel Oder Positiv, dann die Harfe, Lauten, Geigen,
f , - > r'' 1
Posaunen, Schwegel, Kruumhotner und Zwergpfeifen, ein jeg-
i 9 -
liches mit vier Stimmen, dass ich hatte glauben m6gen, im'■ > r£j>:
Himmel zu seit., wenn ich's nicht andcrs gewusst hatte. 
Davon schrieb ich viel auf. (D.F., pp. 664-665)
Right before his breakdown, he takes a last sarcastic pot shot 
at the God of VersShnung and thus against the comedy of all dogmatic 
religion via speculation. It appears quite clearly here that what 
had earlier been parody of Dr. Faustus is now acceptance of the role 
as Dr. Faustus:
Meine Sunde ist grosser, denn tie mir kSnnte verziehen
werden, und ich habe «ie auf HShest getrieben dadurch, 
dass mein Kopf spekulierte, der zerknirschte Unglaube an 
die Moglichkeit der Gnade und Verzeihung mochte das Ailer- 
reizendste sein fur die ewige Guta, wo ich doch einsehe 
dass solche freche Berechnung das Erbarmen vollends unmog- 
lich macht. Darauf aber fussend, ging ich weiter im Speku- 
lieren und rechnete aus, dass diese letzte V*. rworfenheit 
der ausserste Ansporn sein muase fur die Gute, ihre Unend- 
lichkeit zu beweisen. Und so immer fort, also, dass ich
■4
I
einen verruchten Wettstreit trieb u»it der Cute droben, was
unausschopflicher sei, sie oder mein Spekuiieren,— da seht 
ihr, dass ich verdaimnt bin, und 1st kein Erbarroen fOr 
mich, wail ich ein jedes im voraus zerstEre durch Spcku- 
’ation. (D.F., p. 666)
' ' ‘v : *■. ' ' ■* • . V'1 ~ y, < J
Leverkuhn, who is indeeu earnest in his efforts, even in his
vt Vy.--. • j* v; > ~-i yfi u# ■ ..*<?
acknowledgement of the need for anti-critical intoxication, in order
*v- : ;.c-. r:. . -• .• 'I*s ,
to be able to produce music ac all, is more and tr©re struck by thej. .-a,;. ‘j& . s ■•■'s&fi
dissonance of his knowledge of the inconsistencies of his efforts. 
His desire for truth and his desire to produce; his desire to break 
through Co new honest community and his rejection of all the 
community he could have experienced; his love for all of existence, 
which appears to result in the rejection of love and the death of 
the two people he did love; his hatred of the phoniness of his core- 
patriots and their culture along with the fact of his own phoniness; 
and especially his rejection of the music of the past besides his 
own inability to totally begin anew a music of intellectual honesty 
and truth— all these things lead to the actual breakthrough of Lever- 
kiihn to new expression. The breakthrough, one of total honesty and 
truth, is both an atomic explosion of built-up dissonance and the 
birth and first sounds of a newborn baby. In both cases, it brings 
about the end of the earthly life of Adrian Leverkuhn:
Leverkuhn, umgeben von den genannten Frauen, auch von 
Schiidknapp, Helene und mir, hatte sich an das braune Tafel- 
kinvier gesetzt und glattete mit der Rechter die Blatter
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der Partitur. Wir sahen Tranen seine vJangen hiuunterrinnen 
und auf die Tasten fallen, die er, nss wie sie varen, in 
stark dirsonantem Akkorde anschlug. Dabei Sffnete ei* den 
Mund, wic um zu singen, aber nur ein Klagelaut, der mir 
fur iraroer im Ohre hangengeblieben ist, brach zvischen 
seinen Lippen hervor; er breitete, Ober das Instrument 
gebeugt, die Arme aus, als woilte er es damit umfangen, 
und ffel plotzlich, wie gestossen, seitlich vom Sessel 
hinab zu Boden. (D.F», p. 667)
Leverkuhn's Klagelaut is his experience of success within failure.
* * * * *
Knowing the failure of Leverkuhn to reach truth, while admitting 
that an understanding of truth is something far beyond the abilities 
of all human beings; knowing the deceptive techniques LeverkOhn uses 
to bring Serenus Zeitblom to believe that he has achieved truth, 
while having to admit the fact that Zeitblom, in all his foolishness, 
is not musically illiterate; knowing the earnestness and intelligence 
which brings Leverkuhn to make his various rejections, while knowing 
how entrapped he becomes in his methods of achieving freedom from 
various inadequate understandings of truth; and finally knowing that 
his last composition is never performed in public, it is extremely 
difficult to obtain a clear idea of just how good Leverkuhn's Dr. 
Fausti Weheklag is and how much vaiue there is in his total life's 
experience.
There is a way, however, through a somewhat different means, to 
gain an impression of the quality of this work. Leverkuhn, who
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cannot accept the phoniness of community with those who accept the 
sterile conventions and customs of the times .ather than going forth 
ir an all-out search for truth, and, who rejects the phoniness of 
Burgertum, is attracted for the first time in total seriousness, with­
out any form of parody to the one being in whom he can see validity. 
He is attracted by the naive human truth to be found in Nepomuk 
Schneidewein. Zeitblom describes Nepomuk accordingly:
s p j- v x ,  * <•. • V.< - S ' < •.'iv t  - ■
[Es] vr■; einem bei seinem Anhlick nicht anders, als sahe
.'•a ’ ’V  .- '.»!'£ .Vk <* ■- . 4:,
man ein Elfenprinzchen. Die zierliche Vollendung der klei-
v•. f ? *! ■ ■ t »
nen Gestalt mit den schlanken, wohlgeformten Beinchen; der
. . .  • ■ ..... «
■ j. \  > ( ■-a  x s v  ijr;-*, - *jr • . v i iV j - , ' .
unbeschreibliche Liebreiz des langlich ausladenden, von 
blondem Haar in unschuldiger Wirrnis bedeckten KSpfchens, 
dessen GesichtszGge, so kindlich sic waren, etwas Ausge-
pragt-Fertiges und GGltiges hatten, sogar der unsaglich 
holde und reine, zugleich tiefe und neckische Aufschlag
der lano.bewiraperten Augen von klarstem Blau,— nicht einmal 
so sehr dies alles war es, was jenen Eindruck von Marchen, 
von Besuch aus niedlicher Klein- und Feinwelt hervorrief. 
(D.F., p. 611)
Cn Leverk"ihn's attachment to Nepomuk, Zeitblom writes:
Sein Verhalten zu dem Kleinen war ven versonner. lachelnder 
oder au-h ernster Zartheit, ohne Schontuerei, ohne Gefldte, 
ohne Zaitlichkeit sogar. Tatsachlich habe ich ihn das Kind 
niemels auf irgendeine Weise liebkosen, ihn kaum sein Haar
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berGhren selien. Nur, dass er gwrn Hand in Hand mit ihm ins 
Feld spaziercnging, das ist wahr.
Mich in der Wahrnehraung zu bcirren, dass er das Neffiein 
vom ersten Tage an zartlich liebte, dass dassen Erscheinen 
in seinem Leben hellichte Eporhe gemacht hatee, verueoehte 
sein Benehmen nun freiiich niche. Gar zu unverkennbar war, 
vie tief, innig, glucklich der susse, leichte, gleichsam 
spurlos gehende und dabei in gravitfitische alte Worte ge- 
kleidete Elfenreiz des KJndes Jhn geschaftigte and seine 
Tage fGllte, obgleich er ihn nur stundenweise sich
hatte. (D.F., pp. 619-620)
Even more important than Leverkuhn's attraction to Nepomuk is Nepo- 
inuk's attraction to him. The little prince of truth and innocence, 
who ultimately will be destroyed by the sickness of earthly exist-
* '■ - ,'r : -i ■' S'
ence, becomes especially fond of Leverkuhn. Zeitblom goes on to com­
ment on Nepomuk’s attraction to Leverkuhn:
Es zog ihn sehr zu diesem, schon als ich ihn kennenlernte, 
nur vierzehn Tage nach seiner Ankunft, war deutlich, dass 
er an Adrian ausnehmend hing und nach seiner Gesellschaft 
strebte, auch deshalb gewiss, weil diese das Besondere und 
Interessante, diejenige seiner Pflegerinnen aber das Gewohn- 
liche war. Wie hatte ihm ubrigens entgehen sollen, dass 
dieser Mann, seiner Mutter Bruder, unter den Ackerburgern 
von Pfeiffering eine einzigartige, geehrte, ja mit Scheu 
betrachtete Stellung einnahm! (D.F., p. 621)
Ill
The love Coward Leverkuhn shown by Nepomuk, since it is natural a^d 
unaffected and innocently rejects anything phony, is the bv pos­
sible acknowledgment of LevelkOhn1s life's worth. It is the best 
possible acknowledgment of the closeness of LeverkOhn's life to a 
spiritual validity* This child of children, purest of the pure, is 
probably also the best possible source for the acknowledgment of the 
worth of the music into which all of the energy of LeverkGhn’s life 
is poured. As contrast to LeverkGhn's relation to the child, note 
how pitiful Zeitblom's attempts to relate to Nepomuk are (D.P», p. 
616). It is also exceedingly interesting to note how the community, 
the bridge in emotion between Nepomuk and LeverkOhn, is in contrast 
with LeverkGhn's solipsistic tendencies. Yet Nepomuk must and does 
die; the bond between the two must be and eventually is broken. A 
joyous community again simply cannot last. The utopian joy expressed 
in the life of Nepomuk like that expressed in Beethoven's Ninth 
Symphony must end.
The breakthrough to real Klage is first of all Leverkuhn's break­
through to the most honest possible expression. Put it is more than 
this. It is also his breakthrough to a form of true communion: the 
strange communion of all isolated sufferers. By living his life 
fully, by being fully what he is, Leverkuhn comes to represent all 
of humanity, for all human beings, each to a greater or lesser 
degree, have within them a drive for cold critical understanding—  
understanding which is sadly but surely limited— and each has a need
for intoxication of some sort— intoxication which allows for a
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meaningful idealistic whole only by disempowering that cold critical 
understanding. Each human being's need for intoxication is especially 
important in that it is jither consciously accepted, as is the case 
with Leverkflhn and syph'lis, or it is less than consciously accepted, 
as are all forms of religious or philosophical idealism. By becoming 
conscious of the dissonance of the ‘.wo powers of intellectual ism and' • ' 7 • • .• - ‘*V\: ‘-'i ,7' ; ***!'•
- »■ . •. * - .. . ’ * , 4« - . ‘ £ v . 'Aj*,
intoxication and by crying out his frustration, LeverkQhn becomes an 
archetype of a modern humanity emancipated enough to see through the 
fallacy of all old idealism, but incapable of finding a substitute
for it; a humanity which needs some form of conscious intoxication 
to keep on existing and which eventually can do no more chan cry out
of the frustration of life's dissonance. As a representative or
archetype of modern humanity, Leverkuhn has achieved a form of suc­
cess. His lifelong experience is a true expression cf his r^ccessfui 
communion with the failure of modern humanity. It is thus a synthesis 
of success and failure.
Rather than developing a personality of his own, it was shown 
in this thesis how Leverkuhn escaped doing so by parodying the role 
of Dr. Faustus. His human need to tell his life's experience came 
not through the taking on of a personality, but through his music. 
His Ccirpv.itious brought forth that which he found to be the 
inadequate approximations of truth: that which was worthy of rejec­
tion. They brought forth his hope it. all-encompassing truth and they 
conveyed his inability to find such a truth intellectually. His 
12-tone row became the epitome of both his need to systematically 
work his way down to an all-encompassing core of truth and his
inability to produce, to compose, a new, more accurate truth. The 
development of the row turned out to be an intellectual end rather 
than a means. Through periods of intoxication, he became able to 
deceive both himself and others enough to be able to produce with 
his system, but the lapses from intoxication again and again led his 
critical intellect to the depressing consciousness of his use of* > ■» * •  ,yt;
less than valid, less than ho»:*st compositional techniques. Lever- 
kGhn's awareness of the dissonance between his desire for honesty 
and his need to produce led him to compose his final work, the Dr. 
Fausti Weheklag. Here he confessed his shortcomings, while standing 
by his honest rejections. The dissonance here between intellect and 
intoxicated production theoretically rather than actually exploded 
in the cold, intellectual appearance of Klage. The phoniness of his 
work— though it deceived Zeitbion., and though it was proven worthy 
of critical acclaim through Nepomuk's loving acknowledgment of Lever- 
kuhn's life's worth— refused to allow for real Klage. It did, 
however, justify Leverkuhn's actual mental explosion at the end of 
his confession. It is, most importantly, his experience of dissonance.
Doktor Faustus is, as Hans Mayer states it, a "Buch des Endes" 
(Mayer 1980, p. 270). The fact, that it is a novel of hopeless disso­
nant frustration bursting into a cry of agony, cannot be emphasized
enough. It is only the foolishness of Zeitblom and the simple
114misunderstanding love of mother Schweigesti11 which bring forth 
the slightest possibility for hope in this hopelessness (D.F., pp. 
651 and 657). Yet such a possibility reigns magically strong.1*'’ The
113
desire for a new idealism— a new p irpose and meaning for life— is
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centered on such a hope in spite of the ridiculousness according to 
humanity' t, best understanding. It is proof that critical honesty 
c?nnot in all-its glory fully erase the hope ir. the possibility of 
the idealistic happy ending. The hope in such a possibility still 
propels humanity onward. At the end of it all, one question still
<■ •1 iv - . * ‘ • •v7’; j '■*' -y■ . r i » * »  .»». a d ,■ v .tfSremains: does sucl* an idealistic world actually exist or is such a
hope merely another sign of intoxication?
* * * * *
LeverkQhn's hunger for truth led him toward the rational intel­
lectual procedure of extracting truth, the concept of freedora-from. 
But his struggle to work his way down to the ali-encompassing core 
of truth f&iled. The assistance of Adorno's philosophical criticisms 
of the compositional efforts of the past and the systematic rejection
found in 12-tone theory left Leverhuhn only solipcistic isolation. 
Leverkuhn's need tu produce and the consequent need for intoxication, 
which did allow him to bring forth musical compositions, brought 
forth also a dissonant conflict with his procedure fir extracting 
truth. This dissonance eventually led to Leverkuhn's mental break­
down. Leverkuhn's life's experience, epitomized by his final disso­
nant Klagelaut and expressed through his music in the dissonant fail­
ure of his compositional efforts, became true expression and true 
communion with all. His dissonant existence was an archetypical 
expression of cl 1 humanity's struggle both to understand truth and 
to achieve some form of production. Leverkuhn's dissonant existence 
was also an archetype specifically of modern humanity's inability to 
synthesize intellect and intoxication. As an archetype Leverkuhn
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experienced success within his failure. Beyond all this, an undeni­
able breath cf hope exists within Doktor Faustus. This hope lingers, 
in spite of the overriding pessimism of the book.
Dann ist nichts raehr,— Schweigen und Nacht. 
Aber der nachsch ingend im Schweigen hSngende 
Ton, der nicht mehr ist, dem nur die Seele 
noc.h nachlauscht, und der Ausklang der Trauer 
war, ist es nicht mehr, wandelt den Sinn, 




} Thomas Mann, Doktor Faustus (Frankfurt a.M.: S. Fischer Ta-
,schenbuch Vcrlag, 1976), hereafter cited as D.F.
2 The influence of Adorno and the 12-tone cCrhnique will be 
described or pp. 47-80.
The montage writing style is a style based on the use of 
quoted or paraphrased materials.
Cf This characteristic of LeverkQhn is explained by a quote froia 
Gerard Schmidt on pp. 20-21 of this text.
5 See also p. 29. **
6 Thomas Mann, in his speech, "Lubeck als geistige Lebensform," 
trom Autobiographisches, pp. 184 and 186, shows how he, like Lever­
kQhn, is neither purely free from that which his ancestors were, nor 
is he purely free from the city of his birth. (Note how this 
contradicts in a way Leverkuhn's hope to achieve a freedom-frora p 
sonality. See, p. 29.):
Indem man ein Denker oder KGnstler wird, 'entartet' man 
weniger, als die Umwelt, von der man sich emanzipiert, und 
als man selber glaubt; man hort nicht auf, zu sein, was 
die Vater waren, sondern 1st ebendieses in anderer, freie- 
rer, vergeistigter, symbolisch darstellender Form nur noch 
einmal. (Mann 1968a, p. 184)
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lch mochte hinzufugen, »s ist mein Ehrgeiz, nachzuweisen, 
dass LGbeck als Stadt, als Stadtbild und Stadtcharakter, 
als Landschaft, Sprache, Architektur durchaus nicht nur in 
'Bud nbrooks', deren unver leugneter. Hititergrund es bildet, 
seine Rolle spielt, sondern dess es von Anfang bis zu Ende 
in meiner ganzen Schriftstellerei zu finden ist, sie ent-
, - .'V ....
scheidend bestimmt und beherrscht. (Mann 1968a, p. 186)
7 , ;VSuch is often the case with the freedom in which the neo—roman­
tics and impressionists thrived. See excerpt on pp. 31-32 about Meer- 
leuchten for Leverkuhn's rejection of these neo-romantic and impres­
sionistic tendencies.
8 'i'py-'y- y t ■ * V •.The free use of the word freedom by Schmidt is not to be con­
fused with the more demanding definition of pure-freedora in this 
text. See pp. 14-15.
9 The Dr. Faustl Weheklag will be discussed in its .mtirety on 
pp. 90-102.
^  "Solipsism" is defined in The Oxford English Dictionary, 
1970, as the "view or theory that the self is the only ooject of 
real knowledge or the only thing really existent."
** A letter to Hans Reisiger on 4 September 1947 from Thomas
Mann in Thomas Mann III, Vol. 14 of Dichter uber ihre Dichtungen,
pp. 98-99, explains among -’ther things that Thomas Mann's sickness 
during his writing of Doktor Faustus was due largely to the fat 
that Leverkuhn's biography had so much of Thomas Mann's own life’s
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story in It:
Dass ich ernstlicn krank wurde mlttendrin, war kein Zufall, 
es war das Buch, das mich verzehrte. Warura? Weil es, ge- 
schriefcen wahrend des Krieges, in tiefer Trennung von Euro- 
pa und alien personlichen Beziehungen dort, sich immerfort 
mit dern deutschen Charakter und Schicksal beschSftigt?
Weil die von einem anderen aufgezeichnete Biographie, als• . *> • .
die es sich gibt, soviel Unheinilicb-Autobic>:ir’'aphisches, 
das kalte Bild meiner Mutter, das Zugrundegehen rneiner 
Schwestern enthSlf. und schliesslich das arge Leben Adrian 
Leverk'iihns nicht nur ein Symbol ist fur das Verderben 
Deutschlandc, die Krisis der Epoche, die Krisis der Kunst 
etc., sondern auch eine versetzte, verschobene, verzerrte, 
damonische Wiedergabe und Blossstellung meines eigenen Le- 
bens?
"  "• \  V  ■ V  ' « V ' ’ V' ' i . . A  ' • /  .. .£ I ’ 4 , r:f
12 Dagmar von Gersdorff describes the oneness co be found 
between Leverkuhn and Biron:
Die Weigerung von Marie Godeau, die Bitt. -everkQhns zu 
erfilllen, war thematisch bereits antizipiert im Titel und 
sctier haft die Liebe persif 1 ierenden Inhalt der Shakes- 
peare-Koraodie "Love’s Labour's Lost", bei deren Umsetzung 
in Musik Leverkuhn sich eben befand, als der Teufel in Pale­
strina erschien. Die erfolglose Werbung des in die "Pech- 
augen" der Rosaline verliebten Biron . . . [D.F., p. 287]
kehre. irn Titel, da die "Liebesmuh verloren" war, wie in
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Adrians Leben wieder, hier in bitterem Ernst, was bei 
Shakespeare humoristisch und mit elnem aussichtsreichen 
Schluss abgeh^ndelt wird. (von Gersdorff, p. 187)
Gunilla Bergsten, in Thomas Munns Doktor Fauscus, pp. 77-73, . and1 r  vi - r  i -i- i
Frit2 Kaufmann, The World as Will and Representation, p. 201, both
deal with the closeness of Leverkuhn and Shakespeare.•*
.13 Schmidt makes a comparison here with 1Sr~ ^orkiieinter and Theo-
' 3.«»‘* . , 5 > •' . • •’ rw-\ , ’• * ■ • . V.i’-
dore Wiesengrund Adorno, Dialektik der AufklSrung. Philosophly.be 
Fragmente, pp. 50-87.
14 This quote can be found in Thomas Mann, "Bilse und ich," 
Autobiographisches, p. 23. .
15
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See p. 10. w ;:
The sterility of Beethoven's contemporaries is that of sub-
.... * ' j  !*. ■ ' r - ^ i  " . "'!*•. i i. '
jectivity-denying convention which is the opposite to the sterility
of convention-denying subjectivity which the late 19th and early
! '• ’j.: '-'v,-. ."S> • .* -s-Tv' , •• ’ •. . ■" . \ ■ • “  • ■ ■ r . • .
20th century musicians will experience. See pp. 31-32, the section
on Meerleuchten, for a discussion on convention-denying subjectivity.









See discussions on pp. 59-60 and 73-74.
See p. 15.
See p. 20.
Note that both the Luther-Deutsch and the l>r. Faustus legend
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come from about the same time period.
23 See p. 103.
24 C 1 cSee p. 15.
25 The ideal concert orchestra, according to the 19th century% ' . #* •1 .7 v
Romantic composer Hector Berlioz, 1803-1869, would contain 121 mem- 
bers, while a festival orchestra could have as many as 665 members.
• . ;a. - »• . • . v . . . ' t
From: "Orchestra” in the Harvard Dictionary of Music, 1975. Beetho-
■ - , i . 1 '"v> • »y» ' 'Ov Jr '
ven's orchestra, on the other hand, probably contained no more than 
45-50 members.
41 A chain of words which shows the young pre-1920 Thomas 
Mann's disdain for democracy can be assembled from his "Gedanken im 
Kriege" (1914) in Thomas Mann, Politlsche Schriften und Reden, Band 
II, pp. 7-12. The chain runs as follows: "Demokratie" is "Zivilisa- 
tion" ist 'Vernunft, Aufklarung, Sanftigung, Sittigung, Skeptisie- 
rung, AuflSsung" is "Geist" is the "geschworene Feind der Triebe, 
det Leidenschaften," is "anti-damonisch, antiheroioch" is "antigeni- 
al" is "burgerlicb" is "Politik" is "Behaglichkeit" is without 
"Seele" is "Frankreich." The opposite of democracy can be said to be 
aristocracy, which is "Kultur" is "Natur" is a "stilvolle Menschen- 
opfer, orgiastische Kultfornien, Inquisition, Autodafes, Veitstanz," 
is "ein geiiahrdetes, gespanntes, achtsames Leben" is "Seele" is 
"Deutschland." Though Mann later defends democracy, this negative 
way of looking at democracy never totally disappears from his 
thinking. The bitterness he felt toward democracy in both the 
"Gedanken im Kriege" and the Betrachtungen eines Unpolitlschen (1918)
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is replaced, however, by the- humorous comparison of a romantic orche­
stral blend and democracy in Doktcr Faustus.
The romantic concept of blend, whose ideal is smooth indeci­
pherable transitions from instrument to instrument, is achieved both
-v -■ - ■ 7 -v* . • r.t
through choice of instrumentation and through the type of sound each
v  • . fi ;t.«• . • : v-j- . • , V/v
instrument is allowed to possess. For example, a trumpet player
■*•••• • • ■ >• • "V'V •« ... V‘< 'fall . -f.
would tend to produce a sound which is less sharp, less spicy for a
•*> • - i. • vf,v --A '"?*x Cilvi-f-.U.
romantic orchestra than he would If he were playing in a brass band.
s . v < •; -v/r «,r -- / A ,•
The orchestral trumpeter must tone down his/her sound to fit it in
id* i • .-'.v " ■> L- A * . }  • />,"■; •-*
with the rest of the orchestra. The saxophone, whose sound would
4 • .... • - • * . : .-CT’iA-’S >4 ^
nevi' quite blend into the romantic orchestra, is art example of an
instrument not acceptable for standard use therein.■ i;»w : vs ," ' ■* „ > , u ’ • • ■ ■ * - . ; X f •I;- J"1 ; *. • .
■.\t. .. . v - ■ +*-Jr . •
P8 Under "Orchestration” in The Harvard Dictionary of 




One reaction against the 19th-century principles of orches­
tration was the shift from the huge force? of Strauss and 
Mahler to smaller groups (chamber orchestra), a change 
observable in the successive works of Stravinsky and Schoen­
berg. The breakdown of the standard orchestra was also 
spurred by the search for new fimbres and combinations. 
One method was "perverted orchestration," e.g., giving the 
melody to the brass and using the strings for percussive 
effects; often used by Stravinsky, i" has been widely 
employed for many purposes, including parody.
,1
;3
Leverkuhn ' r, naming Love's Labour's Lust a "Groteske in Tonen" goes
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Tonality will be further discussed on pp. 47-48, 59-60, and
What is called here the overriding musical form is an extreme­
ly general term referring to the fact that, in almost all pre-modern 
western musical compositions— and especially in classical a:«d roman- 
tic works— there exists a passive consonant beginning, a more chaotic 
dissonant middle and a passive consonant ending. The passive begin-
.
ning and ending could be labeled A, while the middle could be 
labeled B. The resulting form would therefore be: ABA. This general 
overriding musical form is not to be confused with the specific 
"musical forms" described in the Harvard Dictionary of Music:
In almost every period of Western music (much less so in 
Oriental music) certain formal schemes have become tradi­
tionally established and have been used by the composers 
as molds, setting the general frame for their creative 
imagination.
An example of musical f o r m  discussed in this thesis is the sonata 
form. See pp. 69-70 and footnote 72.
31 Burgertum is a word Thomas Mann defended in his Betrachtun- 
gcn eines llnpolitischen. See Thomas Mann, Politische Schriften und 
Reden, Band I, 1968b, pp. 75-110. Burgertum, in the Betrachtungen, 
is a German cultural counterpart to French civilization. Yet, in 
other writings Thomas Mann's definition of Burgertum is negatively 
equated with democracy. "Gedanken im Kriege," p. 8 and see footnotes
'24
26 and ‘'S.
In his "Gedanken im Kriege," pp. 8-9, Thomas Mt jn defines 
Kunstler as being in contrast with Burger. The Burger demands "Sicher- 
heit" while the Kunstler is v sed to a "gefahrdetes, gospanntes, acht- 
sames Leben." Thomas Mann draws here on Nietzsche. Friedrich Nietz- 
sche in Die frShliche Wissenschaft from Vol. II of Friedrich Nietz- 
sche: Werke, wif'.cs:
• .  * • -  V .
Derm, glaubt es mir!— das Geheimnis um die grosste Frucht- 
barkeit und den grSssten Genuss vom Dasein einzuemten, 
heisst: gefahrlich leban! Baut eure Stadte an den Vesuv! 
Schickt eure Schiffe in unerforschte Meere! Lebt im Kriege
mit euresgleichen und mit euch selber! Seid Rauber und
■ -
Eroberer, solange ihr nicht Herrscher und Besitzer sein 
konnt, ihr Erkennendon! Die Zeit geht bald vorhei, wo es 
euch genug sein durfte, gleich scheuen Hirschen in Waldern 
versteckt zu leben! Endlich wird die Erkenntnis die Hand 
nach dem ausstrecken, was ihr geouhrt— sie wird herrschen 
und besitzen wollen und ihr mit ihr! (Nietzsche, p. 440)
In Buddenbrooks Thomas Mann defines his artistic person by 
simply contrasting the healthy unartistic life of Johannes Budden­
brooks with the unhealthy but artistic life of Hanno Buddenbrooks. 
In Uoktor Faustus, the situation is mere Cwruplicated. Both sickness 
and health are seen as necessary components of the artist. See Lydia 
Baer, The Concept and Function of Death in the Works of Thomas Mann,




See section on Leverkuhn's need to produce, pp. 81-90.
3 5In Leverkuhn's rejection of Gnade and of Derookratie Thomas 
again draws on Nietzsche. See Gnade in Nietzsche: Werke II, p.
•  . ■ *; • ••'■' • '• W* v ‘
v ,> •: • . • :>,'■> * ' i .  *U>«j V v  > * . • - # *  .V ;  ^r,:
Im Neuen Testament ist der Kanon der Tugend, des erfOllten
. . r. ■.
Gesetzes aufgestellt: aber so, dass es der Kanon der unmSg-
\**& • •. !'• ■ &. 'i. ‘s’ ir*-?.. ,* *•»•* :<_•*. .
lichen Tugend ist: die sittlich noch screbenden Menschen
sollen sich im Angesichte eines solchen Kanons ihrero Ziel
immer ferner fuhlen lernen, sie sollen an der Tugend ver-
zweifeln und sich endlich dem Erbarraenden ans Herz wer-
fen,— nur mit diesem Abschlusse konnte das sittliche BemC-
hen bei einem Christen noch als wertvoll gelten, vorausge-
setzt also, dass es immer ein erfolgioses, unlustiges,
melancholisches Bemuhen bleibe; so konnte es noch dazu
■ *
dienen, jene ekctatische Minute herbcizufuhren, wo der 
Mensch den "Durchbruch der Gnade" und das sittliche Wunder 
erlebt:— aber notwendig ist dieses Ringen nach Sittlichkeit 
nicht, denn jenes Wunder uberfallt nicht selten gerade den
Sunder, wenn er gleichsam vom Aussatze der Sunde biuht;
ja, es scheint selber der Sprung aus der tiefsten und
grundlichsten Sundhaftigkeit in ihr Gegenteil etwas Leich- 
teres und, als sinnfalliger Bewels des Wunders, auch etwas 
Wunschbares zu scin.—
On Demokrat ie see Thomas Mann, "Nietzsches Philosophic im Lichte
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unserer Erfahrung" in Assays, Vol. Ill, p. 244;
Von [Sokrates] stanimt, nach Nietzsche, eine aiexandrische 
Wissenschaftskultur, blass, gelehrtenhaft, jythosfremd, le- 
bensfrerad, eine Kultur, in der Optiraismus und Vernunft- 
glaube gesiugt baben, der praktische und theorecische Utili- 
tarismus, welcher, gleich der Demokratie selbst, ein Symp- 
tom absinl;ender Kraft und der physiologischen Errauducg 1st.
Little disturbs L.t*erkuhn more than the half-hearted efforts
■to compose of some of his contemporaries. LeverkChn sees in such 
efforts an all-too-limited use of the human intellect. Thomas Mann 
himself expresses the pain felt in feeling limited in a short story 
called "Enttauschung."
37 Perotinus Magnus was a composer of polyphony and choirmaster 
at the Church of Notre Dame in France (11837-1238?). Donald Jay 
Grout, A History of Western Music, p. 84.
A more detailed explanation of both tonality and 12-tone 
music will be given or. pp. 70-74.
39 "Tonality" from The Harvard Dictionary of Music.
40 Compare with "Serial Composition" in The Harvard Dictionary 
of Music.
Adorno’s 7.ur Philosophic der neuen Musik is an unpublished 
typewritten draft toward his later published Philosophic der neuen 
Musik. It was written in California on an American typewriter in
1941, was given to Thomas Mann in July, 1943, and is now at the
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Thomas Mann-Archives in Zurich. See Die Entstehung dcs Doktor 
Faustus, pp. 41-42.
See footnote 3.
I 'l The letter to Michael Mann, written in 31 January 1948, can 
be found in Dichter liber ihre Dichtungcn, Vol. 14/III, pp. 131-132.
See Ernst Toch, "Thomas Mann und die Muslk," Die ncuc Hand-
, \ s • ■ • • •schau, pp. 187-188. This footnote is also cited in Dichter Qbar ihre 
Dichtungen, Vol. 14/III, p. 62.
^  The letter to Adorno, written on 30 December 1945, can be 
found in Dichter Gber ihre Dichtungcn, Vol. 14/III, pp. 60-64.
Note comments by Thomas Mann about Adorno in a letter to 
Jonas Lesser on 15 November 1951, in Dichter uber ihre Dichtungcn,
Vol. 14/111, pp. 266-267:
Mit der "Entstehung" habe ich einen recht starken Schein- 
werfer auf [Adorno] gerichtet, in dessen Licht er sich in 
nicht ganz angenehmer Weise blaht, sedass es bei ihm 
nachgerade ein wenig so herauskommt, als habe eigentlich 
er den "Faustus" geschrieben.
This passage is cited in Hansjorg Dorr, "Thomas Mann und Adorno: Ein
Beitrag zur Entstehung des 'Dr. Faustus'", p. 290.
L'l By stating that Adorno's work is a historical reality, only 
the work's existence, not its credibility, is being defended.
48 Any a 11-too-great pessimism toward the value of Adorno's
theories in Doktor Faustus should be alleviated by the following 
quote. Thomas Mann writes in Die Entstehung des Doktor Faubtus, p. 42,
Hier war in der Tat etwas "Wichtiges". Ich fand eine 
artiscisch-soziologische Situationskritik von grSoster Fort- 
geschrittenheit, Feinheit und Tiefe, welche die eigen- 
tumlichste Affinitat zur Idee meines Werkes, zu der "Kompo-
sition", hatte, in der ich lebte, an der ich webte. In mir
v .v ■ ■' ,:.+r,
entschied es sich: "Das 1st mein Mann."
v.- ; . .• a -• -/-r '-v/Vs*’* ' .
49 Adorno's goal of Versohnung is anticipated in Heinrich von 
Kleist's "Dber das Marionetten Theater," which was written in 1810 
and is montaged in D.F., p. 306.
^  Die gluckliche Hand is a pre-12-tone drama with music which 
was composed by Arnold Schonberg in the years 1908-1913. Schonberg 
also wrote the text for this piece in 1910.
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51 See pp. 111-112.
52 See pp. 14-25.
53 See also p. 76.
54 See p. 30.
55 Alban Berg (1885-1935), a student r< Schonberg's and the
12-tone system, is most famous for his two 12-tone operas. Wozzeck
and Lulu.
^  Lulu was composed by Berg during the last years of his life 
(1928-1935). It is based on Frank Wedekind's drana, Die Buchse der
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Pandora (1892-1895).
57 See also the more detailed reason behind Leverkuhn's rejec­
tion of tonality, pp. 73-74.
53 See footnote 97 for Adorno's description of music's alter­
native to language.
See pp. 34-37.
60 The idea of the Gcsamtkunstwerk, the uniting of word and
tone, is expressed in a discussion of Leverkuhn's concerning his
A" ; -*» > *{-»• • V ^  4 -.V -* s
hopes in the composing of Love’s Labour's Lost. See D.F., pp. 217-218.
^  "program music" from The Harvard Dictionary of Music.
■;l v: • - - -V'  ..v - i-V jfcxttpk* r.ftr# . *>; .1 i  ■'
"absolute music" from The Harvard Dictionary of Music.
In a footnote at this point, Jung cites the chapter "Form" 
in Adorno's published Philosophic der neuen Muslk.
6 O^n page 7 of his Zur Philosophic der neuen Musik Adorno
. ' i- • * .writes, for example: "Die Kritik am extensiven Schema verschrinkt 
sich nit der inhaltlichen an Phrase und Ideologic." Before chis state­
ment "Ideologic" is not mentioned.
^  In similar fashion Thomas Mann writes in his "Schopenhauer" 
essay thit the intellect: ". . . nor dazu da 1st, um dem Willen zum 
Munde zu reden, ihn zu rechtfertigen, ihn rait 'moralischen' Mot ven 
zu versehen und, kurz gesagt, unsere Triebe zu rationalisieren" 









See pp. 97-101 -
See pp. 16-17.
Note that the word dissonance as used here usually refers to 
a high tension between simultaneously (vertically) sounded notes. 
Yet it can also be used in reference to the not quite so readily 
perceived note pairs sounded one after another (horizonially).
71 See pp. 37-46 and 90-102.
72 Sonata form is defined by the Harvard Dictionary of basic a:s
follows: ' ■ p
i >'■. . -  ‘ I. ; X-  |  3*.;,'
A movement written in sonata form consists of three
sections— exposition, development, and recapitulation (also
called statement, fantasia section, and restatement), the
last usually followed by a coda. In the exposition the
composer introduces the musical ideas, consisting of a
number of themes; in the development section he "develops"
this material [see Development]; and in the recapitulation
he repeats the exposition with certain modifications. In
practically all early sonatas the exposition is repeated,
indicated by a repeat sign. The structure, therefore, of
sonata form can be indicated by the scheme A A B A.
One of the movements of a sonata, a symphony or a concerto is 
usually written in sonata form.
73 Below is the Harvard Dictionary of Music's general definition
of "sonata.
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The sonata is a composition for piano (piano sonata), or 
for violin, cello, flute, etc., usually with piano accom­
paniment (violin sonata, cello sonata, etc.), which con­




Die ewige Wiederkunft is a phrase which was coined by Nietz­
sche in Also sprach Zarathustra to point toward the eternal return 
of the same. See Nietzsches Werke, Vol. II, page 466. Karl Heim, 
"Thomas Mann and die Musik," pp. 278-311, does an excellent job of
discussing Doktor Faustus as a huge scoring of theme and variation,
!\r*• v- . ■ - ■ ?
i.e., as an eternally returning of the same.
^  The reason for Thomas Mann's interest in the matrix lies in
the fact that the matrix is both a symbol of mathematical rational-
■ >
ity and of demonic alchemy. Gunilla Bergsten, Thomas Manns Doktor 
Faustus, p. 233, writes:
Der rationale oder intellektualistische Zug des stren- 
gen Satzes tritt ferner darin hervor, dass Mann die Technik 
der Komposition rait dem rnagischen Quadrat vergleicht . . . 
[D.F\ , p. 257]. Eine Abbildung des rnagischen Quadrats, das 
auch auf Durers "Melencolia" vorkommt, nat Adrian standig 
in seinem Zimmer hangen; es ist selbst eine Art Leitmotif, 
das einerseits den Zug des Kalkulatorischen Im Wesen Adri­
ans betont, andererseits aber auch seine faustische Neigung 
zur Magic. Die Magie des Quadrats besteht in der uberra- 
schenden arithmetischen Tatsache, dass die Zahlen, wie man
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sie auch addieren mag, horizontal, vertikal oder diagonal, 
immer die Summe 34 ergeben . . . [D.F. , p. 125]. Diese 
Symmetric stellt cine vollkommene Ordnung dar und ist doch 
von damonischer Zwcideutigkeit. Eben diese Art von zugleich 
mathematischer und magischer Ordnung fesselt Adrian, an- 
fangs in der Mathematik . . . [D.F., p. 64] und sp2ter in 
der Musik.
, * “t i,-\’ • ■ **! ‘' \  v  te*  ^  • . “.I* . .
Also worthy mentioning here is the fact that Thomas Mann’s interest
’ ■ • s ■$( • v ■ Up J.U i ,
in the 48 possible variations of the row is expressed by the number
‘ ■ ■ r A », ■ /••,•; \ ■ j ■ S
of chapters in Doktor Faustus (48, including the Nachschrift).
. r  -  •
^  The example of row use comes from Arnold SchSnberg'a article, 
"Composition with Twelve Tones," which can be found in Style and
Idea: Selected Writings of Arnold SchSnberg, p. 239. The numbers and





See "tonic" and "tonality" in The Harvard Dictionary of Music.
From a 1923 article on 12-tone composition founo in Style 






Adorno would also claim that the orchestral color, the Klang- 
farbenmelodie, gains full equality with the vertical and _he horizon­
tal. Thomas Mann dees not use this terra in the novel, however.
84 The Harvard Dictionary of Music gives examples of experiments-
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See pp. 34 and 45-46.
See p. 65.
See pp. 107-108 and 111-112.
88 Note the use of the word produce. The word create, In its 
most idealistic and most accurate usage, leans to bring forth in om­
niscience and omnipotence as a god. Yet Leverkuhn's compositions are 
neith"' omniscient nor omnipotent and will be shown to provide only 
the deceptive appearance of truth. Therefore, the word create is 
replaced by tne word produce, which does not have these godlike 
connotations.
89 See p. 29.
90 Leverkuhn's syphillis is not only contracted through the
Hetaera Esmeralda. It also appears to be a hereditary illness
. ‘ . ■ . ■
derived from his father. Note the tendency of his father to have 
migraines (D.F.. p. 21).
Thomas Mann did a tremendous amount of research on the topic of 
syphillis before beginning the actual writing of Doktor Faustus. He 
studied numerous medical reports on syphillis and did case studies 
on apparent syphillis victims such as Nietzsche, Beethoven, Hugo 
Wolf, Robert Schumann, Dostoevski, and others. Gunilla Bergsten, 
Thomas Manns Doktor Faustus, pp. 68-90, documents this research ex­
tremely well.
91 Rather than being the shallow mythical temptor plaguing 
another one of God's creatures, Leverkuhn's devil is the temporary
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incarnation of a train of thought which has existed in varying 
degrees within Leverkuhn throughout his life. It is for this reason 
that Leverkuhn can tell the devil during their conversation that he 
(the devil) is bringing no new unheard of information to light: "Ihr 
sagt lauter Dinge, die in mir sind und aus mir kommen, aber nicht 
aus Euch" (D.F.t p. 300). The devil himself could well be dismissed 
as a figment of Leverkuhn’s syphillitic imagination, but the devil's 
message, the importance of Leverkuhn's need to produce, will be 
shown to be not so easily put aside.
92 The theme of the artist as a Hochstapler is highly autobio­
graphical and can be found throughout Thomas Mann’s works from Tonio 
Kroger to Felix Krull.
See pp. 35-37 and 60-67.
94 See pp. 28-29.«
95 Thomas Mann acknowledges his own use of deception in the 
music of the novel Doktor Faustus in a letter he wrote to Hans 
Ulrich Staeps in the latter part of 1947. Unlike Leverkuhn, however, 
Thomas Mann had accepted his own use of deception as a useful means 
toward the end of expressing the theme of the book:
Mein Verhaltnis zur Musik ist zugleich das eines Initiier- 
ten (so sagte wenigstens Ernst Toch einmal) und das eines 
Ignoranten. So entsteht eine Mischu:'g aus— nicht ganz fal- 
scher— Zutunlichkeit und— wahrschein ich— Unsinn, ja— wahr- 
scheinlich— Albernheit, die— wahrscheinlich— das Hohnge- 
lacnter der Fachwelt erregen wird. Es ist da in musikali-
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schen Cingen ein Aufgebot an Schein-Exaktheit, das nur ala 
kunstlerische Fiktion. lJuschungsmitte1 allenfails ent- 
schuldbar ist, und zwar, well die Musik nur als Paradigraa 
und Gleichnis fur die verzweifelte Situation der Konst, 
der Kultur uberhaupt stehts eine Intellektuelle Verzweif- 
lung, uber die hinweg zu helfen, zur Produktion zu verhel- 
fen, nur der Bund mit dem Teufel noch taugt.
From: Dlchter uber ihre Dichtungen, Vol. 14/111, p. 101,
96 _See pp. 31-46. 
d7 Schopenhauer writes Lhat the tragedy is the "Gipfel der Dicht- 
kunst" and that it is the most truthful genre of literature. Schopen­
hauer contras^? tragedy with all genres of literature which allow 
for any form of poetic justice. See Schopenhauer, Die Welt als Wille 
und Vorstellung, pp. 318-319. Adorno claims that the modern musician 
reaches true expression by using "die seisroo&raphische Aufzeichnung 
traumatischer Schocks" (Adc^no 1941, p. 11). Thomas Mann absorbs all 
this and goes on to describe true expression in Doktor Faustus 
through Leverkuhn's devil: "[Die Kritik] ertragt Schein und Spiel 
ntcht mehr, die Fiktion, die ScIbstherr1ichkeit der Form, die die 
Leidensc. ">ften, das Menschenleid zensuriert , in Kollen aufteilt, in 
Ilildo!i ubertragt. Zulassig ist allein noch der nicht fiktive, der 
nicht -erspielte, aer unverste11-e und unverklarte Ausdruck des 
Leioes in seinem realen Augenblick. Seine Ohnmacht und Not sind so 
angewachsen, dass kein scheinhaftes Spiel damit mehr erlaubt ist" 
(D . , p. 321). This true expression is equa -»d with Klage in the
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Or, Fausti Woheklage bei Zeitblom: "Die Klage namlicb und uro cine 
immerwahrende, unerschopf1ich akzentuierte Klag* von schmerzhaf te­
ster Ecce-horao-Gebarde handelr. es sich ja— , die Klage ist der Aus- 
druck selbsc, man kann kuhnlich sagen, dass aller Ausdruck eigeutlich 
Klage ist. . (D.F., p. 644). See also Patrick Carnegy, pp. 131-134.
98 See p. 30.






Claudio Monteverdi (ca. 1567-1643) in his numerous madri­
gals, operas and sacred compositions, was especially famous for his 
representation of emotions. His representation of Klage can ^  found 
in the "Lament" from his opera Arianna (1608). See Grout, pp. 237- 
239, 309-312. Monteverdi is specifically helpful for LeverkGhn in 
his use of echo-effects which symbolize Nepomuk and which symbolize 
the "Zuruckgeben des Menschenlautes als Naturlaut und seine Enthul- 
l’jng als Naturlaut. . ." (D. F. , p. 644).
Zeitblom’s use of the words "von alchemistischem Destilla- 
tionsprozess" (D.F., p. 647), is obviously intended to give Lever- 






See Leverkuhn's rejection of Gnade on pp. 40-41.
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The guilt of Leverkuhn in the death of Nepomuk is not as 
clear cut as Erich Heller makes it out to be. Nepo*nuk, as the incar­
nation of fairytale goodness, is most probably not meant to exist in 
a world based on the existence of both good and evil. Leverkuhn is 
only a part of such a world and is only partly guilty in the 
child's death. Also, aside from his angelic personality, Nepomuk 
comes to Pfeiffering to recuperate from a bout with the measles. 
(See D.F. , p. 610.) He never appears to ue robus': in his actions and 
he never fights his need to sleep. (See D.F., pp. 610-624.) About 
his Krankhe it, it was even said that: "Kinder wahrend der Rekonvales- 
zenz von Masern oder Keuchhusten wohl anfallig fur sie seien" (D.F., 
p. 627). Gerard Schmidt attributes Leverkuhn's feelings of guilt to 
the symptoms of syphillis rather than accepting the boy's death as 
murder: "tin uberaus wichtiges Symptom der fortgeschrittenen Lues 
ist die Selbstzuschreibung von Schuld, wie sie bei Adrian im Verhalt- 
nis zu Rudi Schwerdtfeger und Echo auftaucht" (Schmidt, p. 37).
108 See excerpt on solipsism, p. 21.
109 See pp. 52-53.
Gerard Schmidt mentions an interesting Zeitblom quote from 
Doktor Faustus, in his defense of the v/orth of the Dr. Faust i Wehe- 
klage. The quote, which can be found near the beginning of the book, 
runs as follows: ". . . Gedanken zwar moglicherweise charakterisiert, 
aber keineswegs entwertet werden dadurch dass sie mit Schmerzen zusam- 
menhanger." ( D. F. , p. 259).
Ill Note that this is a cop-out, but only when compared to the
r.s








See- quote at front of thesis
F roof of this magic lies 
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